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Think local
Communities 
and localism 
get a lift from 
lockdown. 
Now can 
we make it 
sustainable?

Today do this
If 2020 has 
spurred you 
into action, 
find out how to 
take tangible 
steps to make a 
difference... 

Money money 
money From our 
cashless society 
to fin-novation 
for business, 
access to money 
has dominated 
2020. 

Nike in the community
The sportswear 
giant isn’t just 
taking on England’s 
newly-crowned 
champions, it’s 
taking on Liverpool’s 
commnunity clubs, too.



KICK START 
YOUR CAREER 
AMBITIONS 
WITH OUR MBA
FULL AND PART TIME PLACES AVAILABLE

LIVERPOOL 
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

ljmu.ac.uk/LBS

As an internationally-recognised business qualification, the MBA is valued by 
managers and businesses across the globe. Liverpool Business School offers 
an MBA that recognises the benefits of peer-to-peer learning, networking 
and relationship building. With Masterclasses and regular talks from business 
leaders, as well as our experienced teaching team, the course will transform 
your professional practice and enhance career progression prospects.

The MBA at LJMU’s Liverpool Business School is competitively 
priced, with fees starting from £11,800.

To discover more, visit ljmu.ac.uk/LBS



Hosted online and taught by our expert 
faculty, The School of Life Virtual Workshops 
give teams the opportunity to learn these 
emotional skills together in a live, interactive 
format with polls and breakout groups.

All participants need is a laptop and  
an internet connection.

For more information about our virtual 
curriculum and a tailored offering for  
your team contact:

business@theschooloflife.com

The School of Life  
for Business

Virtual Training  
for Emotional Skills

As many businesses adjust to an uncertain 
future, it will be emotional skills that 
employees need more than ever. We will 
need to adapt to new ways of working, 
communicating, and supporting one another 
– and to face up to inevitable changes with 
resilience and calm.

t h e s c h o o lo f l i f e . c o m / b u s i n e s s



It’s hard not to talk about 2020 in the context of Covid. And it’s hard not 

to see this summer as one lived entirely in the shadow of a pandemic.

This is not the year that any of us thought it would be.

 

For a long time, it’s clear that many things have been broken. 

Inequality; access to education and care and healthcare; our 

relationship with the world we live in. But, in ‘normal times’, they’ve 

been smoothed over and passed on.

2020 has been raw and painful and relentless and its implications 

will be seen for a long time to come. The effects on mental health; on 

young people in the education system; the unemployment numbers 

yet to come are all unknown quantities. And no doubt the outcomes of 

those things won’t all be good. But there could be good, too. If we want 

there to be.

The financial crash of 2008 had huge repercussions. In the UK, a 

policy of austerity triggered a race to the bottom. Gig economy wages 

and low job security; food and fuel poverty. Political dogma forced 

millions of people to buy the cheapest goods that they could. While we 

can’t compare it yet to 2020, it’s only in hindsight that we see trends. 

What will 2020 herald? Is #BuildBackBetter a meaningful ambition, 

or is it just PR spin, designed to keep the same people in the same 

positions of power? Or can we take hope from the Black Lives Matter 

movement, young people protesting about their exam results, and 

the sense of community and locality that has developed through 

lockdown? Will the pain of 2020 force us to do things better?

Will the way we live and work change dramatically, to allow people 

better balance? Will it reduce pollution, or will it create an us-and-them 

divide between those who can work from home, and those who can’t? 

And what are the wider implications of that for our towns and cities?

In this issue, we find out how a company that only sells jackets three 

times a year survived when, suddenly, it couldn’t make jackets. Money 

looms large – where can we get it from; the implications of digital 

transactions. How do we spend it? What are our responsibilities, with 

the money that we have? And we talk to people across the globe, from 

the Isle of Islay to Addis Ababa, Margate to Moscow.

2020 has shown us the limitations of the systems we had thought 

insurmountable. And it’s also shown us the potential: for new; different; 

fairer and more sustainable. If not now, when?

Fiona Shaw, 
publisher
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The pair estimate that 100 pairs of 
hands touch Paynter’s clothes before 
they reach buyers – and we need all 
those hands. From textile mills and 
button makers to illustrators and pattern 
cutters, “Paynter only works when 
everyone is working together,” they say. 
Meet the business that’s staying small, 
but thinking big. 
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42 Work/place: Impact 
Hub Brazil 
Taking on social and environmental issues 

through business – and forging partnerships 

along the way – Brazil’s Impact Hubs are a 

20,000 strong network that’s working hard to 

make the changes the people need to see. 

46 No stone unturned 
Dubbed an ‘emerging economy’, Brazil was 

set to overtake established economies – but 

we haven’t seen this yet. So we take a look 

at StoneCo, the fintech company supporting 

smaller businesses and getting Brazil’s economy 

back on track.

52 The long read:  
think local 
Drive change, one transaction at a time. With 

many of us realising the importance of shopping 

local, we take a deeper look at how the pandemic 

has impacted local shopping, globally. And we 

see what communities are doing to keep their 

small businesses afloat. 
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Staney DeGraff 
We meet Staney, co-author of The Creative 

Mindset, as she talks us through the meaning of 

culture in business, the importance of diverse 

thought, and how we can change our thinking to 
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23 Let’s talk: A cashless 
society 
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cashless society that it sometimes feels like we’re hurtling 

towards. What will the implications be?
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be more than just easy on the eye. We look at how Danish 

designers are creating a blueprint for a more sustainable 

future, through the power of furniture design.

33 Cover story: Slow fashion 
Paynter has been doing business differently, creating 

classic chore coats in a more mindful, conscious way. 

Fiona Shaw chats with Paynter’s co-founders to find 

out more…
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Just over a year after London became the 

world’s first National Park City, a community of 

volunteer-run rangers has been built, dedicated 

to working with communities across the city on 

urban green-space projects.
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Finisterre 
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functional clothes to beat that post-surf freeze 

with a sustainable vision. Leslie Prior is guardian 
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the planet. 
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Behind the Source brings us closer to the people 
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financial thinking that’s come out of the crisis. 

86 This is the sign you’ve 
been waiting for 
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impact. Ethiopia-based Teki Paper Bags is 
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Ababa, whilst uplifting the deaf community. 
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women is visually educating people about 

pollution and making sustainable paper bags. 
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Hello, we are Ape. We are usually a sustainable innovation consultancy.
Reasons to be Cheerful was our COVID side-project. On day one of

lockdown I sat and thought about the things I’d miss. The answers were 1
Connection. 2 Inspiration. 3 Thought provoking conversations. 4 All day
events. 5 Presenting. The answer was to create these things ourselves.

For free.

We started a Monday Communion. Each week I have a guest talk about
who they are, what they do, and why they do it. We’ve run one-day events.

We have a collection of amazing blogs and podcasts.

We are always really keen to widen our net and are looking for blog
contributions. Just one rule: Give us reason to be cheerful. Email us

hello@reasonstobecheerful.co.uk

www.reasonstobecheerful.co.uk
www.thisisape.co.uk
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Words: Eve Louise Halliday

The Coronavirus pandemic 
changed the game for 
businesses, pretty much 
overnight. Established 
companies and start-ups alike 
had to adapt to lockdown, social 
distancing and changes in 
consumer behaviour. This, for 
some, meant changing the way 
they do business altogether to 
survive. Some even went further 
than that, throwing themselves 
into new activities to play their 
part in stopping the spread and 
helping communities weather 
the storm…

Uber Direct and Uber Connect
During lockdown, Uber’s plan was 
to help people stay safe and stay 
connected. Launching Uber Direct 
and Uber Connect in early April, 
the transportation giant pivoted 
into offering services to businesses 
and individuals alike. ‘Direct’ 
enables people in select cities to 
do their grocery shop online and 
have it dropped off, benefiting 
grocery stores and shoppers when 
movement is restricted. ‘Connect’ 
is more personal, delivering 
anything and everything such as 
care packages and small items 
between family members and 
friends – even if you’re just sending 
an emergency roll of toilet paper! 
Nonetheless, the same month, 
Uber revealed that journeys 
booked through its app fell 80% 
due to coronavirus.
uber.com

Munro Fruit Merchants
Toot your horn for your groceries! 
The Scottish Highlands were 
hit hard by Covid shortages, 
so local business Munro Fruit 
Merchants stepped up to the 
plate by expanding into a drive-
through grocery service to get 
goods to customers more quickly. 
From milk to fresh dragonfruit, 
customers got the fresh produce 
they love by ordering online and 
driving over, where the Merchants 
team loaded up the boot with 
selected goodies. 
munrotain.co.uk

Ethos eights
DMM
Welsh brand DMM usually 
manufactures climbing equipment, 
but throughout lockdown, it 
was business as unusual in its 
Llanberis factory in Wales. With 
people largely unable to travel and 
climb mountains, crags – or even 
climbing walls – DMM did its part 
to support essential healthcare 
services and utilities providers. 
Pivoting to manufacturing vital 
‘working at height’ equipment to be 
used by emergency services and 
essential infrastructure providers, 
DMM helped keep things 
maintained and working across 
the globe.
dmmclimbing.com

Mackintosh
Mackintosh might be known for 
making luxury macs and raincoats, 
but it used its manufacturing 
knowledge for a different purpose 
in the fight against Covid. Halting 
production of its coats in April, it 
turned its highly-skilled hands to 
making scrubs and facemarks 
for the NHS. Dispatching around 
2,000 lots of PPE and scrubs to 
the NHS each week, Mackintosh 
supplied nurses and frontline 
health workers with the vital 
PPE they need to continue their 
lifesaving work.
mackintosh.com
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Brewdog
Known for its beer and bars, 
Brewdog became a fully approved 
NHS supplier amid the crisis. 
Responding to a national shortage 
of hand sanitiser, Brewdog used its 
distilleries to make ‘Punk Sanitiser’ 
hygienic hand rub. Having donated 
over 50,000 bottles to the NHS 
and other charities, Brewdog 
shared its new healthcare know-
how with other businesses to help 
the effort. While its first batch was 
turned down by a local hospital 
because it didn’t reach NHS 80% 
proof alcohol requirements, it went 
on to supply over 100,000 bottles 
of sanitiser to frontline workers 
and charities.  
brewdog.com

Signature Brew
Normally busy brewing beer in its 
distilleries, Signature Brew turned 
itself into a home party (or pub!) 
supplier. Signature Brew’s ‘Pub 
in a Box’ brought the pub to your 
home, anytime. Along with some 
Signature Brew beer, boxes came 
with a Signature Brew glass, some 
tasty pub snacks, a beer mat, a 
music quiz, and Spotify playlists 
curated by music journalists to 
accompany each beer. When you 
couldn’t head to the pub, Signature 
Brew’s new venture brought the 
pub – and the quiz – to you! 
signaturebrew.co.uk

DoctHERS
Pakistan-based DoctHERS was 
originally founded to connect 
female doctors to medically 
underserved women and children 
throughout the country. When the 
pandemic hit, DoctHERS jumped 
into action, deploying its doctors 
across the country to help detect 
cases and educate households 
on how to prevent the spread of 
Coronavirus – even going door-
to-door (with safety measures 
in place) in communities without 
internet access. DoctHERS doesn’t 
plan to stop there, and is looking 
use its network to implement 
delivery of ‘Covid kits’, complete 
with sanitiser, gloves, masks, and 
infection control educational 
materials – even in local dialects - 
to households all over Pakistan. 
docthers.com

Rosie on Fire
After her e-commerce business 
selling luxury kimonos came 
to a ‘grinding halt’ at the start 
of lockdown, Rosie on Fire 
founder Angeline Frances Khoo 
shifted her focus and supply 
chain access to selling at-home 
entertainment supplies to help us 
cope with our non-existent social 
calendars. Through its dedicated 
website SupplyDrop, Rosie on 
Fire delivered much-needed 
pamper and celebration supply 
boxes to the UK. Plus, through its 
SuperCleen brand, Rosie on Fire 
got protective equipment to Asia-
based corporations, too.
rosieonfire.com
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Let’s face it, we all love getting 
something exciting in the post. 
Why not guarantee yourself 
a treat delivered straight to 
your door, by signing up to a 
subscription service? Whether 
you want to green up your 
home, preen at home or pamper 
your pooch, there’s definitely 
one for you…

Lazy Flora
Don’t have a big outdoor space 
for planting? Struggle getting 
bigger plants to your home, or 
simply don’t want to drag greenery 
around? Lazy Flora’s monthly plant 
subscription makes your green-
fingered dreams come true – even 
if you don’t have green fingers. 
Let Lazy Flora know your planting 
environment and it’ll pick the best 
plants, tailored for your space. Easy! 
lazyflora.com

Ohne
Pretty much half of us have an 
automatic subscription to our 
menstrual cycle, so why not get 
another to take the hassle out 
of it? Enter Ohne, the tampon 
subscription box. Ohne knows that 

your cycle can be unpredictable, 
so you can edit your kit each 
month and skip or cancel a month 
at any time – your body, your way. 
Oh, and the tampons are organic 
and kind to your body, too.
ohne.com

Floof Box
Most people think dogs deserve 
the best, and Floof Box comes 
up trumps with its premium 
subscription boxes for your best 
friend. Each month, your pup 
will get two high quality toys and 
three treats, all chosen because 
they’re free from artificial colours, 
preservatives and additives.
floofbox.com

Books that Matter
Books that Matter puts women’s 
writing in the spotlight. Texts by 
people other than cis-gendered 
men are scarce on current 
curriculums in the UK, so founder 
Molly decided to empower and 
inspire women and girls with their 
reading. Each monthly Books that 
Matter box contains a female-
authored book, and three on-
theme gifts by independent female 
creatives.
booksthatmatter.co.uk

The Pip Box
Going vegan with your cosmetics 
has never been easier. Created 
because many UK cosmetics 
brands still test on animals 
overseas, the team finds the best 
cruelty-free products each month 
and delivers them to your door. 
The Pip Box delivers on value too, 
with sachet samples banned and 

at least one full-sized makeup-item 
in each box, guaranteed. Perfect to 
try and test.
thepipbox.co.uk

Abel & Cole
Abel & Cole delivers organic, 
seasonal, wild food straight to 
your door. Choose from veg or 
fruit boxes (or a mix) to get the 
freshest produce weekly, or pick 
from specially-curated boxes, like 
the barbecue box, for a tasty and 
ethical banquet. Abel & Cole even 
offers small subscriptions from 
organic milk to fabric conditioner, 
delivering little essentials to you 
every week.
abelandcole.co.uk

Papergang
If you love stationery, this is the 
subscription box for you. Each 
monthly Papergang box is put 
together in partnership with an 
artist to design a cohesive, themed 
box. Including products such as 
greeting cards, notebooks, desk 
accessories and art prints. 
papergang.ohhdeer.com

Manrags 
Manrags helps combat the 
tonnes of textiles going into 
Australian landfills each year. 
Aiming to become the world’s 
first circular subscription club, it 
takes responsibility for the entire 
lifecycle of its premium socks 
and underwear – which are built 
to last, anyway. Send any of your 
worn-out fabrics back to Manrags 
and it’ll prepare them for reuse and 
recycling, free of charge.
manrags.com.au

Subscription 
services 
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Lockdown forced us to go even 
more digital than before. With 
many of us wanting to fill our 
time by taking up a new hobby – 
or learn something we’d always 
wanted to but never had the 
time – we looked to the internet 
for the answer. These online 
learning tools let you fit learning 
into your life on your schedule, 
in lockdown or out.

Codeacademy
Codeacademy is rethinking 
education on the web. With 
courses covering a range of 
coding languages, you can get 
to know computer science, 
web development and plenty 
more. With testimonials on how 
Codeacademy courses have 
helped people get promotions, 
change careers or even branch out 
on their own professional journey, 
anyone can learn to code through 
Codeacademy. 
codecademy.com

Hubspot
Covering a host of business 
strategies, from marketing and 

sales to content creation and SEO, 
Hubspot makes businesses focus 
on the customer, so its courses 
are beneficial to either side of 
the business. Adaptable for use 
as an individual or wider hubs 
for businesses, Hubspot offers 
courses with certifications at the 
end, so you can brush up on your 
skills and get accredited in your 
own time. 
hubspot.com

TED-Ed
Stay curious with TED-Ed. We’ve 
all seen at least one TED talk in 
our lives – mainly because its 
speakers and topics cover such a 
diverse and interesting range – and 
TED-Ed is an extension of that. 
Focused on youth education, it’s 
doing everything from producing 
a library of original, educational 
videos on an array of subjects, to 
supporting teachers in creating 
their own interactive lessons.
ed.ted.com

Khan Academy
The Khan Academy is a non-profit 
organisation making world-class 
education accessible to anyone. 
With tutorials on everything from 
basic maths to advanced biology, 
this platform is useful to learners 
at any stage in their education, 
whether you’re at school, uni, 
or just want to learn something 
new. The team at Khan Academy 
consists of experts in a wide range 
of fields, providing top-quality 
education to anyone who wants to 
access it, for free.
khanacademy.org

Alison
Alison has grown massively 
from its roots in Galway, Ireland, 
and is now a world-renowned 

name in the education and skills 
game. Committed to equality 
of access, Alison offers a range 
of free courses, from Arabic to 
photography. Alison also offers 
certified school curriculum 
courses, so it caters to learners 
of any age and any stage in their 
education.
alison.com

Udemy
Udemy has thousands of 
instructors, so you can find 
courses from industry experts on 
pretty much anything, and learn 
at your own pace. Trusted by 
employers like Adidas, Pinterest 
and Mercedes-Benz, we can all 
learn new skills on Udemy that will 
enhance our employability.
udemy.com

iTunesU
If you want to learn directly 
from your phone, iTunesU is for 
you. Browse a catalogue of free 
education content directly on the 
app, with resources ranging from 
audio lectures, videos and books, 
on a varied range of topics. And 
they’re all from leading educational 
and cultural institutions like Yale, 
MIT and The National Theatre. 
apps.apple.com/gb/app/itunes-u/
id490217893

BBC podcasts
With BBC podcasts, you can tune 
in to episodes on everything from 
Chaucer to the Valkyries. Each 
subject is also covered in a single 
episode, so you can get your 
learning fix in one sitting, rather than 
taking a full-blown course on the 
subject. Now, if you’re interested 
in a topic you can simply find it on 
BBC podcasts, download and go. 
bbc.co.uk/podcasts

Online learning
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This month we’ve been thinking about…

This 
reaction to Black Lives Matter 
is not new for me or people who 
work in the field of race equality. 
In terms of seeing real change, we 
have been here before; Stephen 
Lawrence was brutally murdered 
which led to a change in law. On 
our doorstep Anthony Walker was 
brutally murdered, both led to an 
energy and a drive-in society to say 
‘enough is enough’ to racism.

What is different this time, I think, 
is the global impact – of not just 
Black people, but white people – 
saying ‘this is enough’ and standing 
up, being counted, and taking to 
the streets.

In terms of business, I think there 
are knee-jerk reactions – again, that 
I have seen before. They will not 
necessarily lead to lasting change 
but will lead to a reaction and 
perhaps have a short-term impact. 
What I have found, in my experience 
of the businesses who were already 
talking to me about equality, is that 
it gives them more momentum to 
take bigger, better, or more actions 
that create the change they want. 

Any business change requires a 
strategy and a commitment – it is 
like any other business objective. 
So if you want to change the 
culture of your workplace to get 
everyone to cycle into work instead 

of travelling into cars, then there is 
a process that you will follow that 
starts with leadership, bringing in 
technical expertise if you need it, 
identifying actions that you want 
to take, train staff, commit to a 
strategy, and integrate that into 
your business planning process. 
There is no quick fix – it must be 
part of your business objectives if 
you want to make lasting change. 

After all the years of work that 
I have put into this, that action 
that makes the most difference 
is increasing representation. You 
can do loads of good things that 
can make a little bit of difference. 
But unless you tackle issues 

Black Lives Matter

I recently wrote a blog for the 
Wordscape website pulling together lists of 
organisations and charities helping in Lebanon after 
the massive explosion in Beirut port on 4 August 
2020. The video of the shockwave that emanated 
from the warehouse where the fertiliser was being 
stored will stay with me a long time. 

But not just for the reasons you might assume. I was 
born in Lebanon. My British parents moved to Beirut in 
1972 with my dad’s company. They loved the country 
and the people. They didn’t want to leave but, by 

1975, it was becoming clear that they had no choice. 
Lebanon was becoming more volatile by the day and 
they left with broken hearts and some hair-raising 
stories to share with me and my sister when we were 
old enough to understand.

In 2004 we finally had the opportunity to go back. 
My parents fell in love with the country all over again 
and my husband and I experienced falling in love 
with Lebanon for the very first time. The people were 
kind and generous, the landscape was stunning and 
varied, the history was astonishing and complex and 

Lebanon

I am in awe of the person 
sitting near to me. You see, she’s 
been forced into a difficult set of 
circumstances and a situation 
which requires her to spend 
inordinate amounts of time in my 
company, without parole. You 
have to feel for her; the original 
agreement allowed her to get out 
and go elsewhere for around ten 
hours each day, Monday to Friday. 
But now the rules have changed 
and she’s got to stay indoors 
almost all of the time. 

I try to entertain her, but she says 
I come over at the wrong point, 
when she’s on a call or writing 
an email or something. And 
apparently I talk too loud when I 
speak to others, and pace around 
annoyingly in my pants. I could 
also cook a bit more, and do my 
share of the tea-making. But, 
to be fair, I clean the bathroom 
more than she does and tend to 
the small garden by her desk, so 
it’s not all bad. I think the biggest 
problem, though, is the amount of 

space I’ve taken up by nicking the 
dining room table as a desk for my 
work and art (I think she’s coming 
to terms with it, finally).

I am in awe of the person she has 
become over the past six months. 
The trials and tribulations she’s 
gone through, adjusting to not 
being around people who energise 
her, to being a small box in an array 
of larger boxes on a screen, to 
standing up for herself and bossing 
the work sent her way. That 

Awe
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the atmosphere was vibrant and alive. But people 
we spoke to warned us that the political troubles 
hadn’t gone away. In 2005 the former prime minister 
Rafic Hariri was killed in a Syrian-backed Hezbollah 
truck bomb by the beautiful Corniche, on Beirut’s 
waterfront. The same waterfront that was partially 
obliterated in the port explosion.

Since then, Lebanon has become extremely troubled 
once again. They have taken in over a million refugees 
from Syria, were being hit hard because of Covid-19 
and are now dealing with tens of thousands of 

homeless people following the explosion. The citizens 
need lots of help, but they also need political and 
societal reforms, a point made stridently by French 
President Macron on his visit following the port 
explosion. And I do hope they are able to find some 
peace in the future.

Lucy Moss is a freelance bookkeeper, working with 
Wordscape – which makes her one of the Ethos 
team – and Lunya restaurant in Liverpool.
@lucylemon

around representation in your 
senior management team, in your 
workforce, in your customer base, 
then nothing really changes. 

I am working with Social Value 
UK and they were talking to me 
before George Floyd’s death, about 
equality and diversity training for 
their board and staff. They did a 
Black Lives Matter statement that 
was excellent. It was one of the best 
I have seen, it had a great further 
reading list. It integrated their 
principles and values and was very 
well thought through.

We did the board training and the 
staff training, and we developed 

an action plan around what they 
are going to do around increasing 
representation in all aspects of 
their business. Not just within the 
organisation, but within the sector. 
They are also following it through, 
and I am speaking at a conference 
next week on how the social value 
movement can tackle structural 
inequalities.

To drive this forward, you 
must care and want to make a 
difference in the first instance. It 
is as simple as that. If you want 
something to change, you must 
care enough to follow through 
and not get distracted by things 
that get in the way. Overcome the 

obstacles to progression and be 
tenacious about it.

Joanne Anderson is the founder 
and managing director of 
Innervision, offering consultancy 
services to public, private and third 
sector organisations across the 
UK, focusing on social enterprise 
business development, coaching, 
community engagement – and 30 
years’ experience as an equality, 
diversity and social inclusion 
practitioner. Joanne is currently 
working with Kindred, providing 
business support to socially 
trading organisations and leading 
on social impact measurement.     
@Joanne4PP

Our colleagues, collaborators, clients and team tell us what’s on their mind.

confidence has blossomed and 
she’s becoming an inspiration to 
others, and me, through her words 
and the art she’s now beginning to 
show the world. 

These strange times have been 
hard and difficult in so many ways, 
for so many people. But if I was to 
suggest one thing, it would be to 
cherish the positive quirks, like the 
one that lets me spend a bit more 
time with someone I love and who 
inspires me. So if you too have 

someone who’s been incarcerated 
with you, go on, tell them they’re 
awesome.

Kyle Soo is a lawyer, facilitator and 
service designer-in-training, based 
in London. He’s also the organiser 
of PechaKucha Night Manchester, a 
space that brings people together 
to tell short and snappy stories 
about things they’re passionate 
about. He’s currently spending 
lockdown trying to relearn how to 
rollerblade.      @kylesoo
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For the best 
part of six months, like everyone 
else, I’ve been cooped up at home 
transitioning through what’s felt like 
three stages of lockdown.

Stage one was gut reaction. 
Lockdown was announced, primal 
instincts kicked in, prefab hospitals 
were thrown up and trolleys 
overflowed with bog roll. There was 
little time to think, to catch breath.

Stage two, which swiftly followed, 
saw adaptation to our new 
existence. Homeschooling 
began, living room exercises 
were attempted and Granny was 
taught the basics of Zoom. Our 
personal, miniature worlds became 
everything, the outside world fading 
from view. We became somewhat 
accustomed to our new habits, and 
for a month or two things – maybe – 
even started to feel normal.

Then lockdown measures began 
to ease and with it we entered 
stage three. Curiosity crept in. We 

wandered over to our windows. 
We peered out. With fresh eyes 
we began to wonder. What sort of 
world would we re-emerge into? 
And, as we’ve peered out, we 
noticed something pretty amazing. 
By using our cars less, not jetting off 
on summer holidays and changing 
our everyday habits, we’d caused 
emissions to fall by 7%. Unwittingly, 
from the comfort of our own homes, 
we’d become climate heroes. 

Now, a 7% discount at TopShop 
or McDonalds may not sound 
that impressive. However a 
7% reduction in emissions is a 
pretty significant turning of the 
dial, especially in such a short 
timeframe. Perhaps more tellingly, 
though, it’s a concrete glimpse 
of what’s possible. For too long 
we’ve been told it’s too difficult 
and too expensive to halt the 
relentless spewing of emissions 
into the atmosphere, to change our 
planet destroying habits. But it’s 
not too difficult or too expensive 
at all. What’s more, it’s essential. 

According to the UN we must 
decrease emissions by an eerily 
similar 7.6% every year until 2030, 
to prevent game over.

So, back to my window and my 
hopes as I peer out. I hope that 
when lockdown inevitably begins 
to fade into memory we resist the 
urge to simply revert to ‘business 
as usual’. I hope we’re able to use 
this silver lining as a catalyst, to 
shout about it far and wide, to hold 
it up as proof of what’s possible. An 
important step towards a better, 
more sustainable world. And I 
hope that there are enough people 
peering out of their own windows 
thinking the same as I do.

Robbie Greatrex has a background 
in marketing and communications 
and is passionate about using the 
power of creativity for good. Last 
year he founded Mere Mortals 
and works alongside brands and 
organisations who want to make 
the world a better place.
@MereMortalsLdn

Peering out



24 hours in: 

Moscow
Known for its grand architecture, tree-lined 
boulevards and onion-domed churches, Moscow is the 
second-largest city in Europe. Anna Safronova shows 
us where to find both culture and a bit of quiet in the 
city that works hard and plays harder. 
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Moscow is a city with nearly 900 years of history. Although heavily impacted 
by its Soviet past, it truly is a layered cake of architectural styles – from the 
14th century churches and concrete-panelled apartment blocks to futuristic 
skyscrapers and new clusters of creative spaces. 

Should you ask two people about their impression of the city, they are likely 
to have quite opposite views. Moscow is what you make out of it. Come back 
in a few years and you might see it completely differently. 

For one day in Moscow I picked my favourite destinations, representing 
some of the most significant historical periods that define the modern-day 
look and feel of the city. 

Postcard sights

In the 16th and 17th centuries, wooden circular defence walls were built 
around what is today Moscow city centre. One of them – the Kremlin – is 
well-known. It circles the official residence of the president and neighbours 
two famous postcard sights – Red Square and the colourful multi-domed St 
Basil’s Cathedral, where all tourist routes start. If you’re visiting Moscow for 
the first time, coming to Red Square is a must. It is the place to experience 
history and truly feel the vastness of the country. The square is paved in 
stone, so make sure you wear comfortable shoes. The way some Russian 
ladies manage to gracefully walk on it in high heels always remains a 
mystery to me. 

Merchant quarter  

After visiting Red Square, I suggest taking a walk along Varvarka street, 
passing by brand new Zaryadye park and heading towards Kitay-gorod. 
‘Kitay’ in Russian means ‘China’, and ‘gorod’ means ‘town’ – but Kitay-gorod 
has nothing to do with China town. How odd is that? It’s a historic merchant 
quarter defined by the remnants of another circular fortification built in the 
16-17th century. And it is my favourite part of the city. 
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I love it for its narrow up-and-down streets, low-rise 
buildings and numerous churches with beautiful 
onion-shaped domes. It’s fun to imagine how roaring 
these merchant roads were back in the day and get 
a glimpse of what Moscow used to look like before 
the 20th century. Another precious thing about this 
neighbourhood is its quietness in comparison to the 
rest of the city. 

Grab a bite to eat at Lyudi kak Lyudi – a tiny sandwich 
shop that I believe to be the first hipster eatery in 
town. And then pop in to Syur Café, located inside a 
garage, for a coffee or cider. If the place is packed or 
I’m looking for solitude, I take my coffee and walk to a 
little hidden park called Morozov garden on Ivanovo 
Hill. You must climb up the stairs and pass through 
the gate to enter it.

For mysterious reasons, the garden was closed to the 
public until 2011, so not a lot of people know about 
its existence. Just around the corner from it there 
is Khokhlovka art district, with dozens of concept 
stores, designer workshops, and vintage boutiques. 
Proudly, it is also home for Impact Hub Moscow, a 
social entrepreneurship incubator and innovation lab 
that happens to be my workplace. If you are around – 
come for a chat. 

Unfortunately, there are rumours that the whole 
Khokhlovka area of Kitay-gorod will undergo a 
renovation in the upcoming years and we might never 
experience this historic district in its authentic state. 
So do it while you can. 
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Soviet Moscow 

Having studied at Lomonosov Moscow State 
University I proudly describe it to my international 
friends as the Harvard of Russia that looks like the 
Hogwarts of Russia. Its main building is a Soviet-era 
interpretation of a castle, a true temple of knowledge 
that humbles you in the face of science. It is the tallest 
of seven Moscow skyscrapers built in the Stalinist 
architectural style in the 1950s and a fine example of 
Soviet heritage. 

So, if you’re a history buff like me, take your time 
exploring the columns, balustrades, and statues 
decorating the walls of the building. It is also a great 
place to feel like a student again watching young 
people flocking in and out, discussing maths problems 
or reading on the lawn. 

The University is surrounded by Vorobyovy (Sparrow) 
Hills preserve, a great walking and biking area 
overlooking the Moskva river – that turns into the ski 
resort over winter. Regardless of the season, you can 
take a gondola way down and enjoy a picturesque 
view of the city. 

Nightlife 

A lot of people come to Moscow seeking opportunity. 
They work hard and party hard. In the last ten years, 
Moscow’s night scene has become more diverse 
offering something for every taste. 

I’d start my list with Enthusiast, a motor café and bar 
tucked away in the courtyard of one of Moscow’s 
central streets. It is always full of creatives and used to 
be a perfect place to chill before going to the nearby 
Simachev Bar while it was still open. Enthusiast was 
loved by a dear UK friend of mine who lived in Moscow 
for six years. 

For sophisticated cocktails, I’d go to the newly opened 
Lado bar at Chisty Prudy, or Golova bar at Trubnaya. 
If my soul is calling for the ‘a la ruse’ dance party or a 
literary reading my choice is Dom 12 on Mansurovsky 
Lane. And the place for a proper weekend rave is 
Mutabor club, located at a former machinery plant 
and operated by an anonymous community of 
underground artists who bring the best contemporary 
music talents from Russia and around the world.
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Words: Jack Atkins

The world is becoming increasingly cashless, and it feels 
like something we can’t avoid. From internet shopping 
through to chip and PIN and contactless payment 
technology, more of us are ditching cash for ease and 
convenience.

The UK is already believed to be the third most cashless 
society – after Sweden and Canada – and the march 
towards a full contactless world seems inevitable after 
the Covid-19 pandemic, which saw contactless limits 
rise and handing over cash shunned. In 2019, only 23% of 
transactions were made in cash, with this number likely 
to plummet for 2020 and beyond.

But, while cashless living may seem convenient and easy 
for most of us, there are myriad downsides to it. From 
digital fraud and potentially catastrophic computerised 
bank errors, to a lack of stability for vulnerable groups 
such as the elderly and the homeless, and increased 
costs for struggling small businesses, the switch to a 
cashless world is not as easy as you may assume.

So let’s talk; the cashless society.

Let’s talk: 

A cashless 
society
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For…
What has clearly happened is that Covid has accelerated the move to a 
cashless society, because people are encouraged not to use cash. There are 
far more card transactions now for much lower values, but there’s no doubt 
that parts of society will get left behind. Generally speaking, people tend to 
focus on the older generation who don’t use cards as much and prefer cash.

But we all recognise cards have boomed in this Covid period.

We’ve had no negative impact from BIRA (British Independent Retailers 
Association) members about the use of cards; the only comment is that it 
costs money to use cards. They want to put pressure on the likes of Visa and 
MasterCard in a bid to reduce their charges for transactions. If someone’s 
buying two ice creams at £2.50 then the cost of processing that transaction 
will likely eat into the profit margin.

It costs money for a business to bank cash as well – don’t get me wrong. But, 
as we’re definitely moving towards a cashless society, hopefully there’ll be 
some consideration and opportunities to work with the big companies like 
Visa and MasterCard, and the card processing companies themselves who 
operate the terminals. They’re all going to benefit from the charges that are 
being levied and I think there’s an opportunity to have a fairer share of what’s 
going on. Larger transactions are less of an issue, but the smaller transactions 
– the ones that have increased during lockdown – are where the problem lies. 
To be honest, by the time you’ve paid your card transaction then, for some 
retailers, it’ll have cost them money.

We do see both sides of the coin, and we’re not saying that one is better than 
the other, but we recognise that we are seeing a trend. It’s like online shopping; 
our members are bricks and mortar retailers, but we are telling them to get 
into internet shopping and e-commerce because it’s the future, especially if 
you’re in clothing, footwear etc.

Now that the way we shop has changed it’s unlikely that those [cash] habits 
will return. Even if there’s a vaccine for Covid, between now and then it could 
be at least six months of people moving ever more towards cashless and 
online transactions. You just get a sense that we’ve seen a change that’s not 
going to reverse.

I know some charities have raised issues about parts of the population being 
left behind by this massively accelerated move towards cashless – it’s not been 
planned but it’s happened due to Covid and it has changed people’s behaviour.

It is not fair on the marginalised members of the public who need cash, so a 
shift to cashless needs planning. We’re seeing more things going cashless, 
whether you’re parking your car, or taking public transport: whatever you do, 
you need less cash in your pocket. It needs to be managed. At the moment it 
feels like we’re just going with the flow and, at some point that flow will create 
a divide within society of people who have and people who have not, and that 
will be a problem.

Andrew Goodacre is CEO of the British Independent Retailers 
Association (BIRA)
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Against…
This is one of those circumstances where you have 
to ask how it will affect your life, as well as everyone 
else’s. I’m a single parent, and I have to think about 
money in a way that other people may not necessarily 
need to. I read a few years ago that the thing to do is 
to work out how much money you can spend each 
month and take it out in cash, leaving your card for 
bills. I really liked it as a way of being truly aware of 
what you’re spending.

It totally makes you think differently when you have 
to buy something with cash. For years I paid card 
because it was easier but, actually, when you’ve got 
cash it makes you think about whether you really want 
to buy the thing that you’re buying. I find I’m more 
aware of the value of money when I’m spending cash. 
It takes me back to being a teenager with a Saturday 
job; you got paid in cash, that was YOUR money and 
you knew where you were. I find that with so many 
places only taking cards now, I’m not on top of what I 
spend that day and it really unnerves me.

I also think about when I’m teaching my daughter 
about money. I’m a bit sad for her – she’s 11 – so she’d 
just started going to the supermarket by herself with 
a list of ‘milk, bread, get yourself some sweets – here’s 
a tenner’. She can handle that, but I’m not going to 
send her with my card. It does make me think about 

how I’ll teach her about shopping or budgeting, when 
she can’t do it with cash and I’d have to be there to pay 
with a card. Then I’d have to get her her own card and 
it all feels a lot more complicated than it needs to be. 

She likes going to the shop: having that responsibility, 
going to the till, getting change – all that interaction. 
I don’t know how you’d replicate that. We talk about 
the older generation, and those at risk being the main 
victims of a move from cash – this is true – but it could 
have massive repercussions for the next generation.

I’ve taught her by getting out my purse and showing 
her money, the physicality and the value of it. She likes 
getting pocket money, having it and saving it to buy 
something she wants. I think a lot of that will be lost if it 
is all cashless. I worry then when she turns 16 and gets 
a card, it’s like ‘fill your boots’. How will she know?

And that’s not even considering the service industry – 
many people involved rely on cash tips to supplement 
their income. If everything goes cashless, can we be 
sure that they’ll get their tips, or will they get sucked up 
‘into the machine’, so to speak? We need to properly 
think about how we do this, or it could be disastrous.

Ally Watson is a Talent Director Creative in the design 
industry. From Streatham, she loves brands, beats, 
dancing, silliness, colouring in, a nice new nail varnish 
and a hot mug of tea.
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#DanishDesignNicola CapperDenmark

Danish designers are creating a blueprint for a 
more sustainable future, says Nicola Capper. 
And it looks beautiful.

We’ve all spent a LOT of time at home in 2020. For many, it’s made 
us rethink our relationship with the space around us; what we 
need from it and in it, how we use it. And how lucky we are to have 
a space of our own. We’ve decorated and decluttered, with many 
of us thinking about how we can do things better – a consumer 
study quoted in the Independent this summer reports that 81% of 
the adults it surveyed have become increasingly concerned about 
environment issues.

The United Nations’ 2030 agenda for sustainable development is 
the international community’s blueprint for a better, greener and 
more equal future. Each of its 17 goals requires a total rethink in how 
we, as customers, behave; and how government and business work 
together for the common good.

Given the transformational nature of each goal, they require 
enormous effort to deliver. And while no country can yet lay claim to 
being totally on track to achieving them all by 2030, there are some 
countries that already stand out for the progress they’re making.

The Nordic countries are widely considered to be the most 
integrated and sustainable in the world. So, it should come as no 
surprise to learn that the the top three spots in the international 
rankings for the 2030 goals have been shared between Sweden, 
Denmark and Finland for the last few years. 

As of 2020, Sweden just about takes the top spot. (But it’s been 
a very close-run thing with Denmark ever since the goals were 
announced – the Danes were number one in 2019.)

It’s in Denmark that some of the most interesting changes are 
already being seen in the pursuit of achieving these ambitions. And 
this is particularly significant in probably its most famous export. 
No, not bacon, pastries or noir-ish thrillers: design.
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Better home. 
Better world. 
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Synonymous with restrained, timeless architecture, 
interiors and fashion, Denmark’s design brands are 
creatively rethinking what they do and how they do 
it. They’re more aware than ever that the business 
decisions they make now will have far reaching 
consequences in the future.

And their design-savvy customers are buying less, 
but buying better. Before taking a new purchase 
home, they want to know where it’s made and by 
whose hands; how far the material has travelled, 
and if the company values the makers, artisans and 
craftspeople creating the design.

From the middle of the last century, Danish design was 
driven by a deep-rooted desire to improve how people 
lived their everyday lives. Pioneers such as Finn Juhl, 
Hans Wegner and Arne Jacobsen worked to integrate 
good design into every aspect of society, including 
school desks, park benches – and even street lighting. 

Creating what have now become some of the 
world’s most iconic and globally-recognised pieces 
of furniture and homeware, their work expertly 
strikes the perfect balance between craftsmanship, 
functionality and long-lasting quality.

We may now be facing very different societal 
challenges to the mid-20th century, yet these same 
principles are still at the heart of modern Danish 
furniture design today. But instead of working 
in beech, teak and oak, designers and brands 
are increasingly using new materials with the 
determination to design, build and sell products that 
are beautiful as well as sustainable. 

Along with a love of cycling, crime thrillers and foraged 
cuisine, the chair has become a symbol a Denmark’s 
cultural identity. For designers it’s the ultimate test of 
their creativity and skill and for Danish consumers the 
perfect expression of their lifestyle choices and values.
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Combining those much-loved mid-century details with a 21st century 
philosophy is the Ocean Collection from Mater. Taking an original design 
from 1955 by the prolific female designer, Nanna Ditzel, it worked in 
collaboration with the Danish Technological Institute to produce each 
reimagined slatted chair from 960 grams of recycled ocean plastic waste – 
instead of the original timber veneer. 

Through its innovative production model, discarded fishing nets are washed, 
dried and shredded before being made into pellets at the world’s only fishing 
net recycling plant. 

Another furniture company dedicated to reducing the industry’s impact on 
the planet is TAKT, a company named after the Danish saying ‘Takt or Tone’, 
which means ‘doing things right’ and ‘behaving well’.

Recently awarded a Danish Design Award for its 
soft lounge chair, the flat-packed, 100% eco-
certified products can easily be assembled and 
disassembled into key materials for recycling 
and worn parts can be replaced so buyers know 
they’ll enjoy many years of use from their fairly-
priced purchase.

“At TAKT we call our design direction, ‘Danish 
Design with a global outlook’. We are proud of 
our Scandinavian heritage, but we think of it 
in an inclusive way. What we call good design 
in Denmark is not a national thing, but a set of 
design qualities,” says Henrik Taudorf Lorensen, 
founder and CEO of TAKT. Those qualities, 
he says, are being “beautiful, functional and 
affordable”. He set up TAKT for two reasons: “the 
first was a heartfelt need to produce furniture 
more sustainably, and the other was a personal reflection of where Danish 
design had moved to. Over the past few decades, while a lot of good 
things have happened, classic Danish design has moved away from its 
initial vision of accessible quality for all to being one of luxury for the few. 
We wanted to revitalise this original idea, to look at the strong traditions 
of Danish design with fresh eyes and make it relevant again to a new 
audience.”

Yet it’s not just in furniture production where creative ideas are providing 
sustainable solutions. For over 20 years, Danes have been actively 
encouraged to deposit plastic bottles and cans for recycling thanks to the 
Dansk Retursystem. Last year alone, dedicated citizens handed in 1.4 billion 
items, saving 150,000 tonnes of CO2.

With the help of specialised weaving technology, one of Denmark’s most 
popular homeware brands, Ferm Living, has created a collection of textiles 
made entirely from single-use plastic bottles. Featuring a large rug, runner, 
mat and cushion, the Way series provides additions to any home that are not 
only beautiful, but practical and easily cleaned; and in a material that feels 
just as soft as traditionally spun yarn.
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And although relatively young in business terms, LIND 
DNA has spent the last six years developing OEKO-
TEX certified recycled leather – that would otherwise 
be a surplus product of the furniture, bag and shoe 
industry – as the primary material for its range of 
stylish dinner, work and floor mats.

Selling to conscious consumers in over 50 countries, 
the leather is granulated into small pieces, which are 
then pressed together with natural rubber from trees. 
The result is a recycled leather quality, consisting of 
80% core leather and 20% natural rubber, which is 
stained with a water-based colour. 

“From the beginning, my ambition for LIND DNA 
was to inspire consumers and rethink interior design 
products from an ecological perspective,” says 
founder and designer, Preben Lind. 

But what if you’re looking to sustainably upgrade a 
larger area of your home, and not wanting to waste 
time, resources, materials or money? Thankfully, the 
Danes have thought of that too. 

For more than 120 years, Dinesen has been a leading 
manufacturer of bespoke wooden flooring. From 
exclusive private homes, must-visit galleries, Michelin-
starred restaurants and even royal palaces, it’s passed 
down a respect for nature over four generations.

Sourcing its wood by the principles of “dauerwald” – 
an approach that sustainably manages and maintains 

the forest structure – means that every tree Dinesen 
uses is harvested at its optimum size, whilst smaller 
trees are left to grow to their full potential naturally.

But what about the offcuts? Well, you make a 
designer kitchen with it, of course.

Reform has led the way in contemporary kitchens 
for the last five years. Working with some of the 
world’s leading architects and designers, including 
Bjarke Ingels Group and Norm Architects, it create 
sensational spaces to cook, dine and live in, using Ikea 
cupboards and drawers as the framework on which to 
build. (And no, of course we couldn’t make it through 
a feature about Scandinavian furniture design without 
mention of Ikea. Though not, perhaps, in the way you 
might think.)

As you would expect, Reform’s long-held wish to 
offer a sustainable kitchen saw it join forces with 
Dinesen and Lendager Group – one of the world’s 
top architecture firms, specialising in sustainable 
buildings and the circular economy – to create the 
UP kitchen.

Made from the high-quality surplus that is left over 
from the floors Dinesen has supplied, and inspired by 
classic Danish craftsmanship, the reclaimed Douglas 
Fir boards vary in width to ensure minimal waste. The 
fronts are then finished with either light or dark oil, 
bringing out the unique nature of the material.

“Today’s pervasive throwaway culture isn’t just 
deeply unethical; it’s painfully illogical” says Reform’s 
founder and CEO, Jeppe Christensen. “When you 
can choose to make the most of your materials, and 
use everything at your disposal, it makes no sense to 
throw away functioning items. “Ultimately, our aim is 
to make sustainability and business come together 
by integrating smart, sustainable practices into our 
production model.”

So, is this the start of a sustainable revolution? Let’s 
hope so. 

As positive role models for a brighter and more 
responsible future, Danish designers prove that new 
ways to furnish our homes are possible. Empowered 
by ideas and driven by a desire to create something 
special, good design that’s made to last can change 
the world.

After all, we shape our homes, but our homes also 
shape us and the world around us.



One of the most eye-catching brands of recent years 
has made a name for itself and created a committed 
community by doing things differently. Fiona Shaw 
catches up with Paynter’s founders to hear about the 
thoughtful evolution of its classic chore coats.

Slow 
fashion
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“If we were making 
things all the time, 
there’s no chance we’d 
have the time to focus 
on the experience as 
well as the product.”



Paynter has fast become famous for doing one thing 
well. In a landscape of fast fashion and faster-moving 
trends, its slow manufacturing approach to a classic 
French chore coat has gained a keen community of 
buyers and supporters. The decision to sell it in limited 
edition batches adds sound sustainability credentials 
– not just in terms of the environment and waste, but 
in their own energy and ambition and the community’s 
commitment to this beautiful jacket.    

Founders Becky and Huw, who laugh as they tell 
you that they ‘tend to jump into things’, started the 
business just three months after they met. For the 
uninitiated, they met by chance at a Do Lectures 
brand workshop, when Becky’s boss felt ill and she 
cycled over to take notes. She went on holiday the 
next day and texted with Huw throughout. Their first 
date was with her family in North Wales, and lasted for 
three days. Three months later, Paynter was born. 

It was, she admits, part of the dance of their early 
relationship. Becky lived in London while Huw was still 
based in West Wales. “We didn’t know each other that 
well at that point. So we were trying to impress each 
other with every idea that we came up with. You don’t 
want to come up with average ideas when you’re first 
dating someone,” she laughs. The ethos, creativity 
and ambition of Paynter was forged in those early 
flirting rituals.

They make and sell just one thing – for now. A 
tactile, detailed take on a classic French chore coat, 
made from the best materials they can find, from 
fabric and fibres to buttons and finishing. It was a 
couple of weeks after that three-day first date that 
Huw produced a workwear jacket he’d bought to 
deconstruct, study and reconstruct. And they sell it in 
limited-edition, small batches, three times a year.

That decision was “really organic,” says Becky. “It 
wasn’t something that we set out with at the start. We 
didn’t say, ‘we’ll make this one jacket and will only do it 
this many times in this many quantities’. At first it was 
kind of a remaking project, to see if we could get the 
jacket as good as the original in fit and in the material 
and try and find an amazing maker.

“Once you go through that sampling and making 
process, you realise how to work with factories and 
that they have minimum orders. The fact that we’re 
a completely independent company and we didn’t 
want investment meant we had to do everything with 
our savings. So when you do the maths and realise 
that your savings won’t cover the production of the 

minimum order, of 300, we realised we were going to 
have to make to order.”

Hedging bets

Paynter hoped that the first incarnation – Batch no. 
1 – would sell enough pieces in the first week to allow 
them to take a risk and place an order. The 300 
jackets sold out in 14 minutes. “We thought, well, if we 
sell 100, we’ll have a good idea of colours and sizes 
and we can hedge our bets on the rest,” says Becky. 
“I guess that’s when we realised that was the way that 
we were going to work.” 

Their system means practically zero waste. Material is 
made to order, and every bit used for each new batch. 
Any jackets that don’t fit or are returned go to the next 
person on the waiting list. Two unsold jackets were 
turned into a range of bags – in a collaboration with 
Greater Goods – that were given away to supporters. 
The model is lean, environmentally responsible and 
– within its first two years – has built a keen, loyal 
community around it. 

“We had a lot of time in our product development 
process to actually talk; to constantly talk about 
how we’re going to run the business,” says Huw. “The 
way we run the business became just as important 
as the product. We thought ‘we can really have an 
impact.’” The pair treated it as an experiment, he 
admits, the idea dawning late at night, whilst eating a 
burrito, in Ireland.

Huw says: “I remember saying ‘We’ll just sell them in 
one day, instead of getting into stock; the wholesale 
route, the traditional route. We wanted to do things 
differently and see if we could make it work, thinking 
‘if it does, hopefully we can become an example for 
the industry and for other small businesses’. We were 
thinking about how to do things in a more sustainable 
way – not just use good quality fibres and make good 
quality products, but actually set up the business to 
be sustainable.”

The thinking time was vital in Paynter’s formative 
ambitions. Whilst the pair started thinking about the 
business in summer 2018, it wasn’t until the following 
January that they decided “that’s how we’re gonna 
launch it. That’s how we’ll release the jackets,” says 
Huw. “It’s a lot riskier, because you put all of your 
chips on those days. I think a lot of people see the 
14-minute sell-out time – we’re starting to get people 
copying us, but they don’t realise the risk involved. 
Today, tomorrow, the day after that, we have zero 
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sales. But it’s taking that risk that allows us to 
produce as little waste as possible.”

Clarity and community

The simplicity of the story: materials and accessories 
are sourced; jackets are sold on a given day, and then 
made-to-order, is central to the Paynter narrative. 
There is a clarity in the way they work that allows the 
community to feel part of the process – even for the 
people who miss out on the frenzied sale periods. 
“We didn’t really communicate it at the start,” admits 
Becky, “but we really try to show people now that it’s 
so much more than a jacket. Because our jackets are 
made to order, when someone buys one, they won’t 
get it delivered for eight to ten weeks. So, during that 
process, we take them behind the scenes into the 
factory; at the button makers and the fabric makers. 

They see everything 
being made so that 
they understand the 
construction.

“By the time your jacket 
arrives, you’ve got a real 
emotional connection.“ 
Not only is it a key strand 
of the story, it’s integral to 
the business model. “We 
can only do that because 
we only make a certain 
amount of times a year,” 
adds Becky. “If we were 
making things all the 

time, there’s no chance we’d have the time to focus on 
the experience as well as the product.

“We think, ‘what can we show our customers that 
they’ve never seen before?’” says Huw. “We have this 
‘dating’ time almost, afterwards, where we can take 
them behind the scenes, show them the factory and 
answer questions. After we launched Batch 3.5 we 
showed the ‘live’ of us selling. People think all of our 
systems are automated and it cuts off exactly when 
we sell X amount, but we don’t. It’s very manual.

“So we filmed us in the living room when we released 
the jacket. We showed the website live view so you 
could see the traffic going up and the sales coming 
in. And people were like, ‘oh my God, that is soo 
stressful’. It’s just letting people in where they’ve 
never been before. We’d like to see how we can 
actually physically get people into the factories, and 
tell those stories and close that gap. But we have to 

sell things in small numbers to be able to do that. We 
can’t just have things on sale every day of the year 
and provide that service. Everything is a story that 
we communicate and it’s the truth. We’re not a small 
brand trying to look big by being very professional, it’s 
a bit more DIY.”

“There’s something about our size and the relatively 
few products that we create, that makes it possible to 
do the things that we do,” Becky says.

“If there were more than two of us; if we were 
trying to communicate the depth of story that we 
communicate for tens, hundreds more products, it 
just wouldn’t be possible. I’m not sure that would be 
possible on the scale of a fast fashion brand. I think a 
lot more brands are doing drops and pulling products 
that are much more in demand, which is great from 
a waste perspective. But I feel like that’s just at the 
top of the demand, whereas what they make is much 
more wasteful below that. I can’t see it changing 
massively,” she admits.

Not coming a cropper

It’s been two years packed with many highs – and 
also several low points. “We were actually very 
disappointed,” they laugh, talking about the arrival of 
their long-awaited, much anticipated first sample. But 
they’re both sanguine – and very open – about those 
ups and downs. “We’ve got a video of the box opening 
up and it’s just so disappointing,” admits Becky. “So 
disappointing. Yeah, it wasn’t the factory that we work 
with today. When you see something when it’s yours 
you see the faults” – “you see what it was meant to 
be,” chips in Huw. 

“It gave us a long list of where to start,” is their 
conclusion on that first sample. Becky says: “It taught 
us that you shouldn’t be able to get something that 
you’re happy with that ticks the boxes in terms of 
quality and sustainability and aesthetic beauty. You 
shouldn’t be able to get that that quickly and easily. 
And if we had, it would have been a fluke and we would 
have come a cropper later.”

As Batch no. 2 sold out, about 900 people still trying 
to buy got an error message. “People think that it 
works like Ticketmaster, and you put it into your 
cart and it’s yours for seven minutes… We’d like it to 
work like that, but we don’t have the technology to 
do that.” The pair spent the weekend sending them 
personalised videos. “I think as soon as they saw it 
was literally the two of us, and they saw how tired 
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“We have a launch 
next week [Batch no. 
4]. And we have no 
idea. There’s no way 
to predict what will 
happen on the day.”
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and worn out we were… they were like ‘I get this, it’s just these two kids’,” 
Huw smiles.

The challenges that 2020 has thrown in their path, less than two years 
in to their business, have proved an early test. “I think that’s when you 
realise the importance of community and business,” says Becky. “If it 
was purely transactional and just about a product, it would be so much 
harder. We’re lucky to be surrounded by the best customers. Ever. 
They’re so supportive. We’ve had the Covid test of your factories closing, 
your mills closing. The jacket that we’re about to launch was supposed 
to be in April, but we couldn’t. And so the savings we had in the bank had 
to stretch over a much longer period of time. And that’s the test for all 
businesses, not just us.”
 
Over the summer, Paynter launched Batch no. 3.5 – its NH-Yes jacket 
– with 100% of profits going to the Red Cross. Just as the jackets were 
finished, and were on their way from the factory to London, two boxes 
went missing.

“That was an enormous test for us,” Becky admits. “It made us realise, 
again, how incredible and understanding our customers are. And how 
amazing our factory is, because they’ve remade every single one. Clothing 
going missing is normal. But, because things aren’t made-to-order, they 
just arrive. And if they don’t, they’re not listed for sale. But we’ve got 
customers who know that they’re coming.” You should, apparently, write 
‘groceries’, not ‘jackets’ on the side of your boxes. More learning curve.

Learning as they go, I ask the pair if there was a moment that they realised 
that their usual – risky – model was working. “But I still don’t know if it’s going 
to work,” laughs Huw. “We have a launch next week [Batch no. 4]. And we 

have no idea. There’s no way to predict what will happen on the day.”

But doesn’t the fact that people are copying the idea suggest 
they could be on to something, I ask? “I guess there are a lot of 
indicators,” admits Becky. “If we’re going to be really self-critical, 
we have no idea until the very moment. But things are going well 
in a short period of time. 

It wasn’t until two batches had sold out really well that Huw 
decided he would come full time. “I went in a little bit earlier when 
we had real customers to look after. And suddenly I think that’s 
when you realise, ‘wow, we’re doing something. This is real.’ I think 
we were quite measured in how we went into things, but it blows 
us away each time. And if one launch doesn’t go as well as we’d 
hoped, then that’s the point at which we would re-evaluate. But 
until it doesn’t, we really like this way of working.”

Self-care and Coco Pops

This summer, the care label on the inside of Paynter’s jackets 
(see page 5) became one of the most-shared images of 
lockdown. “That label had been around for three batches 
beforehand,” admits Huw. “But it didn’t connect so well until then. 
It seemed to chime with the self-care mindset – even though it’s 
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a bit tongue in cheek. You know – ‘go and have a bowl 
of Coco Pops’.”

Capturing the spirit of people looking out for each 
other in lockdown, Paynter collaborated on a print 
of the label with screen printer Dan Mather, before 
retiring it to conjure up a new one.

“A friend put it really well the other day,” says Becky. 
“Anyone who has the privilege of any disposable 
income at the moment has a duty to spread that 
around locally. We’ve all had holidays cancelled; 
we’re not going out for dinner… So we should keep 
putting that money back into our community. We 
wrote a piece at the start of lockdown when when 
it was obvious that that Batch no. 4 had to be 
cancelled, talking about the knock on effect of that. 
When people pay us for a jacket, our money goes 
to button makers in the UK, to fabric suppliers in 
Italy; button makers in Italy as well, or our factory in 
Portugal. That money is spread out between some 
really good people and some great businesses.

“And I think our customers really connected with that. 
I imagine that’s one of the reasons why batch 3.5 was 
the most popular jacket ever. People kept saying, 
‘please bring something out so we can support you’. 
But I think they also connected with everyone else in 
our supply chain.”

That sense of knowing what you’re buying, and 
understanding its impact, feels like it’s taken 
root in lockdown. The cancellation of orders at 
garment factories in Bangladesh caught the public 
consciousness, often for the first time. “I think they’re 
definitely going to have to change. But I think some 
things aren’t going to change for quite a while,” says 
Huw, pointing to our changing towns and cities. As 
some businesses remain working from home, and the 
patterns we’ve become so familiar with change, the 
impact will knock on the door of retailers.

“The stories about cancellations and the effect that 
that had on garment workers seemed to hit home 
with many more people who weren’t in the industry,” 
says Becky. “A lot of friends who don’t work in fashion, 
picked up on that news. And, as horrendous as the 
news was, it was exciting to see that it filtered down to 
people who aren’t in the industry, because normally, if 
you say ‘Rana Plaza’ to someone, they’ll have no idea 
what you’re talking about.

“I think that awareness, matched with shopping locally 
and trying to shop from people who you know a bit more – 

people you know the face of and the story behind – those 
two things will push demand in the right direction.”

Experimentation

Growth, for Paynter, will continue to tell stories. 
“Because it’s just the two of us, we need to collaborate 
with a lot of people,” says Huw. “We can’t afford to hire 
these people full time, but we can afford to collaborate 
with them on a thing now and again, on more of a 
freelance basis. Working with creatives a lot of the 
time is a really fun thing to do. We have a business and 
we can commission people to do something and show 
that work. They’re not huge collaborations. They’re 
just little experiments.

“A lot of collaboration 
in clothing is always 
seen as product 
you will sell. We see 
collaboration as a way 
to have fun – it doesn’t 
always have to be a 
commercial aspect 
to it or a return on 
investment.”

Collaborations aside, 
Paynter’s growth has 
been pretty consistent. 
“We started making 
300 jackets and our 
second batch was 
300,” Becky says. “When we sold out really fast – in 
three minutes – people were starting to get a bit 
annoyed, thinking we were trying to do it from a 
hype, rather than a waste, perspective. That’s when 
we increased the quantity to 500. This time, we will 
increase it slightly again. But we only ever grow the 
batches at a time when we’re confident that demand 
is there.”

Huw describes their dilemma as a ‘see saw’. “It’s a 
very fine balance, between selling all of the jackets so 
we don’t create any waste, and making sure people 
are happy that they were able to get one,” he says. 
“Someone actually said to us, the day after Batch no.3 
(when we increased the numbers from 300 to 500, so 
the sell-out time was then 35 minutes). Someone said 
‘what went wrong?’

“And then some people just don’t believe us. People 
are like, ‘oh, are there only two available and they were 
bought by your parents?’
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“Anyone who has 
the privilege of any 
disposable income 
at the moment has a 
duty to spread that 
around locally.”
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“I like that idea of ‘stay 
small, think big’. We have 
the tools now,” says Huw. 
“We shot our whole first 
campaign on iPhones. 
We can play with our 
constraints of ‘we haven’t 
got much money, it’s just 
the two of us… We can’t 
out think people – but we 
can probably think about 
the problem a bit longer 
than some people have 
the time to do. And if you 
start an online business, 
you’re born global.”

While they’ve talked about 
other ways of launching a new batch, they admit there 
are other things they want to do first. “How do you give 
people the best experience they can possibly have 
when purchasing a jacket – or any product? What 
does that experience look like? asks Huw. “With Batch 
no. 3, we included an audio guide. So when people 
got that jacket, it came with a slip that said ‘go to this 
website called PaynterNumberThree.com – we’ve 
made something for you. Press play.

“Everyone from the factory – our illustrators, our 
button makers – had done a 20-minute podcast on 
how your jacket was made and how it got to you. And 
no one’s ever done that before. How do you bring 
meaning back to clothing?”

And there are a couple of new products they’re 
working on, confides Becky, “including slightly 
different ones for next year and more experiments 
into different avenues. Once you start visiting a lot of 
mills,” she says, “and finding out about various fibres 
and really great stories, you can’t help but want to 
bring those stories to people.

“But we recognise that it’s still very early days; we need 
to keep on top of things like quality and the existing 
things that we’re always working on. It won’t change 
massively.” But you get the sense that there will still be 
some experimenting.

“At what point will our business model get boring for 
people?” asks Becky “How do we not get bored of it 
ourselves and not let it get predictable?”

“And how do we nudge the industry forward, even just by 
an inch?” adds Huw. But you get that sense that, even in 
two short years, they’ve already nudged things along. 

“Everyone from 
the factory – our 
illustrators, our 
button makers – had 
done a 20-minute 
podcast on how your 
jacket was made and 
how it got to you.”





saopaulo.impacthub.netAndrew BeattieRio de Janeiro, Brazil 

In Brazil, a network of six work spaces and a 20,000 strong member network 
are working together to solve social and environmental issues through business, 
creating partnerships between government, business and communities. Andrew 
Beattie caught up with the co-founder of four of the country’s Impact Hubs, Pablo 
Handl, to find out more…

Work/place: 

Impact Hub 
Brazil 

That idea would become Brazil’s first Impact Hub 
in São Paulo, a workspace for impact focused 
businesses, launched in 2007. 

“We opened our first phase with our own money, kind 
of struggled for years, without really a crazy business 
plan, but we had an intuition that we wanted to build a 
community around people using the space,” he tells me. 

Today, Impact Hub São Paulo is one of six Impact Hubs 
in Brazil and one of over 100 across the world. After 
launching the Impact Hub in São Paulo, Pablo went on 
to co-found the hub in Brasilia, invested in the Manaus 
and Belo Horizonte hubs and is a partner in the hub in 
Florianopolis. The hubs took a different course, in Brazil 
at least, to most co-working spaces, whose primary 
revenues are derived from the rental of workspaces to 
their members.

“We figured out that our impact was kind of limited to 
the space and we wanted to do more. We were hungry 
to go out into the field, to work with government and 
work with large brands and with social businesses, and 
trying to connect them all. And so we created a branch 
which is like a programmes branch – basically, we help 
governments, foundations and brands to translate 
their social purpose into a kind of programmatic 
approach, with a long term vision.

“Instead of just inviting people to come to our space 
to meet all these amazing people, we created 

Pablo Handl met his business partner, Henrique 
Bussacos, in 2006 through AIESEC, a student 
organisation that helps young people create leadership 
development opportunities, cross-cultural internships 
and global volunteering opportunities. After learning 
about the world’s first Impact Hub, or just ‘The Hub’, as 
it was known then, in Islington, the pair wondered about 
the possibilities of a new type of work space in São 
Paulo, where they were based at the time. 

“We were very intrigued by the question of how you 
can do business and how can you be an entrepreneur 
– but also do well by doing good right at the same 
time,” Pablo tells me.

“We felt like it was really difficult to actually identify 
these people and there was no place you could go and 
meet up with people who are doing innovative stuff, 
but also with a stronger social purpose.”

The pair set off to connect with people across São 
Paulo to discuss their idea. 

“We met a lot of people with great ideas, whether 
they were executives in banks working on very 
progressive ideas or whether they were grassroots 
community-based organisers. We noticed that these 
people, they have no idea that the others exist. They 
have no clue. And they all feel alone and feeling 
alone. What about what about creating a place, a 
habitat, for these people?”
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programmes where we would go into schools to help 
students become more entrepreneurial, work with 
government to help them buy innovation and work 
with brands to invest their money into great projects. 

“And so the impact in Brazil became this organisation 
that is still building communities. But now, instead of 
asking people to come to our space, we go where the 
problem is happening.”

Today, the social innovation work that the organisation 
undertakes makes up 80% of their business. 

“The issues that we’re most passionate about today 
are reforestation, environment, youth and education – 
really empowering youth to get access to financial and 
entrepreneurial education and sustainable cities and 
how we can develop solutions that we can actually live 
better in the city, in large cities especially, and gender 
equality and antiracism,” Pablo tells me. 

“These are the programmes that we develop around 
these topics. We build different partnerships around 
these issues, so each partner has a different kind of 
programmatic approach.”

Each of the Impact Hub spaces in Brazil is linked as 
part of a larger network. Whilst each hub operates 
as a local business, they’re bound together in an 
association, like a cooperative structure. Each hub is 
a member of that larger not-for-profit association. 

“It’s our way to work with organisations who can 
only work with not-for-profit organisations, because 
the Impact Hubs themselves actually are for-profit 
businesses,” says Pablo. 

The Impact Hub network in Brazil currently counts 
around 20,000 members and participants and each 

– including the co-working members – can play a 
role in the social innovation work the organisation 
undertakes with partners. 

“When we look at what we do, we put the issues at 
the centre and look at how co-working contributes 
to that issue? How do members engage in the 
programmes? Do we have members that engage 
in the programmes? Can they help to deliver 
programmes? Can they help to subsidise research 
for us, for example, or help is to deliver websites for 
the programme? So everywhere we build something, 
we always consider them as being part of the story,” 
Pablo tells me. 

“But we also have the other way around and we have 
people that come from our programmes and become 
members. We redefined the definition of what’s a 
member. A member is not only just somebody who 
knocks on the door and comes in and has coffee 
in the morning, but is an active participant in our 
community. And that can happen in the schools. That 
can happen in the north of Brazil, helping people to 
create businesses around cocoa plantations and 
that can happen in the hipster neighbourhoods 
where we are based in São Paulo.

“We have a lot of sub-communities. In fact, because it 
became so issue-based and widely spread, we can’t 
say that we only have one community – we host a 
variety of communities which are very different from 
each other.”

Pablo talks us through some of the social innovation 
projects they are working on at the moment…

Think Big 

For the fifth year, we’re working on a programme 
called Think Big. We’re going to about 50 public 
schools and we insert entrepreneurial capacities into 
students’ curriculums.

It’s not for them to become entrepreneurs 
necessarily, but to become an entrepreneur of their 
lives – the attitude and the behavioural skills, and 
some technical skills.

That increases their self esteem and their career 
chances increase, because they become more 
employable. Eventually, they might want to open a 
business in the future and at least have the initial 
aspiration of doing that. 
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We change the cultural narrative. Sometimes, you 
know, young people want to become what they see 
around them – what we show them is that there’s 
different options out there that go way beyond what 
they have known today. 

It’s one of the biggest programmes we have and every 
year an average of 5,000 students go through the 
programme.

We’re now empowering teachers to do what we do, so 
they become the multipliers of that programme.

Jump

We have a programme called Jump, that helps 
micro-businesses in the south of Brazil to become 
better businesses. In Brazil, you have a lot of fancy 
acceleration programmes and there’s usually tech 
startups and kind of funky businesses in them, but the 
people we support with Jump are hairdressers, or the 
guy who has a shop in the street.

The programme is focused on helping these guys 
who are actually very traditional, small or micro – or 
nano – business owners. We help them become more 
equipped as a business, to create prosperity in their 
families and sustain that sort of growth and 
economic development and also social 
development.

Accelerate 2030

We also work with businesses that already 
have access to resources – they have 
access to knowledge and so on and may 
come from a more privileged background. 
We work with them to help link their 
businesses to the SDGs (sustainable 
development goals). 

We ask, how can you orient them towards 
a social cause? You might have a good 
business manager, but actually they’ve 
not really taken the time to think of how 
the business can be a service of a larger 
narrative that the world needs. 

So in that case, you have the human capital, 
you have the resources, but you don’t have 
the link to actually contribute to the greater 
good. This programme is called Accelerate 
2030 – which refers to the 2030 goals 

– and is about pivoting the business towards these 
objectives.

House Impact

House Impact takes a different approach, developing 
specific areas in a city and going to an area and 
seeing what kind of entrepreneurs exist and what 
sort of neighbourhood or district it is. In this case, 
we identified that habitation is an issue – there’s not 
enough habitation, dignified living opportunities or 
affordable living opportunities. 

We created a programme where many different 
partners come together around the habitation, to 
understand what’s needed and what can we do 
together to improve that situation. 

So the idea now is that you identify these 
entrepreneurs who have become sort of successful – 
that they can provide for their own communities – and 
this chain of partners contributes with innovations 
and new approaches, to make that district a better 
district, with that focus on habitation. You actually go 
somewhere and see what’s existing, what’s missing, 
and how can we help and contribute for a more 
sustainable development.
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StoneCo is the financial technology company you’ve never heard of, but it’s helping 
to build Brazil back into the ‘BRIC’, says Eve Louise Halliday.

In 2001, Brazil was dubbed the ‘B’ of the ‘BRIC’ 
powers; Brazil, Russia, India and China were the 
emerging economies that were growing so quickly 
that established economies wouldn’t be able to keep 
up, eventually. Brazil itself was poised to surpass 
developed economies by 2050, and its breakout year 
was supposed to be 2020.

But a lot of unexpected things have happened 
since 2001…

After going through a crippling economic recession 
from 2015 to 2016, ongoing political unrest causing 
widespread strikes and a population hit hard by the 
Coronavirus crisis, Brazil’s economy is teetering 
unsteadily at where it was just before the recession. 
This is a far cry from the meteoric rise economists were 
hoping to see from Brazil in its predicted breakout year. 

In Brazil, small and medium businesses were suffering 
even before these crises. They weren’t getting the 
financial services they needed to grow and modernise 
alongside their economy and card machines and 
the supporting technology just wasn’t accessible to 
them. This meant that they were excluded from any 
economic developments Brazil made – even down 
to modern payment methods – and were in danger 
of getting left behind as the economy moved forward 
with these advancements. 

With smaller businesses making up an estimated 
99% of Brazil’s total businesses in operation today, it 
seems strange that none of Brazil’s five monopolising 
banks would give them the time of day, let alone allow 
people’s livelihoods to be left behind as technology 
became more and more ingrained in retail. 

No stone 
unturned

This economic structure meant that the big banks 
didn’t need to implement competitive criteria for 
their financial services and with prices of financial 
technology way too steep, smaller businesses with 
small profit margins found it almost impossible to 
access these services. They would become excluded 
from growth, stuck in a cycle of not being able to 
afford the technology to develop, so not being 
developed enough to qualify for credit with the banks. 
If this were to be left, it would become a bigger and 
bigger problem as Brazil’s economy grew. Smaller 
businesses would be left behind.

With the hard-to-meet criteria, as well as a traditional 
branch model with limited reach in the vast rural 
areas of a country as large as Brazil, the big banks 
simply weren’t helping the economy move forward 
in general. Throughout 2019, 85% of Brazil’s 
transactions were done in cash, compared to just 
23% in the UK, and over a quarter of the 200 million-
strong population didn’t even have a bank account. 
These are striking figures to those of us who have 
grown up in already developed economies, and they 
speak to the inaccessibility of financial services 
in Brazil. This would force larger gaps between 
the haves and the have-nots, threatening to leave 
people’s livelihoods in the dust. But this is where 
Stone comes in. 

Taking advantage of a change in economic legislature, 
Stone was founded in 2012 on the belief that it could 
help small and medium-sized businesses continue 
to grow in tandem with the economy. Stone started 
out providing smart point-of-sale hardware, and the 
software to match, at prices accessible to smaller 
businesses (in fact, its bright green card machines are 

stone.coEve Louise Halliday São Paulo, Brazil 
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“Global lockdowns have forced smaller 
businesses to adapt quickly to a rapid 
decline in bricks-and-mortar retail, 
with shops forced to close or open with 
reduced capacity, and a dramatic drop-
off in foot traffic.”
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now somewhat iconic in Brazil, so look out for them if 
you ever happen to visit). 

During its start-up, Stone said “our focus is primarily 
targeting the approximately 8.8 million small 
and medium-sized businesses. We believe these 
merchants have been historically underserved 
and overcharged by traditional banks and legacy 
providers that use older technology, less effective 
distribution networks.” Brazil’s entrepreneurs needed 
something better than was being offered and, not only 
would Stone give it to them, it would also streamline 
their financial management and get them selling 
online, too.

This year’s pandemic has highlighted the importance 
of e-commerce, for both the business and the 
consumer. Unexpected global lockdowns have 
forced smaller businesses to adapt quickly to a 
rapid decline in bricks-and-mortar retail, with shops 
forced to close or open with reduced capacity, 
and a dramatic drop-off in foot traffic. With credit 
impossible to get access to – if they even qualified 
for a bank account in the first place – small business 
owners in Brazil were reliant on these in-person 
sales. To stay afloat, they needed to get online. 
Stone’s services made that possible, with a platform 
allowing small businesses to simply start an account 
(so they didn’t even have to travel to a bank), and 
software to manage online payments. Customer 
service infrastructure was there to support them 
on their journey to becoming an online seller, as 
well as offering them access to credit to help them 
weather the storm, giving them a lifeline in these 
unprecedented times. 

Whilst Brazil’s small business community was 
impacted by the change in retail, Stone has arguably 
saved thousands of smaller merchants from losing 
their businesses by allowing them to adapt to these 
changes. They could keep trading, and take a share 
of the estimated 12% yearly growth of cashless 
payments in Brazil. 

Being one of the very few challengers out there, Stone 
took a chunk of businesses away from the ‘Big Banks’. 
It clearly got under their collective skins, with major 
Brazilian bank Itau Unibanco announcing last year that 
it too would be getting into digital transactions.

But it doesn’t stop there. Brazil’s ‘Big Banks’ should 
be nervous about more than just losing out on 
digital transactions. Not content with just bringing 
e-commerce to the small businesses of Brazil, Stone 
also set out to change the culture of how business 
is done across the country. It’s a widely accepted 
notion that Brazil has a lack of server mentality in 
its customer service; Stone CEO Thiago Piau says 
“Brazilian banks’ business model is about pitching 
products to clients […] It’s not a healthy relationship 
and it doesn’t work for us.”

Creating a new kind of relationship is what the Stone 
business model is based on. Focusing on three main 
points – advanced technology, on-demand support, 
and hyper-local distribution – Stone has the strategy 
to change the service culture in Brazil, and it plans 
to run with it. On the back of its business model, 
Stone built an in-house customer service team and 
trained them on how to enchant their customers, 
sending them to none other than Disney itself, which 
reportedly has some very satisfied customers.

Stone’s robust customer service strategy doesn’t stop 
at fairytales. The São Paulo-based fintech company 
knew that its merchants would want to get their 
hardware delivered to them quickly, be helped in-
person to get it set up, and has customer service reps 
on hand to help them out, whenever they need it. That’s 
where the Stone Hub idea comes from. By building 
small customer service hubs across the country, Stone 
has changed the landscape of customer service in 
Brazil, and the big banks will have to adapt to keep 
up – their traditional branch set-up doesn’t allow the 
versatility and quick response of the hubs, that are 
solely used for customer service purposes.

Evidently, Stone puts a lot of emphasis on physical 
proximity as part of its customer service. With bigger 
global companies such as Amazon unable to make 
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significant headway in Brazil, it’s clear that businesses 
that want to grow there have to understand the 
localised and diverse needs of their clients and 
customers, and adapt their strategy to each of them. 
Stone’s belief is that this can only be achieved by being 
physically close to customers, regularly meeting with 
them and establishing relationships. With over 531,000 
clients across 1,500 cities and a widely recognised 
‘unicorn’ status just seven years after start-up, it’s clear 
Stone is doing something right.

As if making e-commerce widely accessible in one of 
the most widespread emerging markets in the world, 
alongside taking on its service culture to change it 
for the better, wasn’t enough of a task, Stone isn’t 
stopping there. Apparently, that’s just the start.

“Starting out with 
payments is just a Trojan 
horse,” Piau said in a 
recent interview, going 
on to state that the “main 
strategy is to offer all the 
other services banks 
offer to those clients and 
ultimately yank them out 
of the banks.” Remember 
those older technologies 
Stone said smaller 
merchants were being 
overcharged for? Good 
luck selling those once 
Stone’s got its lending 
stream up and running, 
meaning businesses can go straight to them for all their 
needs without ever being chained to the big banks 
and their overpriced, outdated technologies. With 
such a large market saturation of small businesses, 
and having already taken a massive chunk out of the 
market, Stone’s antenna are poised, sensing new ways 
to disrupt, and help smaller businesses grow. 

Future irons in the fire look to help cultivate Brazil’s 
next generation of entrepreneurs and business 
owners. Local sources report that, although Brazil has 
developed a wide range of financial education systems 
in an attempt to bolster its economy, small business 
education represents only 1% of these initiatives. Plus, 
with Statista identifying that only 50% of early-stage 
Brazilian entrepreneurs had completed high school in 
2018, with an even smaller 9.8% moving on to higher 
education, Stone is investing in institutions to change 
this for future business owners and get them the 
education they need to start off on the right foot. 

Stone is a main investor and partner to not one, but 
three leading educational institutions in Brazil: the 
Alpha Lumen Institute, which prepares younger 
children to be future leaders and sends a lot of its 
students to world-class universities; Fundação 
Estudar, a non-profit helping undergraduates and 
event graduates advance their careers; and Insper, 
a non-profit higher education institute excelling in 
business studies, economics, law and engineering.

Finally, believe it or not, there’s one more thing we can 
look forward to from Stone. Its ‘angels’, that deliver 
hardware to customers, are looking to expand even 
further. In the absence of anything like the robust 
national mail system that we take for granted in 
the UK, the ‘angels’ are starting to plan and create 

that service for Brazil, 
opening up online 
ordering and delivery as 
part of their services to 
merchants across the 
country. 

In a country with an 
economy that has 
had dramatic highs 
and lows over the last 
two decades, Stone 
is thinking of every 
possible way to change 
how business is done 
in Brazil, and give that 
lifeline to the small 
merchant in a way that 

hasn’t been done there before. The only large fintech 
company that has remained solely in its home country 
of Brazil since start-up, Stone’s beliefs and business 
model seem to be built entirely out of a belief that 
the small businesses of Brazil should be given the 
same opportunities larger businesses have to access 
vital services and support, as well as the technology 
to help them grow and adapt to crises such as the 
recession and the pandemic.

As StoneCo President Augusto Lins wrote, “small 
businesses are the heart and soul of the economy 
and have the ability to dramatically impact adoption 
for the global payments market. Fintech companies 
must do their part to ensure their mutual long-term 
success.” Stone is investing to see small businesses 
succeed and grow, doing good business with a belief 
that small businesses – and the people behind them – 
shouldn’t be excluded from a developing economy, but 
should be a celebrated and supported part of it. 

“In the absence of anything like the 
robust national mail system that we 
take for granted in the UK, the ‘angels’ 
are starting to plan and create that 
service for Brazil, opening up online 
ordering and delivery.”



In the midst of lockdown, we rallied around corner shops, local suppliers and 
flexible small businesses. But, as we’re repeatedly warned of the Covid-created 
consequences for our local high streets and city centres, can local independents 
survive, asks Lara Higham?  

The idea that a disease can spread rapidly across the 
world, triggering economic, political and social upheaval 
on an unprecedented scale, is so 1353. Centuries before 
Covid-19 first crossed over into the human population, 
the bacterium Y. pestis travelled along trade routes 
across Europe, Asia and Africa, resulting in the 
Second Plague pandemic, the Black Death. 

This pandemic was characterised by its shocking 
effects on global demographics. It reduced the world 
population by 11%, and killed 30-60% of people in 
Europe. Yet, although the scale of mortality caused by 
the Black Death was devastating, it created a labour 
shortage, which empowered peasants to demand a 
significantly higher wage for their work. Agricultural 
workers paid lower rents, or purchased land outright, 
and could sell any surplus – generally increasing their 
disposable income. 

Those rich before the plague saw their wealth grow. 
As populations rapidly declined, money was passed 
down within families, which allowed the greater 
concentration of resources needed to invest in large 
scale production. This pandemic is now accepted by 
many historians to be a catalyst in the development 
of our modern economy, centred around mass 
production, and consumer power.

Writing in The Conversation, historian Eleanor Russell, 
and Professor of Organisation Studies, Martin Parker, 
suggested that the Covid-19 pandemic could further 
entrench the status quo created by the Black Death, 
passing even more wealth over to large corporations. 
At the same time, Covid-19 exposes the innate 
vulnerabilities of small businesses, and represents an 
existential threat to all that is local. 

The demise of local businesses was a fear shared by 
SME owners across almost all OECD (Organisation for 

Think local
#BuyLocalLara HighamGlobal (and yet local)

Economic Co-operation and Development) member 
countries; early research from the USA suggested 
that a third of small business owners feared they 
were two months or less away from permanent 
closure, a number which rose to 42% in Korea, and 
50% in Portugal. These fears were confirmed as early 
as March, when a study published by universities 
across the USA predicted that as many as 100,000 
businesses had already shut down for good. 

Many healthy SMEs across the globe operate with 
less than two months of cash reserves, supported by 
frequent, small transactions. In some economies, such 
as in Italy, it is common practice to hold around two 
months’ cash, which can be supplemented by small 
loans. The length, and uncertainty of lockdown, in 
combination with this SME norm, makes it difficult to 
pay wages, rent, utilities, and the other costs of keeping 
a business afloat, in both the short and long term. 

Resilience in a crisis

What’s more, staying competitive in difficult times, 
can be hard. Rapid adoption of new ways of working 
has long been associated with resilience in a crisis. 
Yet some suggest that, although fortune does favour 
the bold, access to the cash resources, the technical 
talent, and the logistical capacity required for 
boldness, is restricted to the already fortunate. 

For some, this paints an unsettling picture for the 
future. Commentators, like writer James Kwak, 
suggest that Covid-19 has ‘turbo-charged’ the already 
prevalent shift to online spaces – exacerbating 
existing worries that local ecosystems of corner 
shops, boutiques, cinemas, theatres, and gyms can 
be replicated at home. Furthermore, as this situation 
tends to benefit cash- and asset-rich organisations, 
and punishes businesses which operate with little 

The long read 
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liquidity, some predict that struggling companies 
may be acquired at a low price, strengthening the 
position of big firms, especially within the travel and 
technology sectors. 

Since reading Kwak’s article, the idea that this medical 
and economic emergency could ‘turbo charge’ us into 
a future dominated by the impersonal, the powerful 
and the distant, has taken root in my mind. What’s 
more, the idea that Covid-19 will separate the wheat 
from the chaff, seems to recur in discourse, but it 
doesn’t seem to correlate with reality. It ignores the 
fact that small businesses are failing, not because 
they have failed to fill a need in society, to keep 
abreast of technological change, or to anticipate 
the future – but they have failed because in this 
very specific, and abnormal situation, they are at an 
inherent disadvantage. It seems unfair, and incredibly 
short-sighted, to condemn businesses to permanent 
shutdown, based on their performance in an abnormal 
situation – and not on the needs of people in the world 
after the pandemic. 

It seems as though I am not the only one who is 
troubled by this new world. In fact, in my fear, I am 
joined by leaders across the globe, who responded to 
Covid-19 with surprising and varied policies, geared 
towards saving SMEs. These policies range to meet 
the needs of each economy – an OECD survey found 
that the majority of countries engaged in direct 
lending to SMEs, provided wage subsidies and allowed 
the deferral of corporate or income tax. 

Getting creative

Some countries have gotten creative – in countries 
including Lithuania, Estonia, and Poland, hackathons 
have been organised to combat the societal side 
effects of Covid-19. Parduotuv, an online package 
designed for beginners to take their small business to 
the web in minutes, is a notable representation from 
Estonia, of the will which global governments have 
to avoid the death of local businesses. Castellino del 
Biferno, a stunning commune in the mountainous 
Molise region of Italy, responded to the crisis by 
minting its own ‘Ducati’ bank notes, to be spent in 
local shops. 

Third sector organisations have responded with equal 
fervour. Strict travel restrictions have ensured that 

Thailand’s borders remain shut to overseas visitors. 
This has presented a threat for the entrepreneurs 
across the country, who have built sustainable 
businesses, and boosted the local economy using 
traditional craftmanship, cuisine, and wildlife, to 
attract tourists. Yet, ethical tourism companies, 
such as Local Alike, which connects sightseers and 
businesses, have radically adjusted their ways of 
working to support their entrepreneurial partners. 

Organisations like these, which have an established 
online presence, digital marketing talent, and the 
desire to see beneficial partnerships continue, have 
offered a lifeline for business, shifting their entire 
purpose to rethinking how tourism can exist without 
tourists. Products, from bucket hats with matching 
cloth bags in beautiful earthy tones, community-
produced dried snacks, and in-season mangosteen, 
were previously sold directly to tourists, but have 
been repackaged by Local Alike, to be sold locally on 
social media.

Rising to the challenge

In the UK, a similar response has been seen. Since 
August 2016, Khalia Ismain’s Jamii, a ground-breaking 
discovery platform, has helped consumers to connect 
with Black-owned independents from across the 
UK. The Jamii discount card offers up to 40% off 
each purchase, when shopping with partners – who 
range from a web designers Welland Porter, to luxury 
wellness brand Reign x Shine – amplifying the visibility 
of local entrepreneurs, and incentivising patrons to 
return to businesses, and spend. 

When I spoke to Khalia to discuss how Covid-19 has 
impacted her partners, she told a story which was 
very familiar to me. “Covid-19 was a huge risk to all 
businesses”, she explained. “Most businesses only 
have cash reserves for around three months, and 
nobody knew how long the lockdown was going to be, 
really.” But Khalia also noted how some businesses 
responded with enthusiasm to the challenge of 
lockdown, whilst others needed support. 

In the spirit of collaboration which Jamii represents 
(Jamii means ‘community’ in Swahili), Khalia reached 
out to experts in her network, and launched a series 
Instagram Live events which covered key Covid-19 
survival topics, including virtual events management, 

“This pandemic is now accepted by many historians to be a catalyst 
in the development of our modern economy, centred around mass 
production, and consumer power.”
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revealed that a huge 93% of shoppers believed that 
it was important to support the local businesses that 
they value, with 87% and 83% believing that local 
businesses contribute positively to the community, and 
the national economy respectively. For consumers, 
local businesses can reflect a level of familiarity which 
can’t be replicated by an algorithm – shopkeepers 
might know their customers by name, but they might 
also make recommendations, or even modify their 
stock based on what the community needs. 

In the USA, 11% of people shop at independent grocery 
stores, where increased availability and lower price of 
fresh fruits and vegetables in poorer neighbourhoods 
can help to combat the obesity, and food desert crisis, 
a driver of health inequality in the US and beyond. 
Many shoppers are also conscious of the ‘multiplier 
effect’ of local business, where money spent in the 
neighbourhood is recirculated through the community 
much more than money spent in chain stores. 
More importantly, for many people, local clusters of 
successful small businesses don’t just make for a 
prettier commute, they offer a chance for people to 
foster entrepreneurship, economic development and 
local employment in their own communities. 

Black Pound Day in the UK, created to support Black-
owned businesses, is a powerful example of how 
consumers have taken matters into their own hands 
to shape a more equitable future. Whether it’s working 
to close a £3.2 billion racial pay gap, rallying against 
the climate crisis, or breathing life and opportunity into 
a neglected neighbourhood, customers are realising 
that they can drive change, one transaction at a time. 
With such a drive from different players, there’s 
no surprise then that we have seen some small 
businesses thrive in 2020. In this economic crisis, 
the ‘use it or lose it’ reality of small business seems 
to have finally hit consumers – recent research from 
Barclaycard shows that, in April, shopping in local 
shops such as butchers, bakeries, and greengrocers 
rose by 38%, while all other spending fell. Businesses 
themselves have adapted, and even expanded during 
lockdown. Contrary to early predictions that small 
businesses would struggle to fill the needs posed by 
the crisis, some believe that small businesses have 
a greater amount of flexibility, in their purpose, and a 
connection to the community needed to hone in on a 
new opportunity. 

social media marketing, and finance. On Thursdays, 
Jamii’s live streams invited Black entrepreneurs, 
to share their success with its 26,500 Instagram 
followers. “We asked them ‘What’s your story?’, and 
‘What have you learned?’”, Khalia shared, “and people 
are happy to share their ideas.” 

The power of collaboration has also driven innovation 
in Liverpool. Back in 2019, Liverpool City Region 
Metropolitan Mayor, Steve Rotheram, allocated a 
£5.5m fund to the development of socially-trading 
organisations – local businesses which seek to 
benefit the community. This project was due to be 
delivered over 2020, by a newly-formed collective 
of socially-trading organisations, Kindred. But when 
the UK entered the beginning of the lockdown, these 
plans were accelerated, and the collective responded 
rapidly to provide tailored business support, and help 
with funding, to socially-trading organisations.

The very existence of these policies and activities 
gives some hint already to the value which local 
business can bring to the economy. Although society 
seems to be dominated by globalisation, big box 
stores, and online mega-corporations, we still live in a 
small world – where 90% of businesses, and 50% of 
employers are classed as SMEs, globally. It’s important 
to note that local businesses aren’t good by default 
– entrepreneurs in the community can be guilty of 
almost all the unethical business practices which large 
businesses partake in. Yet, local business done right, 
delivers a range of unique benefits, which can’t be 
replicated by other models. 

Use it or lose it

Most people are convinced of the niche value of 
shopping local. An American Express poll from 2011 

“Local businesses can reflect a level of 
familiarity which can’t be replicated 
by an algorithm.”
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The power of collaboration

In Merseyside, grants from the metro mayor, and 
support from the Kindred collective, have provided 
a turning point for businesses looking to pivot their 
business towards the needs of people during the 
crisis, and in the future. Victoria Begg, founder of 
Runcorn-based social enterprise Sew Halton, told 
me that at the start of the lockdown, she was left 
wondering how her sewing club would continue to 
provide vital support to the community, using the 
finite funding she has as a CIC. “Sew Halton is a way 
to bring the community together, we chat about 
issues, signpost people to services, and act as a 
vehicle to empower people, getting some long-term 
unemployed people a job at the end of the course,” 
she says. Without access to their building, their 
participants – many of whom have a mental health 
challenge, or a physical disability – were at serious risk 
of isolation. Instead, support from Kindred allowed her 
to make the shift to online sewing classes, and bring 
the community together with a sense of purpose, by 
sewing scrubs for NHS workers. 

Now, Victoria has grand plans for the future. Plans 
are afoot to start up a line of eco-friendly sanitary 
wear, which she hopes could make Sew Halton 
financially self-sufficient. “I wouldn’t be where I am 
today if I didn’t have Kindred, it’s like a breath of fresh 
air. Usually, when you talk to someone about your 
plans, they automatically say ‘no, you can’t do that’, 
but they say, ‘go for it’, and have connected us to 
universities, manufacturers and people to help me 
to propel the business.” 

Luke Evans, from Liverpool-based social enterprise 
Peloton’s ‘Agile’ bike-based delivery service, is 

similarly optimistic. Peloton had originally established 
its Agile project as a money-maker, to support its 
work to make cycling more sociable, accessible 
and inclusive. Initial uptake was slow, but, with local 
businesses, food banks, and social enterprises 
needing a way to transport goods, Agile presented 
a chance to stay connected, whilst keeping financial 
and environmental costs low. “Before Covid, we 
were looking at hiring out cargo bikes, to increase 
business’ confidence in delivering by bike, but now 
we’ve proven that we can come in at the same price, 
or cheaper, and quicker.” Agile’s brightly-coloured 
cargo bikes have transported laundry, books, and 
vegetables across the city, but they have also 
brought conversation to those left without company 
in lockdown. Without the threat of strict timings, 
Agile’s riders effectively recreate community spaces 
in people’s own doorway, identifying needs in the 
community, and signposting appropriately. 

Talking to Luke, Khalia and Victoria, it’s clear that 
these inspiring people are motivated with a clear 
purpose. And why wouldn’t they? The very act of 
being located in a community, in a neighbourhood, 
relying on passing trade, little conversations and 
transactions, makes local business incredibly 
vulnerable to the ebbs, flows and fickleness of 
humanity. Yet, it also makes these businesses uber 
sensitive to their needs, and inextricably linked to the 
people, the networks around them, and the issues 
which society faces. 

“We are going to be a part of Covid history in 
Liverpool,” Luke acknowledged. “But I’d like it to be the 
future. The reason we want to do our deliveries is to 
get rid of the vans, get rid of the pollutants. We need to 
do something about climate change, because time is 
really running out.” 

The myriad ways which organisations have 
responded to Covid-19 aren’t just a collection of nice 
stories, or fun anecdotes – they’re the blueprint for a 
society that can do better by people. Covid-19 might 
turbo-charge us into the future, but as consumers, we 
are the drivers.

“Agile’s riders effectively 
recreate community 
spaces in people’s own 
doorway, identifying 
needs in the community, 
and signposting 
appropriately.”



Staney DeGraff is CEO of the Innovatrium Institute for Innovation. Alongside 
husband Jeff, the pair have worked with over half of all Fortune 500 companies 
on ways to make innovation happen. They’re the authors of a new book, The 
Creative Mindset, designed to help people transform their creative thinking. She 
talks to Fiona Shaw…

Using the mnemonic CREATE – clarify, replicate, 
elaborate, associate, translate and evaluate – The 
Creative Mindset focuses on what its authors Jeff and 
Staney describe as practical, everyday creativity – the 
small steps that help us transform the ordinary into 
the extraordinary by developing our creative mindset. 

IBM’s 2010 Global CEO Study ranked creativity as the 
most important attribute to manage our increasingly 
complex business environment. It is “the ability to make 
minor, slight, incremental changes to preexisting things, 
which can take us surprisingly far,” say the DeGraffs.

“The most game-changing innovations in all domains 
of our world are minor, incremental, simple. They don’t 
burst forth in the middle of the night in the isolated 
labs or studies of masterminds and virtuosos – they 
arise in crowded rooms of diverse thinkers, during 
late afternoons in the middle of the week. These 
people don’t completely reimagine the game or start 
totally anew. Instead, they make slight adjustments 
or modifications to existing things, which in turn have 
surprisingly far-reaching implications.”

Tell me how you got into doing this?

My field has always been about culture and about how 
people work together, especially people with different 
backgrounds – this diversity of thought.

I feel like most of the time, people aren’t talking about 
the same thing. You know, their definition of culture. 
One person’s definition of culture might be different 
from another’s. But some of the literature about 
culture always talks about how strong culture really 

Ethos meets: 

Staney DeGraff

innovatrium.orgFiona ShawMichigan, USA 

produces effectiveness, which is true. Everybody 
works synergistically with each other; they know what 
to do and they go do it and they can finish that as soon 
as possible and they can get a better result.

But, with innovation, you need something new when 
you’re looking for an answer that you don’t have; when 
you see a problem that you’ve never seen before. So 
that synergy doesn’t necessarily give you diversity 
of thought. It doesn’t give you these new ideas. My 
research has always been looking into what happens 
if people with different ways of thinking work on 
something together. What if we intentionally create 
teams of people that are from completely different 
backgrounds, to stimulate a different way of thinking?

And is that what you call constructive conflict? 

Yes. Usually personality conflict can undermine 
the effectiveness of a team. But, to me, it’s not the 
personality that is a conflict – it’s about how you 
talk to each other and whether or not you create a 
condition in which people are able to speak their 
mind comfortably, but also respectfully and have 
that dialogue.

Unfortunately, I think that’s what we’re missing right 
now. I see in my children’s generations (Millennials and 
Generation Z), that they have the tendency to try and 
avoid conflict if they can. But it’s not about avoiding 
that conflict – it’s about how you work with it. Instead 
of checking out or disengaging, how do you create an 
energy that can bring that conflict into something that 
is positive? How do you change that element or that 
environment in your team to make it work? 
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How does that impact on creativity?

Most people never actually get a chance to change 
their mind, because they never get any data point that 
is different from what they already have. And there’s a 
lot of research now looking at whether or not people 
can change their mind – can people really change if 
they’re given new information and new data points? 
And the answer from a lot of these researchers is that 
most people double down, even when they’re given 
proof that their data set is wrong, because it creates a 
dissonance in their head.

I think it’s that dialogue that we really need to be more 
creative. So, in the new book, there’s a few techniques 
that are all about looking at it from a different point 
of view. The easiest is to talk to somebody and get a 
new perspective. But there are techniques, such as 
the Thinking Hats, by Edward de Bono. You have six 
different thinking hats with different colours; so white is 
about objectivity; red is about emotion. Then you ‘put 
on’ the hats and speak from that point of view.

It’s about perceiving something through a different 
lens, to make you think about it in a different way 
and come up with a different solution. Polarisation of 
opinion is something that’s a huge threat to all of us in 
terms of democracy and data.

How can you encourage people to think differently 
and look at different perspectives?

First, you have to create an environment where it’s safe 
for people to feel and think who they are and be able to 
express that. Unfortunately, when you’re talking about 
climate change, everything has become politicised. 
The same thing as coronavirus, right? It’s become 
politicised. So it’s not a safe environment for someone 
to say, ‘OK, I believe this…’

If you’re in a team – whether it’s at work or at home or in 
church or whatever community function that you attend 
– you have to create that safe space first. And you have 
to normalise this exchange of ideas and exchange of 
words. If that becomes the norm, people understand 
what they’re expected to do and it becomes normal for 
them to disagree with each other respectfully.

To what extent do businesses recognise the value 
of diverse voices?

Usually businesses contact us because they have 
a goal that they can’t meet. Whether it’s a new 
breakthrough technology or they don’t have the 

capacity to to run the strategy that they think is the 
winning strategy, they’ll come to us. 

First of all, we do an assessment, so we know what kind 
of people are in different levels and different functions, 
and then we can look at what the opportunities for 
them to improve are; where innovation can actually 
thrive. Sometimes it’s a practice that blocks that, or 
it’s really about leadership; it’s the wrong person to 
lead that team. But people can also learn, and, once 
you accept that you need diversity of thought, that 
becomes OK.

Why is creativity often treated as something 
that’s ‘other’?

Creativity is not something that is nebulous and 
unknown. These are little steps that anyone can take 
and everybody can be innovative. Some people are 
going to do it in a different way than others, and that’s 
totally fine. But you have a shared vision. Everybody 
has to know what you want to achieve at the end, and 
they will achieve it in different ways.

Once you start running experiments, you can ask why 
that didn’t work. Or why it did work? So you have a bit 
more data to do your next experiment. It’s a matter of 
being comfortable with that process – not that there’s 
one thing you do and then it will be right.

We have a culture that says ‘go big or go home’, right? 
It’s like you do one thing and, if you fail, that’s exactly 
what you’re not supposed to do. This is the opposite 
of that, saying that there’s more to it than that. It’s a 
constant process.

If you want to change and you want people to really be 
innovative, the everyday practices in your organisation 
need to change. How do you conduct your meetings? 
How do you talk to people? How do you evaluate 
performance? What are the metrics that you use? 
Those things have to be different…

Leadership has to change. Social change; social 
justice – it takes a long time to manifest. Jeff and I 
went on our local Women’s March and we were talking 
about what a great show of force it was. But what were 
we looking for beyond the rally? What is the shared 
vision that we all have that we can all get behind, so 
that it can change the policies? There’s probably 50 
items on that agenda, because it’s an umbrella. But the 
problem with an umbrella organisation is that different 
factions want different things. So how do we create a 
shared agenda that people want?
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We have been talking about women’s equality in the workplace for decades, 
but we don’t have that yet. Most women are paid lower than men, even though 
they hold the same degree; they have the same competency. There’s not many 
women engineers (I’m an engineer). We still have a problem with that and it’s 
not because women can’t do it.

Do you think the Covid-19 pandemic will stimulate creativity, 
innovation and change?

What’s wonderful to see is these kind of things when people step up. 
It’s a story of individual resilience and creativity and people helping 
each other. Whether it’s war or virus or whatever, will it have long 
lasting impact on innovation and creativity? Will it make people who 
think that they couldn’t do things do those things? I think so. When 
something is this big, it will stay with people for a while.

Since my kids have been born, there hasn’t been a time when 
America has not been at war; they’re also grappling with gun violence 

in schools. They have drills for school shut down, shooter drills. If we talked 
about this when we were young, this would be unthinkable, right? How can you 
do this and how can people not fix it? I think we will change something.

Crisis is too valuable to waste. You have to change because you have no other 
choice; it’s like when you go bankrupt or you get divorced or whatever. It’s 
when you hit rock bottom, when you know that you have nothing to lose. That’s 

when you have to change.

Hopefully this changes even the way people manage their 
relationships – with other people in their family; with people in their 
work or even doing business; teleworking. It makes us all creative, 
because you work with what you’ve got.

So, what are the small steps we can take to be more creative?

The idea of the book is that everybody can be creative and there 
are different techniques in there that help you do that kind of 
creativity. One of the things is very simple: go take a walk when 
you’re stuck with something; sometimes you see something that 
you don’t usually see and that sparks something in your mind. Go 
to places where you don’t usually go; look at a new article from a 
publication that you’ve never seen before or listen to a new kind 
of music. Some people keep a scrapbook, or a box of things that 
inspire them.

Doing something small can change something 
that’s ordinary into something extraordinary and it 
doesn’t take a lot – a lot of times just you have to be able 
to see it first. But when you see it, and you start doing 
it, it becomes a habit. That’s where there are all these 
techniques in the book. You just need to practise.

The Creative Mindset was published in September 2020 
by Berrett-Koehler, and is available extensively online 
and in bookshops.

CREATE – Staney and Jeff’s six skills 
reflect the innovation process:

• Clarify: get the challenge right
• Replicate: mimic and reapply ideas
• Elaborate: multiply ideas by adding new ones
• Associate: connect ideas with analogies
• Translate: create stories from ideas
• Evaluate: select the best ideas

How to get into the right frame of mind 
to practise your creative mindset:

1. Notice when, where, and how you are 
creative

2. Be prepared at all times to capture ideas 
when they begin to flow

3. Pay attention to who and what gives and 
takes your energy

4. Consult the muses in your mind. Think of 
some creative people in your life 

5. Look for signs, incongruities, or anomalies
6. Challenge boundaries and authority
7. Escape assumptions about how things 

should be
8. Have a sense of destiny
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As life slowed down in lockdown, our relationships 
with the natural world changed. Birds and insects 
became more prevalent in our cities; many of us 
created our own routines by heading out for walks, 
and took the time to notice what’s around us. Andrew 
Beattie talks to a London-based project which was 
already aiming to connect us more with our natural 
environments. 

Local hero: 

The London 
National Park 
City Rangers

nationalparkcity.londonAndrew BeattieLondon, UK 

In July 2018 it was announced that London would become the world’s first 
National Park City in 2019, ahead of a series of over 300 city-wide events 
during the first National Park Week. The event was championed by the 
Mayor of London, and included a fair, talks, walks and free giant maps of 
London green spaces. 

“The London National Park City is a place you can explore, a movement 
you can join and a vision you can share. It’s a celebration of everything 
that’s been done over decades and more to make our city’s great outdoors 
enjoyable,” said campaign founder, Daniel Raven-Ellison, as part of the 
launch announcement. 

“We’re looking for makers: people who can bring London Park City alive. Let 
us know if you want to make London National Park City a reality.”

On 22 July 2020, as the UK slowly emerged from its coronavirus lockdown, 
a series of events were held online to mark the first year anniversary of 
London becoming National Park City. Five months earlier, in March 2020, 
just as the lockdown began, it had launched a new Ranger Community – with 
54 volunteers selected from over 130 applications, to be stationed across 
London to work with communities on urban green-space projects. 

The Ranger Community initiative is led by two coordinators, Floree Zama-
Neagra and Ed Santry, who are employed by National Park City. Their roles 
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were funded by Timberland, as part of its Nature 
Needs Heroes series campaign, having already 
collaborated with the project in 2019 to create new 
green spaces at Thornton Heath, Croydon. 

“We had planned a big induction day, a chance to 
get all the rangers together face-to-face and discuss 
ideas. This couldn’t happen but, as the project has 
been going a couple of months, it’s proved to be quite 
an interesting time. Not just in terms of launching the 
project, but also in needing a very different approach 
to getting to know the rangers, and supporting them in 
what they want to do,” says Ed, when we speak at the 
start of July. 

“Some rangers came to the programme with ideas and 
projects that they already wanted to do, such as setting 
up a community garden, or greening their local estate. 
A number of the projects, the more practical ones, 
have obviously had to be put on hold,” he admits. 

The pair quickly adapted to lockdown by shifting both 
the induction and meetings online. 

“We kept having to adapt and re-adapt as we didn’t 
know how long the situation would last and what would 
be happening. I think we’ve done well. We decided to 
run all the activities we planned to, but try moving them 

online. It worked well as people were more at home and 
therefore had more flexible time,” says Floree. 

“We ran our induction online which went really well and 
was great at bringing everyone together. It was really 
beautiful and from this we’ve been curating different 
sessions, working group and workshops. Things are 
progressing well, although some outcomes are slower 
than we might have wanted or predicted,” she adds. 

After initial meetings with the rangers, volunteers 
were split into nine groups, based around their 
interests, which included health and wellbeing, 
equality and engaging with marginalised 
communities, community gardens and greening, 
foraging and nutrition, outdoor activities and 
sustainable cities. Each group then presented a 
series of projects and the rangers voted on which 
projects to take forward and what to prioritise. 

“A number of rangers are setting up projects 
to support their local communities, and wider 
Londoners, to get more out of engaging with their 
local areas. Some have been mapping local walks 
and one ranger, Kabir, has set up a WhatsApp birding 
group in West London. There’s about 40 to 50 people 
now who’re part of it. People log all of the birds that 
they’re seeing when they’re out on their walks or in 
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their local area. Rangers are using this time to engage 
with people who’re suddenly exploring the outdoors 
a bit more, moving that forward as we come out of 
lockdown and keeping the recognition of the value 
of our outdoor space. We are seeing that recognition 
continue,” says Ed. 

“Another example is more people getting into 
gardening and growing their own food, which is 
great. Some rangers, particularly those who are 
working around community gardens, have managed 
to keep things going with social distancing. Jim, 
a ranger in Brent, runs a community garden. He’s 
continued to have volunteers coming along, as they 
can come and do some work on their own. They’d do 
it for an hour and a half, and then another volunteer 
would come along and take their place. That was 
really important, particularly for those who are 
socially isolated,” he adds. 

Floree has been impressed by what’s been achieved 
since the Ranger Community project began. “We’re 
facilitating online platforms for rangers to share space 
and collaborate on ideas,” she tells me.

“A lot has happened since the launch of the project 
in May, regardless of lockdown. Even today I received 
a message from two of our rangers, Dipa and Ingrina, 
who are working on creating a resource and research 
database around engaging marginalised communities 
and people of different ethnicities with their green 
spaces. This will help support projects in many 
shapes and forms. So a lot of really interesting things 
are developing.”

Still, there are some projects that can’t go ahead. 

“On the negative side, I guess, a lot of the greening 
projects, practical projects, can’t go forward,” says Ed. 

“A lot of them were created with the view of bringing 
local communities together to green an area, or create 
a community garden, or something like that. Now you 
can’t get a group of 30 people together doing some 
gardening. There is the view that we put some of those 
on hold, or we do them more gradually, and in the 
interim take advantage of the benefits that have come 
out of this situation, and move forward on them.”

For many, rangers included, lockdown provided an 
opportunity to stop; or, at very least, go slowly, and 
reflect. A chance to think about the things we wanted 
to carry forward beyond lockdown and the type of lives 
we might choose to live in the grand reset.

“One of our rangers, Ben, has put in place a lockdown 
legacy pledge, around what people aim to do post-
lockdown, that they’ve actually started doing. I think it’s 
a lovely idea, retaining the idea that actually, that walk 
every day was really good for me and I will continue 
doing that,” says Ed. 

“I’d really like to see that we don’t move backwards from 
this point. It’s been an awful time for a lot of people, but 
we take positives from it and then move forward with 
them. I hope that that goes from the individual level to 
communities, to businesses, to the policy level. I’d like 
to see that, and I think it’s achievable.”

And Ed and Floree’s lockdown legacy pledge? Every 
week, Ed plans to visit a new green space – whether 
that’s a park, nature reserve, local garden or square, 
whilst Floree intends to “learn more about and 
continue foraging and to use my bike as my main form 
of transport.” 

If you have a lockdown pledge of your own, make 
your lockdown legacy pledge at: makelifebetter.
nationalparkcity.london.

If you live in London and want to find your local London 
National Park City Ranger, head to nationalparkcity.
london/rangers. 
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Born over a decade ago from the needs of hardy British 
surfers, Finisterre designs functional and sustainable 
products for those that share its love of the sea. 

For the cold-water surfers who formed the roots of 
the brand, the antibacterial, moisture-wicking, warm, 
soft and tough qualities of Merino had been an ever-
present antidote to that all-too-familiar post-surf 
freeze.

Committed to people, product and the environment 
since founding in 2003, the brand’s quest for a British 
Merino supply chain began soon after, in 2005. 

The aim: to find a way of manufacturing Merino on 
home turf; to reinstate the production of wool in Britain 
and create a more sustainable supply chain. 

Little did they know that this would lead them down a 
two-year path of detective-like research, arriving at 
the doorstep of Lesley Prior, the guardian of the last 28 
Bowmont Merino sheep on the planet. 

An ancient breed that mixes the fine wool of a Saxon 
Merino with the hardiness of the local Shetland, the 
Bowmont was originally researched and developed by 

the Macauley Institute in Scotland. But after 20 years 
of research, the project was forced to end in 2006 
when EU funding ran out. 

When specialist Merino growers from Australia were 
initially invited over to the UK, Lesley’s holding (the only 
pure bred Bowmont flock in the UK) was politely, but 
firmly, described as ‘rubbish’.

Most people would have given up at this point. 
Thankfully, Lesley is not most people. She worked and 
travelled tirelessly to improve her flock through genetic 
research, creating a truly British Merino breed. 

Exclusive to Finisterre, the Bowmont flock now 
numbers over 300 sheep. To learn more about Lesley’s 
long, complex and costly journey visit the Finisterre 
blog online.
 
finisterre.com

In 2005, sustainable outdoor brand, Finisterre, made a decision to put wool at 
the centre of its fabric development. Two years of intense research led to the 
last Bowmont Merino sheep on the planet, it was then that The Bowmont Project 
began. This is the story so far…

Photo story: 

Finisterre: 
The Bowmont 
Project

www.finisterre.comZak RaymentScotland, UK

THE BOWMONT PROJECT
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To learn more about The Bowmont Project and to shop the 
Finisterre British wool collection visit Finisterre online at 
www.finisterre.com.
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Everything
you 
 rubbish.

buy
is

Or will be, eventually. 
And we want to change that.

Imagine a world where waste didn’t 
exist. We’re on a mission to make it 
happen, by transforming the circular 
economy into a mainstream business 
model that delivers value for everyone.
The World’s Most Rubbish is a global 

community of consumers, creators 
and brands shifting sustainability 
from obligation to opportunity, by 
championing those making the 
circular economy a reality.

We’re starting with a directory that 
makes it easy for everyone to discover 
more sustainable versions of the 

products they’re already buying, 
or looking to buy. From toothpaste 
to toilet paper, cars to bars to 
building supplies and beyond, 

 
the world a little less rubbish.

Get in the loop at 
TheWorldsMostRubbish.com
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This groundbreaking Dutch 
programme is reframing the 
conversation around refugees, 
tackling stigma and prejudice. 
Laura Visco and Guillaume 
Roukhomovsky tell us more… 
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Design for a better world 
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Between 2014 and 2015, tens of thousands of refugees 
came to the Netherlands, mainly fleeing war in Syria 
and Eritrea. Even though many of them were given 
residency permits, today they are still struggling to 
find work. HackYourFuture, a non-profit coding school 
for refugees, helps them to become web-developers 
through a seven-month programme – empowering 
them by unlocking a career within big names of the 
tech industry.

The ‘Behind the Source’ campaign by HackYourFuture 
aims to reframe the conversation around refugees, 
and tackles the many stigmas and prejudices that 
shadow their potential when it comes to applying for 
a job. The stories are celebrated in this campaign by 
seven portraits of graduates of the HackYourFuture 
programme, who have found their vocation and voice 
through coding and help build some of the world’s 
most-used websites and applications.

To discover these exceptional life stories, the 
campaign invites us to go behind the source – literally. 
The portraits have been hidden in the source code of 
the online homepages of companies, such as eBay 
and Accenture, where the graduates now work. Other 
partner companies are Backbase, Exact, Marktplaats 
and Zivver. All you had to do is go on these websites 
and click ‘view source’ to discover the beautiful 
portraits, built entirely with code.

The portraits are made of ASCII and code characters 
that developers sometimes hide in their code. This 
aesthetic also ensures the anonymity required by their 
political refugee status, and the safety of their families 
left behind.

The campaign has been devised pro bono by 
creative agency 72andSunny in Amsterdam. It aims 
to celebrate the successes of the people in the 
portrait, as well as support the sense of community 
that HackYourFuture provides. It’s also hoped it will 
encourage more companies to employ them, either by 
partnering up with HackYourFuture or by other means.

Laura Visco, deputy executive creative director 
at 72andSunny Amsterdam says: “It was great to 
partner with HackYourFuture and help reframe the 
conversation around refugees in The Netherlands. The 
intimate interviews we had with the graduates really 
moved us. We were curious to hear what they went 
through, and we are excited to see what the future 
holds for them.”

72andSunny is a global creative agency that believes 
unignorable creativity is the most powerful force in 
business. With offices in Amsterdam, Los Angeles, 
New York, Singapore and Sydney, 72andSunny is on a 
mission to expand and diversify the creative class.
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Learn more on
→ hackyourfuture.net/

One of the portraits is of Sarea Al Kebaky. Sarea 
was HackYourFuture’s very first student. He 
studied computer science in Damascus before 
the Syrian war broke out. While living in a refugee 
camp in Amsterdam, he built an online platform for 
underprivileged citizens in need of 
support and services. Sarea is now a 
front-end developer at Amsterdam-
based cybersecurity company Zivver.

“I left Syria 
because the army 
forced me to carry 
a gun and I didn’t 
want to carry a 
gun, I wanted to 
learn how to code. 
The code doesn’t 
care who writes it, it 
brings people together,” 
he says.





Countrywide lockdowns have become one of the 
major features of the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020. 
All over the world, countries are shutting down 
businesses to stop the spread of the virus. Some 
businesses – including PPE manufacturers, skip hire 
companies, supermarkets and signage printers – 
have boomed under lockdown; other businesses have 
simply fought for survival, some losing that battle. 
Governments have had to step up to ensure the 
economy and jobs are protected.

In unprecedented moves, many governments have 
created financial aid systems that, in normal times, 
might have taken years to set up. But they got them up 
and running in mere days or weeks during lockdown in 
spring 2020. The UK Treasury set up a job retention 
scheme to pay 80% of as many employee wages 
as necessary in the event that they weren’t able to 
work. Either because their employer didn’t have 
enough work to keep them engaged, or had to close 
altogether during lockdown. At its peak, this furlough 
scheme supported over nine million employees, simply 
unprecedented in UK economic history. 

It also set up a scheme to assist a large number of 
self-employed people, and included other financial 
initiatives such as government-backed business 
interruption and bounce back loans, VAT and income 
tax payment deferrals, as well as a six-month VAT cut 
for the hospitality and tourism sectors to support them 
coming out of lockdown. The cost to the government 
will be billions and billions of pounds to be repaid over 
generations to come.

Denmark introduced similar measures. Its furlough 
scheme paid 75% of employee salaries and 90% for 

hourly-paid workers up to DKR26,000 (£3,150) per 
month. They didn’t cover self-employed or casual 
workers, but these sectors make up a much smaller 
proportion of the workforce than in the UK. Denmark 
stipulated that business loans would be dependent 
on a company’s tax status. No bailout money would 
be paid to companies operating in Denmark but 
registered in tax havens, within the limitations of EU 
state aid law. It also put certain conditions on the 
financial support given to companies, such as profits 
not being used to pay dividends to shareholders. 
The Polish government went a step further and said 
government financial support would only be available 
to companies that pay tax in Poland. 

Other countries, including the US, Canada and 
Australia, are making direct payments to citizens 
affected by the pandemic, of varying amounts and 
means. They’re also increasing welfare support 
schemes in scope and size, as well as common 
initiatives like tax payment deferrals, as well as a raft of 
personal finance measures.

In August 2020, Germany announced it was 
considering extending its job furlough scheme from 12 
months to 24 months, in recognition of the fact that the 
pandemic and its economic effects will not end within 
the next couple of months.

Businesses have been forced to be financially 
innovative too. Some already had plans to introduce 
new initiatives and events forced their hand. Some 
have had to get creative about how best to support the 
most vulnerable people in the community, who make 
up the most-impacted part of the workforce.

democracy.wirral.gov.uk/ieDecisionDetails.
aspx?AIId=50129Lucy MossWirral, UK & Wellington, NZ

Over the past few months, businesses have been challenged beyond anything 
they could have imagined. Adaptability has been the key to survival, in some cases 
temporarily, in other cases the nature of the business has changed forever. Lucy Moss 
takes a look at some ‘outside the box’ financial thinking driven by the global pandemic.
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New Zealand-
based 
Xero, which 
provides online 
accountancy 
software, found 
that bookkeepers 
and accountants 
became the 
frontline for 
helping clients 
apply for finance, 

whether government backed-loans or discretionary 
grants. Within a few days of the March lockdown in 
the UK, Xero released a package of innovative reports 
including the Covid-19 Business Insights Pack, and 
a Business Loan Pack, to make potentially arduous 
application processes much easier.

A Xero UK spokesperson confirmed the rationale to 
us: “As the impact of Covid hit, we wanted to quickly 
and easily equip our accounting partners with the 
information they needed during this challenging time. 
We wanted to help streamline processes so they 
could be freed up to focus on the most important 
areas like advising business. [Accountants and 
bookkeepers] have been stepping up to play an 
essential role in helping businesses survive and now 
plan a road to recovery.” 

As well as the standard profit and loss report and 
balance sheet, the new pack includes a business 
snapshot, potential cash burn based on previous 

transactions and short-term cash flow reports – as 
well as apps to help manage finances, so any business 
owner can see instantly how their financials look, both 
at the time and in the immediate future. The pack, a new 
departure for Xero technologically, was set up so that the 
user could populate fields using report codes, and hit a 
button producing a raft of reports, supplying them with all 
the financial information they could possibly need.

It’s not just businesses that are innovating in difficult 
times. Community organisations are stepping up too.

Community banks are not a new concept. They exist 
all over the world, and there’s a strong culture in Europe 
and the US, as there once was in the UK. Thanks to 
some still-controversial political decisions made in the 
1980s under Margaret Thatcher, the face of banking 
turned away from community-style local branch 
banking to mainstream corporate banking, beholden 
to shareholders and big business. Now, branches 
are closing and banks are moving towards more 
centralised structures, mainly thanks to the popularity 
and convenience of online banking. You can be a 
customer of a bank or building society for years and 
never speak to anyone in the organisation.

There are now just a handful of community banks 
in the UK – some very new to the scene and some 
in development. These aim to bring banking back 
down to local level, run by and for local people and 
businesses. Wirral Council in Merseyside is in the 
process of starting up one of these new banks, the 
North West Mutual. 

“Thanks to some still-
controversial political 
decisions made in the 
1980s under Margaret 
Thatcher, the face of 
banking turned away 
from community-style 
local branch banking to 
mainstream corporate 
banking, beholden to 
shareholders and big 
business.”
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Lead on the project is Councillor Janette Williamson, 
Cabinet Member for Finance and Resources for 
Wirral, as well as lead for the Wirral Community Wealth 
Building Strategy. She’s also the first female leader 
of Wirral Council (and, in fact, the first female leader 
across any of the Merseyside authorities). 

Following an approach by Preston City Council 
in neighbouring Lancashire, and agreement from 
Liverpool City Council, Janette got the capital 
investment she needed to set up the North West 
Mutual Community Bank. Using a ‘bank in a box’ 
approach set up by the Community Savings Bank 
Association (CSBA), the North West of the England 
(Merseyside and Lancashire) will open its own 
community bank by early 2022.

Although the concept of a community bank 
existed pre-pandemic, Janette says that Covid-19 
has highlighted the reasons why a community 
bank is needed in Wirral. As well as dealing with a 
disproportionately high level of poverty and a large 
elderly population, the economy in Wirral, a coastal 
borough, is dominated by small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). 

Of the 8,550 of them, only 20 have over 250 
employees. And, because of their size, SMEs find 
it hard to access traditional bank funds. Research 
carried out in 2018 by UK Finance, the body that 
speaks for the banking and finance in the UK, claims 
that pre-pandemic, approximately 20% of loans to 
SMEs were rejected. The bounce back loans offered 
during the pandemic, specifically directed at small 
businesses, have not decreased that percentage 
much, despite being 100% government-backed.

“One of the things Covid has done for me is laid bare 
the fault lines within the economic systems and our 
small businesses are really, really struggling. After the 
financial crash in 2008 banks were told to start lending 
again to kick start the economy and help businesses. 
They didn’t do that. The only lending that takes place 
is secure, so if you’ve got a house the bank will lend 
you some money. But they will secure it against your 
house,” says Janette. “During lock down, this caused 
business owners even more anxiety as they faced 
losing both their business and home.

“I always knew people don’t go into business to fail. 
They genuinely have a desire to start a business, 
serve the community and employ people, more 
so than the bigger corporations,” says the former 
insolvency examiner.

North West Mutual will step in where high street banks 
are failing people, either by closing local branches, 
disallowing current accounts due to poor credit history 
or financial situation and not lending to SMEs or 
securing lending. Its existence will also help tackle the 
issue of ‘poverty premiums’ – which come about when 
people who don’t have a bank account end up paying 
more because they can’t have bill payments on direct 
debit, or have no internet access so need paper bills, 
for example. It’s estimated that the ‘poverty premium’ 
will cost the average low-income household £490 a 
year, but can be much higher.

Although their existence is driven by a need to 
help the most vulnerable, community banks 

“One of the things Covid has done 
for me is laid bare the fault lines 
within the economic systems and 
our small businesses are really, 
really struggling.”
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“Our aim is for the 
community bank to 
be at the heart of the 
community’s future.”
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are for everyone. They offer a full 
range of banking services like savings 
accounts, loans and mortgages. They 
are independent and customer owned. 
They are democratic institutions, like the 
building societies of old. Members have 
votes and will use them to shape the 
bank’s policies. North West Mutual, like its 
increasing number of counterparts such 
as South West Mutual and Banc Cambria 
in Wales, will hold a full banking licence 
and state-of-the-art technology and 
online banking – everything you’d expect 
of a high street bank. 

A community bank is local to the issues. 
Staff are aware of the challenges faced 
by their customers, whether personal, 
business or both, and can assess needs 
individually, thus fostering relationships. By 
way of an example, behavioural evidence 
shows that, where staff know their 
customers personally, defaulting on loan 
or mortgage repayments is much lower 
because of the established relationship. 

Lending is discussed and assessed 
based on several factors rather than 
very specific parameters used by the big 
banks. This supports SMEs in the difficult 
times that most will face over the coming 
months, as the manager learns more 
about the financial needs of their business 
and how they can help, something Janette 
is sure the big banks have forgotten how to 
do on a human level. 

“As the effects of the pandemic go on 
and we see an increase in job losses and 
redundancies – I guess homelessness, 
too – there is going to be even more need 
for a community bank. The community 
has rallied around during the pandemic 
so far – it’s been heart warming and heart 
breaking – but local people, community 
organisations and small independent 
businesses have stepped up to do what 
needs to be done for their survival and the 
long-term existence of the community. 
Our aim is for the community bank to be 
at the heart of the community’s future. 
It’s something me and my team are very 
passionate about,” she says.

Further fin-novations:

Starling Bank Connected Card 

During UK lockdown, many people with health issues were 
required to shield. And people returning from some holiday 
destinations are now required to quarantine. Fortunately, 
most have friends, family and neighbours who can pop to 
the shops for them if they aren’t able to go. But what to do 
about money? Starling came up with the ‘Connected Card’: 
this allows an additional card on a current account that can 
be given to someone you trust to spend money on your 
behalf. The money comes out of a designated pot, capped 
at £200, not the main account. It can’t be withdrawn as 
cash, nor can it be used for gambling. The bank account 
owner retains control and it can be topped up as needed.

MSE/OU Academoney 

The pandemic has presented a plethora of potential 
financial issues, some impacting now and some in the 
future. Martin Lewis – Money Saving Expert (MSE) – has 
long banged the drum about the importance of people 
understanding how to manage their personal finances. 
Lewis has funded both a financial education textbook for 
use in schools, and is the founder of the Money and Mental 
Health Policy Institute, set up to break the link between 
financial difficulty and mental health. And, right at the start 
of lockdown, he launched a free personal finance course, 
Academoney, in conjunction with the Open University. 
Available to all, it’s designed to educate us about making 
good sending decisions, budgeting, borrowing, investment, 
mortgages and planning for retirement. The course is 
endorsed by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Zoom and Tixoom 

Zoom, the video conferencing app, can’t have dreamed 
what 2020 held when it launched in 2013. Few had heard 
of it prior to lock down. In December 2019, 10 million daily 
meeting participants gathered online across the world. 
By March 2020, this had risen to 200 million, with 2.13 
million people downloading the app each day. With public 
confidence still low and restrictions on gatherings in place, 
Zoom continues to be the most used video conferencing 
app around the world. Tixoom was launched to sell tickets 
for Zoom meetings. People could start monetising events, 
a move which has inspired comedy gigs, author Q&As and 
all manner of other paid events that might not be able to go 
ahead otherwise. There’s also a ‘pay what you can afford’ 
option and – in an inspired move – the app can also be used 
to take donations during a Zoom meeting, allowing charity 
fundraisers to happen too. 



An entrepreneurial idea in Ethiopia is fighting both plastic 
pollution and social exclusion. Emma Jones catches up with 
the founders of Teki Paper Bags.

In the largest city of Ethiopia, a small social 
enterprise is working towards wiping the country 
clean of plastic bags, whilst empowering the deaf 
community. Teki Paper Bags employs deaf women 
to make and sell paper bags using Ethiopian sign 
language. Its employees visually educate clients 
about plastic pollution and offer sustainable 
alternatives to single-use plastic bags, in the hope of 
building a plastic-free Ethiopia. 

The plastic problem is global. “It’s dramatic, like in 
many other countries,” says Clement Piguet, co-
founder of Teki Paper Bags, when asked how bad 
plastic pollution is in Ethiopia. Around the world, 
single-use plastic bags are sitting in landfill as deadly 
waste and in the Ethiopian capital of Addis Ababa, 
the abundance of plastic bags is responsible for 
river contamination and sewage system blockage 
– which in the past has caused flooding in the city. 
“Why are we accepting all these plastic bags without 
saying anything? Why are we not listening, not 
paying attention? Maybe it’s time to rethink the 
solutions we propose,” asks Clement. 

Teki Paper Bags was built with single-use plastic 
solutions at the forefront of the business and its 
unique selling approach has persuaded people to pay 
attention and listen. Co-founders Clement Piguet and 
Mimi Legesse, share the dream of turning the global 
fight against plastic bags into a universal inclusion 
concept, dedicated to uplifting the deaf community. 

This is the sign 
you’ve been 
waiting for

tekipaperbags.comEmma JonesAddis Ababa, Ethiopia

The word, Teki, is an Amharic word that comes from 
the verb ‘Metekat’ – which means ‘replacing’. Since 
2016, when the social enterprise was first established, 
the Teki Paper Bag team has replaced more than 
one million plastic bags in Ethiopia. It’s quite the 
achievement, but it hasn’t been easy.

“The beginning of our journey was challenging, as 
many refused to support us,” says Clement. ‘Thanks 
for coming, but your idea is way too complicated to 
implement. How are you going to use sign language 
to sell your products? It won’t work!’, was a common 
response to the idea of Teki Paper Bags. 

Despite the lack of external support, Mimi, who 
understood the obstacles deaf people faced, 
and Clement, who wanted to give deaf people 
opportunities and employment, built the first deaf-run 
paper bag business in the world. “When you believe 
in yourself, don’t let anyone stop you. We decided to 
create Teki Paper Bags in Ethiopia, on our own without 
any external support,” says Clement. 

Pulling plastic bags from the streets of Ethiopia was 
just one objective of the business. Teki was also 
created with the intention of positively changing 
and improving the lives of the deaf community. It’s 
achieving this by offering deaf women in Ethiopia 
permanent employment, which is difficult to find, and 
social situations, to improve low mental and social 
health that many deaf people experience. 
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“For the deaf community worldwide, finding a job is 
a nightmare. It doesn’t matter what the task or the 
responsibility is, they are always ‘unadapted’, mainly 
due to a profound communication gap,” says Clement. 
“Therefore, unlike other disabilities that can find 
an adapted space in an already existing structure, 
we must support the deaf community to create 
dedicated structures that are designed and organised 
to function in sign language.” 

The structure that Mimi and Clement have created 
for Teki Paper Bag employees has not only provided 
deaf women in Ethiopia an opportunity to have an 
occupation and earn a wage. It’s also significantly 
improved their mental and social health, through the 
chance to socialise with other deaf people who can 
understand and communicate.
“The deaf community mainly suffer from their 

inability to communicate and be understood. This 
constant communication gap creates a silent, 
social exclusion that leads many into depression,” 
Clement tells me. “More than half of the Teki 
family used to only meet their deaf friends once a 
week, at church for one hour. This can’t be enough to 
maintain safe mental health. The Teki family now sign 
and communicate daily and have made many friends, 
which has increased self-confidence.”

Mimi and Clement started Teki Paper Bags with just 
three employees. The social enterprise today has 
grown significantly to create 25 jobs and employ 18 deaf 
workers – who all communicate using sign language 
and have grown as individuals and employees. 

Despite significantly reducing the amount of plastic 
bags in Addis Ababa, it’s the family spirit that is 

nestled into the 
building of Teki Paper 
Bags that remains 
Clement’s biggest 
achievement so far. 

“Being deaf in Ethiopia 
is a constant challenge 
for these young ladies. 
Seeing everyone’s 
daily progress and 
their ability to work 
together and overcome 
obstacles in sign 
language is a blessing. 
Mimi and the team are 
doing an incredible 
job; they truly deserve 
the world’s attention,” 
Clement adds. 

Teki’s employees 
handcraft 100% 
biodegradable paper 
bags with social 
and environmental 
impact, using recycled 
paper – the perfect 
replacement to the 
single-use plastic 
bags clogging up the 
streets of Addis Ababa. 
Businesses in Ethiopia 
can customise their 
eco-friendly bags 
in terms of size and 
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weight to suit the products 
they sell, and promote 
their business by adding 
their logo. 

So far, Teki Paper Bags 
has created sustainable 
paper bags for over 150 
businesses, including 
big names like Marriott, 
Radisson Blu, Gusto and 
DStv. “What’s important 
is how many businesses 
stay with us and become 
part of the Teki family. 
The fight against single-use plastic isn’t a sprint, 
it’s a long-distance run, which is one of Ethiopia’s 
specialities, isn’t it?” says Clement. 

The deaf employees of Teki Paper Bags sell 
the paper bags themselves using Ethiopian 
sign language, with the support of sign 
language interpreters. “Convincing people to stop 
using plastic bags in Ethiopian sign language is like 
magic – it works!” smiles Clement. 

Through communicating with sign language, 
employees can raise awareness about plastic 
pollution from a different perspective and stress the 
importance of switching from single-use plastic bags 
to biodegradable paper bags. Using sign language has 
been a successful way to encourage the people of 
Ethiopia to be part of the solution, not the 
pollution. 

“Using our hands and signing contains a 
universal aspect that fascinated us all. 
Once Mimi and our employees started 
signing and it was translated by our 
interpreter, people lent their attention. 
Many of us have never had the chance 
to have a conversation with a deaf person, this 
opportunity creates a unique connection between our 
team and our clients,” Clement continues. 

Yet they’re aware that the plastic problem can’t be 
solved by the single action of selling paper bags. To 
ensure there was enough work to continue employing 
deaf people, the team at Teki Paper Bags has 
developed The Teki Movement. 

The Teki Movement is a two-step plan designed to 
reach a wider audience and appeal for more help 
in the fight against single-use plastic. The first step 

focuses on selling paper bags to big businesses willing 
to support Teki Paper Bags and what it stands for. 
The second step focuses on distributing free paper 
bags to small businesses owned by women. “The free 
paper bags we distribute help women entrepreneurs 
to make extra savings from not buying plastic bags,” 
says Clement. Teki has already distributed more 
than 200,000 free paper bags to entrepreneurs, 
who’re now actively participating in the fight against 
plastic pollution. 

“We believe in an inclusive change where everyone 
is involved – only selling our paper bags wouldn’t be 
enough to efficiently fight plastic bags”, says Clement. 
“The friendships that the entrepreneurs have built 
with our team is unique. They are now among the best 
ambassadors in our fight against plastic, and have 
started to learn sign language – how beautiful is that?”

Teki’s dreams are big. In four short years, it has 
provided 18 deaf women in Ethiopia with the 
opportunity to work and communicate, build 
friendships and good health. It’s made a significant 
impact in the fight against plastic and encouraged 
hundreds of Ethiopian businesses to become greener. 
But, for Clement, so much more needs to be done to 
accomplish the Teki Paper Bag dream. 

“Just take a second and imagine 
thousands of deaf women uniting 
across Africa to fight against 
plastic bags in sign language. 
How powerful and convincing 
they would be,” says Clement. 
“To turn Ethiopia into a plastic 
bag-free nation, while creating 
hundreds of rewarding and 
adapted jobs for the ones who 
need it most.”
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HAVING TAKEN OVER AS KIT MAKER FOR THE NEWLY-
CROWNED ENGLISH CHAMPIONS, NIKE IS MAKING AN 
IMPACT IN LIVERPOOL’S LOCAL COMMUNITIES TOO, 
SAYS YASMIN ALI. 

kingsleyunited.moonfruit.comYasmin AliLiverpool, UK

An unprecedented pandemic has made 2020 an 
incredibly challenging and tumultuous year. And yet, 
despite everything going on in the world, Liverpool 
Football Club has had an incredible year, claiming the 
Premier League title in June to end the 30-year wait 
since they were last crowned Champions of England. 
This as well as holding the current titles of European 
and Club World Cup champions. 

The celebrations for the club are far from over 
as it recently unveiled new 2020/21 football kits, 
in collaboration with sports giant Nike; their first 
collaboration after a multi-year partnership. 

The new home kit boasts style, confidence and 
innovation. The bright red and white have been 
complimented with the addition of a teal strip lining the 
sleeves and collar, which not only pays homage to the 
club’s traditional crest but also to the verdigris colour of 
the Liver birds that proudly guard the city. Magnetic in 
its own right, the away kit is a striking turquoise colour 
with black lining. Nike’s commitment to sustainability 
sees that the kits made using 100% recycled polyester 
fabric, sourced from plastic bottles.  

Nike’s collaboration with LFC however, is through 
more than just a new kit. It has plans to support the 
local community through the LFC Foundation and 
nurture the city’s talent, promising to “serve the 
fan base through innovation, design and creative 
collaborations that will bring excitement and energy to 
sport globally.” 

Local fashion designer Nadia Atique designed 
an exclusive pair of Nike Air Max trainers in 
collaboration with Nike and LFC. Retailer JD Sports 
also joined the celebrations, creating a lookbook 
featuring the city region’s young creative talent in the 
new kits, including musician Sub Blue, band NuTribe 
and podcaster Mia Thornton.   

Another recipient of Nike’s support is Toxteth-based 
football club Kingsley United, who play at the Tiber 
Football Centre. Working with podcast The Anfield 
Wrap, Nike has made a commitment to nurture and 
grow the club which has been running since 2002. 
 
Coach and founder Earl Jenkins is elated at the 
opportunity. “Nike are not just a brand, they actually 
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get involved with things on a deeper level. They did 
months of research into Liverpool and looked into areas 
they want to support. I got a call one day where they 
basically stated their intentions to work with the local 
community and I always welcome support,” he says. 

Their support comes in the form of four main areas: a 
Kingsley United girls’ team, a youth leadership forum, 
a bursary scheme to 
train BAME coaches 
and support for 
activities during 
school holidays. 

“Something close to 
my heart is that in the 
school holidays, it’s 
hard for an average family to entertain their kids. Not 
only are there time implications with parents still having 
to go to work, but there are also cost implications. 
We’ve asked Nike to support us with football camps 
during the holidays so kids have something to do in 
a safe environment and can enjoy themselves doing 
what they love,” Earl says. 

The club already has 14 teams ranging from under-
sevens right through to the under-18s team. Football 
is the lifeblood of this city, and there has even been 
demand for a three-to-four-year-old’s team. Whilst 
girls are already part of the club, they play within mixed 
gender teams. A dedicated girls team will take the club 
even further with its goals, no pun intended. “Nikita 
Paris, who plays for Lyon and England, came from our 

club. She was originally playing with the boys 
but she got a group of girls together who were 
athletically, technically and physically really good 
at football. She wasn’t the only one who made it 
from that little team – there was also Chantelle 
Boye-Hlorkah, who plays for Everton. So we’ve 
always had girls, but we really want to have a 
dedicated girls’ team, to get them to where they 
want to be. That’s a project we’re doing with Nike.”

Girls aren’t the only underrepresented group in 
football, he explains. “One of the things we struggle 
with across the board is that there aren’t enough BAME 
coaches at all levels of football. I believe it’s an inviting 
avenue for kids to go down – it keeps them involved in 
football, even if they’re not playing. The plan is to set 
up bursaries to get them trained and up the coaching 
ladder. I think our club could be double the size with 
more coaches.”

But it’s not just about football. Earl recognises that 
the club operates in an area of the city that houses 
communities that are often neglected, mistreated and 
ignored. “In the early stages of our conversations with 
Nike, the Black Lives Matter protests were happening 
across the world and in Liverpool. This made it clear 
that looking at the future, we not only need leaders in 
football but also leaders in the community. That’s when 
the idea for the youth leadership forum came up. The 
vision was to get around 10-15 young people in the area 
to start a forum in response to Black Lives Matter and 
then go region-wide to extend the conversation.” 

Nike, which has been a vocal supporter of the 
movement – and featured American footballer Colin 
Kaepernick in its 30th anniversary commercial, after 
he took a knee during the national anthem to protest 
police violence against African-Americans – was on 
board with that. 

“THE VISION WAS TO GET AROUND 10-15 YOUNG 
PEOPLE IN THE AREA TO START A FORUM IN RESPONSE 
TO BLACK LIVES MATTER AND THEN GO REGION-WIDE 
TO EXTEND THE CONVERSATION.”
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Earl’s work clearly means a lot to him. He’s not only 
a leading figure in the community, he is also a head 
of year at Calderstones secondary school and does 
youth engagement projects across the city. “When 
you look at what you’re in this for and what you want 
to be able to do and what your motivations are, it’s 
always been to change the aspirations of the kids in 
the community.  

“There are other places in the city that do great work 
but I think what makes us different is that, with football, 
you’re out in the open getting exercise, pushing yourself 
physically and mentally. You can’t preach to kids. I like 
to give them invisible learning which footie is a perfect 
vehicle for. I don’t have to say ‘don’t smoke, don’t drink’ 
– through football what I can say is ‘as footballers we 
need to look after our diet, we need to be healthy and 
our physical fitness has to be at its peak’. 

“In terms of healthy lifestyles we have a bit of an extra 
influence on the kids. When I was growing up there 
were people like Wally Brown and Henry Mooney 
who were youth workers and sports leaders. I wasn’t 
particularly sporty growing up but those were the 
people I looked up to in terms of what they did for 
the community. Not all of the kids at Kingsley United 
will be footballers. Some of our kids have gone on to 
be doctors, lawyers, teachers – all doing really well. 
One has moved on to be a surgeon. I looked at Henry 
Mooney and the Tigers [the basketball team he ran] 
and thought ‘I don’t just want to make footballers, I want 
our kids to be the type of kids who really go far with 
their careers and help others in later life,’” he says.

Nike has been a recurring motif in Earl’s life. When he 
was at school, his brother was a buyer for Wade Smith 
and used to source Nike goods when it first came on to 
the scene. As a young adult, Earl wanted to fundraise 
for a trip to Africa with Raleigh International, so he 
had the iconic Nike tick and Air Jordan logo shaved 
into his hair in exchange for donations. When starting 
up the Kingsley United club, the players wore Nike’s 
Inter Milan kits. “Nike’s always been in the background 
for me, but never face to face like it is now. To be 
involved with Nike on this kind of scale is brilliant. They 
will leave a legacy with the projects they are getting 
involved in.”

A long term goal for Kingsley United is to get its 
home, Tiber Football Centre, up and running. 
Unpredictable problems with the building have left 
them behind budget. Earl hopes that through Nike’s 
influence – not necessarily its funding – he will be 
able to get the Tiber Football Centre ready to house 
classrooms, meeting spaces, better changing rooms 
and retail spaces. 

“The work is never done, we want to do the best we 
can for the kids. It’s amazing what Nike has done for 
us already. The launch of the new kit involved our kids. 
They can see themselves on massive billboards and 
social media posts that have gone out to millions of 
people. They can now get the 27 bus from Lodgey 
[L8’s Lodge Lane] and get off at Anfield – and right 
across the road from the bus stop where they get off, 
there are massive pictures of them blown up on the 
side of the stadium. They can look up and see what 
they can achieve and where they can be in life if they 
just keep good morals and work hard.”

Exciting times are ahead for Earl Jenkins, Kingsley 
United and all of the projects across Liverpool that will 
have Nike’s backing. All that’s left to do is to convince 
them to officially declare the pronunciation as ‘Nike’, 
not ‘Nike-y’. 

Yasmin Ali is a filmmaker and founder of Halcyon, a 
platform for the diverse voices of Muslim women. 
www.halcyonmaguk.com
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At Atlas of the Future, we profile people dedicating 
their talents and creativity to solving the challenges 
we face across all areas of society, culture and 
nature. Throughout this year, one of our major areas 
of focus has been an exploration of the future of 
fashion: and we’ve been digging into the work of the 
designers, craftspeople, social innovators, educators 
and communicators who are transforming this 
broken system. 

The challenge is truly urgent – and time matters. 
Although fashion frequently celebrates flawlessness 
and individuality, now we have to learn to move forward 
imperfectly and collectively. We cannot tweak the 
edges of a system that permits knowing destruction of 
our home, and that of our fellow species. 

“When it comes to the environment, the fashion 
industry’s record is well documented. Fashion 
accounts for 20 to 35 percent of microplastics flows 
into the ocean and outweighs the carbon footprint of 
international flights and shipping combined,” says The 
State of Fashion 2020 report (Business of Fashion/
McKinsey & Company).

We’ve been conducting our investigations using the 
lens of Earth Logic (earthlogic.info): a simple yet 
transformative call to the fashion sector to put earth 
first, pledging loyalty to the planet before industry, 
business and economic growth.

It comes from a lifetime of work from Professors Kate 
Fletcher and Mathilda Tham, co-founders of the Union 
of Concerned Researchers in Fashion, who have 
amassed more than 50 years of combined experience 
in fashion.

Earth Logic is a fashion-research action plan: a 
framework; an invitation that offers a set of values; and 

an action-based proposal for people, both within and 
beyond the fashion sector, to get involved in charting 
new ways forward out of growth logic. 

Earth Logic offers six landscapes to engage with: 
“These are not fictions for the future. They are practices 
that have started, and can be started anywhere, 
specifically,” Mathilda tells us. You can download the 
book at earthlogic.info and join the community of 
interest. Even if you work in fields beyond fashion, you’ll 
find a fascinating framework for considering how we 
can all be part of a transition to a world that puts life 

A fair fashion 
future
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on our planet – ours and that of all species – first. “We 
always felt that Earth Logic was broader than fashion,” 
Kate continues. “It’s the hook we are hanging the coat of 
Earth Logic on but it is broader in application.”

Over the next pages, you can learn about businesses 
playing their part in fixing fashion: and you’ll find 
many more examples on atlasofthefuture.org in our 
FashionFutures channel.

Cathy Runciman, Becca Warner and Caitlin O’Rorke, 
Atlas of the Future
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WEARPURE.tech
Want a world with cleaner air? Try on this coat for size. 
Aldo Sollazzo and the team at WEARPURE.tech have 
created a new breed of clothing that can undo some 
of the damage its fast fashion cousins have done. 
They have found a way to make our clothes behave 
like trees – using science to capture carbon.

Aldo saw a way to transform clothes from being the 
problem, to being the solution. For him, technology 
is a way to change the future and bring about new 
realities – it is “an enabler of the unexisting”.

He created WEARPURE.tech as part of his technology 
company Noumena – a Barcelona-based team on a 
mission to make technology meaningful. In this case, 
to “create a climate revolution through clothing”.

Combining fashion with technology and climate 
activism called for many minds: the team included 
molecular biologists, computational designers and 
manufacturing experts. Together, they created a 
material that absorbs CO2 and harmful nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), and reduces Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs).

Polluted air is channelled through tiny narrow 
tunnels all over the garment, which are strategically 
positioned based on how air-flow moves around our 
bodies as we move. When the air meets the fabric, it 
comes into contact with WEARPURE.tech itself – a 
material that integrates CO2pure (developed by 
PRIMLAB), the neutralising mineral that gives these 
clothes their carbon-capturing capabilities. Every day 
someone wears WEARPURE.tech clothes, they will 
absorb three grams of greenhouse gases for every 
kilogram of material.

“Technology can be a torch to light up darker spots. 
It’s up to us to shine it where it’s most valuable”. Aldo 
Sollazzo, Noumena

So far, the team has developed a jacket, trousers, 
t-shirt and backpack from WEARPURE.tech, as 
well as a coat that won first prize at the Digital Made 
competition at Rome Fashion Week 2020. All the 
clothes are manufactured in Spain and neighbouring 
Italy, limiting the clothes’ own carbon emissions from 
travel. And they’re made from organic cotton, which 
uses less water and hazardous chemicals.

Aldo sees moving away from ‘natural’ fibres – 
those taken from the earth – towards lab-grown 

alternatives as an important shift for the fashion 
industry, and one that WEARPURE will be pursuing. 
“How can we rethink fibres and maybe grow these 
fibres using different resources that are not organic? 
We should be moving towards other solutions that 
integrate biology and technology.”

Next, the team will be expanding the collection, 
and working with emerging local designers Anna 
Masclans and Maria Carrion Ametller to bring 
WEARPURE.tech into their collections. The goal is for 
all WEARPURE garments to be made on demand, so 
that there is no wasted stock.

noumena.io

“Technology can 
be a torch to light 
up darker spots. It’s 
up to us to shine 
it where it’s most 
valuable.” – Aldo 
Sollazzo, Noumena
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Swedish Stockings
The documentary The Light Bulb Conspiracy lists light 
bulbs and iPods as examples of products designed to 
be used and discarded within a limited useful life to 
promote consumerism. But the example of women’s 
tights was the one that attracted the attention of 
Stockholm’s Linn Frisinger, who founded Swedish 
Stockings, a line of high-quality hosiery made with 
recycled nylon.

What Linn did not expect was that buyers would show 
interest in being able to return their tights to convert 
them into new ones. Wanting to provide a solution to 
this waste, she accepted the old tights even though it 
was not feasible to separate the nylon fibres from the 
elastane and convert them into the same product.

“In recycling, we tend to believe that a plastic bottle will turn into a new plastic bottle, but that is usually not the 
most effective way to close the loop. You have to look for other options.” Linn Frisinger, Swedish Stockings

The option Linn found was to turn them into... tables! Her father works in a factory making fibreglass tanks, so 
they had access to large cylindrical moulds. After several tests, they arrived at a formula that uses a mixture of 
between 25% and 65% of tights and recycled fibreglass: the darker the table, the more tights it’s made from.

Today, it is the first and only sustainable hosiery company. It aims to encourage and influence other companies to 
close the loop through recycling and to drive cross-border collaboration to keep learning and come up with new 
solutions. “By collaborating with specialised and smaller industries, more innovative solutions can be found.”

swedishstockings.com

The Seam
For many of us, a hole in a much-loved jumper sees it drift to the back of the cupboard and – too often – 
eventually chucked. Enter The Seam: an online marketplace for repairing and altering clothes. Its searchable 
map helps people who want clothes tailored, altered or reworked find people in their neighbourhood who 
can sew.

Launched by Layla Sargent in 2019, The Seam currently operates across London. It exists to give clothes a 
longer lifespan – knowing that ill-fitting clothes are less loved, and moth-eaten ones (especially those bought 
cheaply) are too easy to say goodbye to. This is especially important given that, as Layla points out, extending 
the life of clothes by just nine months of active use reduces carbon water and waste footprints by 20-30%. 
Personalised alterations are also a way to bring back the joy of well-fitting clothes, for bodies of all shapes and 
sizes: or as Layla puts it, ‘made-to-measure, for the masses’.

A joy to wear, and a joy to make – as seamstress Berenice C puts it: “I love when I get the chance to work with 
old and forgotten fabric and items. Most of my pieces are made out of reclaimed or vintage fabrics and end of 
rolls. This helps to create more sustainable and incredibly unique fashion.”

The Seam is about more than fixing clothes: it’s also about building relationships between people in places, 
like London, that can feel lonely. And it’s an inclusive platform for talented sewers of all stripes, bringing them 
employment without the need for a fancy studio.

theseam.uk

“In recycling, we tend to 
believe that a plastic bottle 
will turn into a new plastic 
bottle, but that is usually not 
the most effective way to close 
the loop. You have to look for 
other options.” – Linn Frisinger, 
Swedish Stockings
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We’ve teamed up with the good folk at 
The World’s Most Rubbish, to bring you 
a taste of the sustainable, global circular 
economy pioneers it features. The World’s 
Most Rubbish is a global community of 
consumers, creators and brands and 
they’re dedicated to making single-use a 
thing of the past – through experiences, 
content, events and education.

Every issue we feature four TWMR #TrashyPicks 
– the ideas and innovations that have caught their 
collective eye. Whether you’re buying for home or 
work, looking for collaborators or brilliant ideas, 
this is the place it lives.

TheWorldsMostRubbish.com
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The World’s Most Rubbish taps into our collective will to do more. Designed to make it easier for you to rethink, reduce, re-use, repair and recycle, these are the small changes and steps in the right direction that will help make life more sustainable, for all of us. Do as much – or as little – as you can. But every change is for our collective better.

TWMR makes it 
easier for consumers to make conscious 
purchases. It helps you discover and 
support the brands and retailers powering 
the circular economy. And it’s chock 
full of inspiring, clever, responsible and 
brilliant stuff. From bikes to baby clothes; 
renewable energy to road surfaces. Really.
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There’s something nice about a new notebook, from 
the smell, the feel and the look to the aspiration of 
what you’ll fill it with.

But the paper industry as a whole is still massively 
destructive to the planet. Despite some sections of 
the industry trying to reduce the deficit through the 
planting of new trees, it’s still a hugely inefficient and 
wasteful process.

Karst agrees, and set out to produce rugged 
hardwearing notebooks that wouldn’t hurt the planet, 
or even a single tree. That’s because Karst products 
are made from recycled stone. Yes, that’s right. Stone. 
Calcium carbonate to be precise – one of the most 
common substances on the planet – and the results 
are amazing.

Co-founded in Sydney, Australia by Jon Tse and Kevin 
Garcia, Karst realised that stone paper is superior to 
traditional pulped paper in pretty much every way; it’s 
waterproof, tear resistant, ink won’t bleed through it, 
and it’s far nicer to the environment than traditional 
paper manufacturing techniques.

“Kev showed me a sample of stone paper and said 
‘this is stone paper, there’s no trees in this and you 
can pour water on it’. It’s waterproof, tear-resistant, it’s 
very durable, white and smooth. I’m a notebook nerd, 
so I thought ‘whoa, who’s doing this?’” says Karst co-
founder, John Tse.

Karst went viral through its simple premise of 
waterproof paper stationery, but it wasn’t enough for it 
to just sell cool stuff.

“We launched the brand on the idea that we want 
to create beautiful stationery products that people 
would be proud to use. It’s designed to make them feel 
good – in much the same way that people buy clothes 
or go to certain places and enjoy the connection they 
have to a brand.

“But we saw a stationery space that was very ‘legacy’. 
It wasn’t catering for the forward-thinking modern day 
millennial who cares about branding, and design, and 
what the company does behind the scenes. We drew a 
line that in the sand and said what we were going to be 
fighting for and how we were going to do it,” says Jon.

A certified B-Corp, Karst is also carbon 
neutral and has partnered with the One Tree 
Planted Foundation to help reverse the years 
of destruction caused by traditional paper 
manufacturing.

Facebook, WeWork, Dermalogica and the Chan 
Zuckerberg Initiative have all adopted Karst 
products to hit their sustainability goals and make 
their offices more eco-friendly. Karst products 
were also included in the official TED Conference 
goodie bag in Vancouver in April. 

With customers all over the world Karst is turning 
heads and making people realise that stone paper 
is the way forward. But not everyone is happy. “We 
actually got an angry letter from the pulp paper 
board because they weren’t happy with how bad 
we made them sound,” admits Jon.

“People think recycling pulped paper is a clean 
process, but it goes through a lot of chemicals, 
especially in the de-inking process. It’s quite a nasty 
process that isn’t really talked about.”

With a range of notebooks available in various 
sizes and cover colours retailing from AUS$20, 
there’s something for even the most ardent 
stationary nerd from Karst. But what’s next?

“We’ve started with our stone paper range of 
stationery products – they’ve really been the 
backbone of our business. We also see ourselves 
creating a bunch of tools for the home and 
workplace – we’ve got pens, pencils and desk 
accessories in the making. In the future we have 
digital aspirations as well, but one step at a time…

“We want to create beautiful products that make 
people feel more productive, more creative, more 
inspired,” says Jon. “Products that people are 
proud to use, and not just random yukky stuff, 
because that’s what’s already available.”

So now we’ve proven that rock beats paper, what 
does this mean for the paper industry 
as a whole?

karststonepaper.com

Karst Paper
Stylish stationery proves that rock beats paper
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For all our best intentions – even if we wear our 
clothes until they disintegrate – one day they’ll need 
replacing. Hard-wearing items like jeans and jackets 
can be repaired time and time again, but for things like 
basic tees and sweats, the shelf life is far shorter.

Luckily, The Common Good Company exists so you 
don’t have to feel guilty when buying new basics. 
From the brains behind one of our favourites, Ahimsa 
Collective, The Common Good Company (TCGC) 
was set up to help just that; the common good. 

Through its range of basic apparel, TCGC wants us 
to further rethink our approach to those everyday 
basics, committing fast fashion and consumer waste 
to the metaphorical landfill in the sky. Using textile 
waste as well as recycled plastics and polyester in its 
products, TCGC helps us make easier ethical choices.

“I’d seen products that were being developed as 
ethical, but weren’t developed in a way that was 
helping the planet by any stretch,” says TCGC founder 
Tessa Carroll. “I was developing a handbag brand 
and working with recycling plastics and polyester, 
and someone said to me ‘cool that you’re using water 
bottles, but what happens if you run out of them?’ I 
remember thinking, ‘if we run out of water bottles then 
my job’s done. Feet up. Retired.’ 

“Our new age generation looks at plastic and says 
‘screw plastic, we shouldn’t be using it’, but there’s a 
reason we got there in the first place. We used plastic 
because it was convenient and durable, and it’s an 
incredible product if used correctly. We have bloody 
enough of them [plastic bottles] that we can use them 
in apparel, or roads, or whatever – we can use them. 
The Common Good was born as this idea of innovating 
textile waste and recycled polyester, to create a 
product that was ethical, was consciously consumed, 
but also produced really consciously,” she says.

The Common Good was originally envisioned as a 
B2B supplier, helping businesses enhance their ethical 
credentials and steer them away from harmful or 
unethical clothing suppliers. But it soon shifted focus 
to incorporate a full clothing brand into its repertoire.

“We realised for someone to invest in a product which 
is more expensive than your average $2 t-shirt, we’d 

have to have some sort of brand around it as well,” 
says Tessa. “The business name was already such a 
strong standpoint, we thought ‘The Common Good’ 
sums up what we should all stand for.

“What we’ve found is that people and brands have the 
intention to be more ethical, but they’re usually grass 
roots. To support that change someone has to come 
in and say ‘here’s a tee that’s sustainable; here’s a tee 
that’s recycled – do what you want’. We decided we 
were going to put our money where our mouth is and 
supply them.”

But the B2B element of TCGC is still its beating heart. 
Noticing a gap in the market, TCGC specialises 
in supplying ethically-sourced blank t-shirts to 
companies, brands, even independent cafes and 
bars. Basically, if you want to ethically produce 
merchandise, The Common Good will supply the 
blank canvas.

TCGC’s basics start at AUS $35, but there’s more to 
the brand than classic wardrobe staples. Due to the 
ongoing Covid pandemic delaying its full launch, a 
negative was turned into a positive and the first run 
of TCGC re-usable organic cotton face masks was 
born. For every two sold, TCGC will donate a mask to 
Melbourne public housing communities, helping those 
hit hardest by the health crisis.

But for those based outside Australia, The Common 
Good isn’t out of reach as it ships its products in a 
carbon neutral manner. 

Tessa says: “We’ve always come with a global 
mindset. We’ve built into our business model a carbon 
neutral courier service that we ship with. We import 
our product via sea because it’s 26x less carbon to 
ship via sea than via air. With direct-to-consumer 
(DTC) customers we ship through a carbon neutral 
courier, that offsets all of our international and 
domestic orders.”

So, whether you’re a conscious consumer, a long-time 
ethical evangelist, or just someone looking for well-
made clothing that won’t harm the planet, shop The 
Common Good, for the common good.

thecommongoodco.com

The Common Good Company
Sustainable basics that are anything but…
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The best brand names sum up the vision of a 
company and get across their ethos in one bite – a 
bit like a good film pitch. So when you hear of a brand 
called Single Use Ain’t Sexy you nod your head and 
say “you know what, they’re right”.

Single Use Ain’t Sexy (SUAS) was started by former 
lawyer and tech executive Josh Howard, to fight back 
against the rising tide of single-use plastic waste. 
Specialising in dissolvable hand-wash soap tabs, 
SUAS tabs dissolve in water and last as long as your 
average shop-bought soaps – minus the unnecessary 
waste. All parts of SUAS products are recyclable, 
from the re-usable dispenser bottle to the recyclable 
packaging that the refills come in. Every single 
household that switches to SUAS saves 25 plastic 
bottles from entering landfill every year. And, when 
you consider its first run of products sold out soon 
after launch, that’s already hundreds and hundreds of 
plastic bottles saved from the scrapheap.

How does it work, you may ask? SUAS sends you a 
reusable bottle (included in the starter pack and full 
home pack). You fill it with tap water, drop in a tablet 
and let it fully dissolve. Then, when you need to wash 
your hands, pump the effervescent foam from the 
bottle and wash away.

What’s even more remarkable is that SUAS’s 
manufacturing processes weren’t adversely affected 
by the Covid-19 pandemic, which allowed them to 
launch successfully in the peak of it. A new soap seller 
in lockdown? Sounds like right place, right time.

“We launched about two months ago – right in the thick 
of things. We didn’t have a choice, it was ‘let’s just 
do this’,” says founder Josh. “It was definitely a 
strange time to launch a business. People were 
obsessively washing their hands multiple times a 
day, so we kind of had to go with it.”

While you’d think launching a product during the 
biggest health crisis for a century would be the worst 
thing for any new brand, it hasn’t halted SUAS for 
one minute. The company is consciously paying it 
forward too, by donating 5% of all profits to Australian 
healthcare workers helping in the fight against Covid-19.

What we like about SUAS is its approach to its 
mission. It could’ve easily been too po-faced and 
facts-forward, but instead, it adopts a cheeky tone 
with its branding and advertising in a way that’s easy 
to relate to, easy to understand and – at the same 
time – quintessentially Australian.

The design is also to die for – very clean, stripped 
back, and simple. Like SUAS itself.

Postage in Australia is currently free; a starter pack, 
containing a re-usable bottle and two tabs, costs 
AUS$18, with each tab the equivalent of a full bottle 
of soap.

So like Single Use Ain’t Sexy says: don’t be a 
tosser, wash your hands without plastic waste.

singleuseaintsexy.com

Single Use Ain’t Sexy
Don’t be a tosser: hand wash without the waste

Jaunt
Upcycled classic vehicles help you 

explore Australia in harmony
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Most of us have had a go at upcycling. Whether 
it’s restoring an old chair with a new lick of paint or 
transforming a chest of drawers, when we bring old 
unwanted pieces back to life, we reduce the amount of 
new stuff we buy. But what if we told you it was possible 
to upcycle a car? And not only is it possible, but Jaunt is 
making it a reality.

Australia has some of the most beautiful and expansive 
vistas on the planet and it’s a country built for Four 
Wheeled Drive (4WD) all-terrain vehicles. But most of 
these vehicles aren’t environmentally friendly, and the 
switch to electric vehicles (EVs) has been slow. It seems 
a bit backwards to be exploring the beautiful outdoors, 
but causing it harm at the same time.

Jaunt co-founder Dave Budge knew he could be doing 
more, with a pang of guilt hitting him when he drove 
a diesel-guzzling 4WD across Australia in search 
of its natural beauty. Now, Jaunt plans to kickstart 
Australia’s love for EVs by converting classic 4WDs 
into fleets of rental vehicles across Australia, allowing 
tourists to traverse the Outback without causing 
unnecessary damage.

So, realising that Australia’s love affair with 4WDs was 
unlikely to end soon, Dave worked out that converting 
iconic old vehicles to electric was not only realistic, 
but also a viable business idea. In a country littered 
with classic Land Rovers and Jeeps – sat in sheds and 
barns, picking up dust – it was an obvious step to take.

“Australia has the slowest uptake of EVs in the 
world, and by far the worst transport emissions per 
KM per capita in the world,” says Dave. “But when 
you think about it, the reason people aren’t buying 
EVs is because there aren’t any they want to buy!” 
It also wants to convert 4WDs for private owners 
too, adding some good rugged ‘authenticity’ to the 
Australian EV market.

“The conversion of classic 4WDs into EVs was at a 
point where – from a technological and engineering 
point of view – it’d been figured out. And luckily Tesla 
had made EVs cool, so you didn’t need to justify that 
EVs could work and weren’t some weird niche thing,” 
he says.

Dave – alongside co-founder Marteen Burger – turned 
Jaunt from dream to reality, raising over AUS$18,000 
on Indiegogo as they sold over 100 days’ worth of 
rentals to a curious Australian public.

The campaign served as a press release, letting 
the wider community – beyond the self-confessed 
classic Land Rover geeks – know what Jaunt is about. 
And that EVs can be cool and still quintessentially, 
iconically Australian.

But it’s not just about building a successful car 
company. Although Jaunt is converting old rust-
buckets into cars of the future, it’s also connecting 
with local communities, using local engineers to 
perform conversions, and encouraging councils to 
install charge points.

“We’re trying to upcycle as much steel and aluminium 
and vehicles as we can, getting them back on the road, 
while encouraging as many Australians as possible to 
convert to EV,” says Dave. “In theory, you could get a 
load of venture capital money, build a factory, and start 
pumping out vehicles. But we were really keen to have 
the social benefit integrated into our business model, 
that wasn’t just about giving a percentage of profits to a 
landcare organisation or environmental cause.

“So we thought, instead of growing as a single factory, 
can we grow the business via a conversion kit and a 
set of guidelines and instructions? That allows various 
communities to take this idea on.

“This was driven by the idea that, at its core, we want 
Jaunt to be about belonging. It’s wanky brand stuff in 
a way, but it’s important to what we do; can we create 
transport that feels like it belongs?”

Dave explains that “We don’t want to build these for 
people who love car history. It’s more to say ‘this car 
you’re driving worked a farm you just drove past, or 
helped build a nearby dam, and it was converted by the 
local community – with the profits and proceeds going 
back into that community’.”

Building a car dynasty from the chassis up is a long 
process, but Jaunt is getting wheels on the ground 
imminently. It aims to re-build a car a month heading 
into 2021 and beyond, and spreading beyond Australia 
with the development of its conversion kit.

So if you have an old Land Rover in your shed full 
of cobwebs and grit, then keep an eye on Jaunt’s 
developments. Because that old rust-bucket could 
soon be an icon of clean driving.

jauntmotors.com
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See; do; try; 
buy? A whole 
new section of 
the mag, packed 
with info you 
need to know.





#aquariumloveEmma JonesUS and UK

It’s been a strange and stressful time. Almost one in five adults experienced some form 
of depression during the pandemic, compared to around one in ten before the pandemic. 
In June 2020 – in the midst of lockdown – 44% of people in the UK said their wellbeing 
was being affected by the coronavirus pandemic and 56% of people were stressed or 
anxious. 

Studies have found that interacting with animals decreases levels of cortisol, a stress-
related hormone, and lowers blood pressure. Exposure to aquariums has also been found 
to reduce stress and anxiety, increase feelings of relaxation and decrease heart rate and 
muscle tension. 

A survey conducted by the World Association of Zoos and Aquariums showed that, 
annually, more than 700 million people visit zoos and aquariums worldwide. When 
Covid-19 forced zoos and aquariums around the world to close their doors to visitors, 
many of us turned to exhibit webcams to watch wildlife, animals and sea creatures going 
about their daily business. Online traffic to exhibit webcams has increased significantly 
during the pandemic, alongside increased positive wellbeing for the viewers. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has forced us all to readjust in life and 
work. We had to rapidly adapt to a ‘new normal’ and, for many 
of us, it took its toll on our mental wellbeing. To reduce stress 
levels and raise spirits some turned to the underwater world. 
This issue’s infographic explores the significant increase in 
traffic to webcams in zoos and aquariums...

sharks on 
screen 
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Sharks on screen
As the Covid-19 pandemic forced zoos and 
aquariums to close their doors, there has 
been a significant increase in traffic to exhibit 
webcams in zoos and aquariums around the 
world. Surveys suggest that being exposed to 
animals and sea creatures  can reduce stress 
and anxiety, and these have certainly been 
stressful times.

Monterey Bay aquarium, California

Covid-19 forced Monterey Bay aquarium 
to close to the public in March.  
Visits to the  aquarium’s website have 
tripled in 2020 compared to 2019. 

Almost 80% of traffic goes to its ten 
live webcam exhibits. Shark, sea otter 
and jellyfish exhibits were the most 
popular.

At the start of lockdown in March, 
Georgia aquarium recorded an 
approximate 3,000% increase in daily 
traffic to its webcams. The aquarium’s  
100-foot shark tunnel was the most 
popular webcam.

Georgia aquarium, Georgia
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Marwell Zoo, Hampshire

Marwell Zoo saw its live webcam viewings 
go from 187, in the week before 

lockdown, to 64,000 within the 
first week of lockdown. An 
increase of almost 27,000%. 

Flamingo, penguin and giraffe 
exhibits were most popular.
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86% of people felt they 
had bonded more with 
their pets since being in 
lockdown. 

60% thought their 
pet had helped them 
maintain a regular 
routine during lockdown. 

43% of people felt that 
their pets had reduced 
their anxiety.

The Kennel Club has 
seen a 180% increase in 
enquiries from potential 
dog owners. 

The RSPCA has seen 
a 600% increase in 
visits to puppy fostering 
pages. 

Pet insurance providers 
have seen a 78% 
increase in people 
registering new pets 
in the week before UK 
lockdown.
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Events company FutureX specialises 
in bringing together purpose-driven 
leaders, through a series of events 
including Impact Summit and Start-
up Summit. Impact Summit was just 
around the corner as the UK went 
into lockdown in March this year, 
forcing it to change tack in a matter 
of weeks. On May 20, the team 
opened its virtual doors to Impact 
Summit online, welcoming over 
500 visionaries and changemakers 
and over 40 global leaders of the 
purpose-led movement.
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1.       Alignment

Transforming Impact Summit into an online event 
may not have been the plan, but it was in line with our 
vision. We believe that the future of events is a hybrid 
online-offline experience, breaking down barriers and 
becoming more globally accessible and inclusive for 
everyone. So moving Impact Summit online was an 
exciting opportunity to test out our ideas. 

2.       Choose your platform

Whether on or offline, every event needs a venue.

We decided to hold Impact Summit on HeySummit, 
an online events host. With an easy-to-use backend 
and engaging user experience, HeySummit took the 
heavy lifting out of creating, managing and running 
the event. There, our audience found speakers from 
the purpose-driven business movement as well as 
wellness sessions to keep them moving throughout 
the day.

If you’re thinking about moving your event online, 
take time to shop around. There are loads of different 
virtual platforms available – but how do you know 
what the right platform is for you? Before you jump to 
a decision, take a step back and look at how you can 
create value for your community.

3.       Making connections

People come to events for the content, but they stay 
for the connections. Networking is simple in real 
life: we offer coffee and snacks, and attendees do 
what they do best – mingle and start conversations. 
Bringing these spontaneous moments online was a 
challenge, but one that we were raring to meet.

We decided on two networking platforms: Slack, 
an instant messaging platform; and Remo, a virtual 
space to meet others via video chat. Both platforms 
were buzzing with vibrant conversations throughout 
the day as attendees, partners and speakers 
connected and shared ideas.

4.       Engage your community

Over the last three years, we’ve worked hard to foster 
a like-minded community at Impact Summit. United 
by a vision of a sustainable, socially-conscious global 
economy, this network enables ideas to form and 
grow – and inspire action. 

In January this year, we launched FutureX Plus: a 
home for purpose-driven entrepreneurs across the 
world. As the pandemic took hold, and throughout 
Impact Summit’s online transformation, we’ve found 
invaluable support, empathy and encouragement 
(and the occasional Covid-19 meme) from like-
minded business leaders in FutureX Plus.

5.       Remember your purpose

Transitioning an event online may throw up images of 
virtual reality or high-end production, but mimicking 
every element won’t replace the reason for bringing 
people together. Keeping your why – your purpose – 
at the front of your mind will make sure that the new 
experience you’re creating will be a success. 

Throughout our transformation to online events, 
our delivery may have changed, but our mission 
and message always stayed on course. We created 
Impact Summit to bring together the current 
and future leaders of the purpose-led business 
movement so, regardless of whether our speakers 
are on stage or screen, sharing their message will 
always be the driving force behind the event.

6.       Outro

While the world may have changed around us, people 
will always need to find ways to come together. As 
you take the plunge and move your event online, 
focus on the value you create, the needs of your 
community and the purpose of your event.

For us, holding Impact Summit online was just the 
beginning. The digital revolution continues to break 
down silos and amplify conversations: now, we’re 
eager to take what we’ve learned and empower 
purpose-driven entrepreneurs across the globe.

Impact Summit 2020 is available until May 2021. 
Tune in now at impact-summit.heysummit.com.

FutureX creates and curates content for business 
leaders building a more sustainable, socially-
conscious global economy. Find out more about its 
work at futurexinnovation.com.

Words: Andrew Beattie



On 4th May 2020, Bruichladdich, a whisky distillery based on the Isle of Islay 
in Scotland, became the first gin and whisky distilling company in Europe to 
qualify for B-Corp status. It scored 83.2 points from a possible 200 on the B 
Impact Assessment.  Bruichladdich is led by chief executive, Douglas Taylor, 
who arrived after a 13 year career at booze industry behemoth Diageo. Douglas 
joined Bruichladdich as commercial director in 2011 and in 2012 the company was 
bought by Rémy Cointreau. In 2017 he took over as CEO. 

He tells us about Bruichladdich’s journey to becoming a B-Corporation and the 
lessons along the way. 

Become a B-Corp
How to: 

1.       Planning

We heard about B-Corp as a movement four or five 
years ago and thought ‘that’s interesting’. As we were 
going through our reevaluation of self, it was quickly 
clear that, as a values-based business, we would 
fit really well into that world. But it’s also a question 
of having time and having resource, and trying to 
unpackage what it means, and what the qualification 
process is.

How would we do it? Could we do it? What was 
involved? How much work was it going to take? Did 
we have too many other priority projects that needed 
to be delivered first? You need to dedicate quite a lot 
of time to completing the assessment and we had to 
identify someone in the business who could help us 
do the paperwork. If we were to give the direction, who 
was going to help us through the application process? 

2.       Impact assessment

Going through the business impact assessment, 
there’s 240-odd questions and you’ve got to score 
80 to qualify from 200 points available. We did the 
business impact assessment offline, which you 
should do to try and get your score, and then look at 
it and check. Try and create things that are missing, 
or find things that need to be identified. And then do 
it again online.

3.       Putting in the work

At times we referenced policies that were parent group 
policies, but it became clear that you’re not allowed to 

do that. You can’t just go, “this is easy. We’ll just bank 
on the parent group policies.” If that parent group has 
other subsidiaries that make it through B-Corporation 
approval process, they can’t use the same policies. 
For the few policies that we’d thought ‘oh, that’s a no 
brainer’, we couldn’t use them. So either we didn’t get 
points for them, or we had our own version of it. It was 
an interesting jigsaw.

4.       Speak to other B-Corps

We connected with Tom Kay, the founder of Finisterre 
– we knew they were B-Corp certified. We kind of 
doorstepped him and said, “Look, could I just talk to 
you? Or can I introduce myself and what we do, and 
talk to you about your B-Corp journey?” And he said, 
“Sure, no problem.” I phoned him – I was trying to 
understand whether we had the capacity to take on 
this project. We had the will, we had the want, we had 
the desire; but did we have the capacity? I was worried 
about having to burden a lot of work onto the broader 
exec team and onto the managers.

Tom was interesting. He said, “There’s the business 
impact assessment that you know about. Do it offline. 
If you go through and score 25 points, don’t bother. The 
way you’re describing the pressures on your business, 
don’t bother, because it feels like you’re too far away. If 
you go through and score 40 points or more,” he said, “I 
would go for it.” 

I explained to him that in our first run through the 
business impact assessment we scored something 
like 62 or 63 points. And he said, “Look, that’s the 
perfect jumping off point. That tells you that the 
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business you run is fit for purpose for the B-Corp 
movement. You may not be all the way there yet – 
you may not be perfect – but what you have is a very, 
strong ethical foundation – a socially-conscious or 
environmentally-conscious foundation – that will 
help you get there.”

5.       Benefits

B-Corp status isn’t a tangible benefit to your 
business, it’s a philosophical one. It’s validation that 
everything you’ve been doing in the past is worth 
something and it’s worth carrying on. There are 
benefits to society and the environment too. The 
more businesses are willing to push forward change 
from a B-Corp perspective, the greater the outcome 
for our planet, and the societies living here.

You should never aim for B-Corp certification in order 
to use it as a marketing tool – but inevitably being 
certified brings some marketing benefits. As B-Corp 
certification gets built into the communications 
strategy for the business, it will undoubtedly reach 
a new values-driven audience, directly or indirectly. 
The ‘win win’ here is that values-based consumers 
are looking for brands that reflect their own values 
and brands are looking for consumers who believe in 
what they do… B-Corp becomes an enabler for that 
conversation to happen.

I had a call from a friend of mine who works for a 
financial services and law firm. I hadn’t spoken to 
him for ten years, but he saw our news on LinkedIn 
and reached out for a chat. I felt a bit like Tom Kay, 
saying to him, “If you feel like you’re quite close…” He 
started to talk about the way their business was set 
up, and their values… the way they were doing profit 
share and the way they were running philanthropic 
initiatives and pro bono stuff. And I thought 
‘absolutely, go for it. You’re exactly the type of 
business that should be going through this process.’

6.       Lessons learnt 

One of the things that we learnt was that, while we 
had a lot of this philosophy stored up here amongst 
a few of us, it wasn’t always evident to our wider 
business. We have a team of 100 people, and do 
these surveys every year, so how are we doing on 
communication? What’s the staff satisfaction like? 
We used to get badgered to do more communication 
and we’d try these different methods and it 

didn’t ever really cut through. What it told us was 
sometimes we were leading from a position that 
wasn’t completely shared through the business. 
Sometimes we’d talk about things externally before 
we talked about it internally, so you’d get that, 
‘Hey, I’ve worked here ten years and I’ve just read 
something in the paper that I didn’t know.”

The other thing we realised was that we talked 
about being values-led and evidence-based. And 
we realised there was nowhere on paper that our 
company values existed. So we felt like we had them, 
and then had to go through that process of weeks 
spent trying to write them down, defining them, 
sharing them and rationalising them.

7.       Work continues

I think a lot of people see it as a rubber stamp. I’ve 
seen businesses that have been B-Corp certified 
and then done nothing for three years, and then not 
resubmitted. But they still use the badge in their 
marketing saying they’re a B-Corp. For us, it’s about 
keeping it live and keeping it current. We’re always 
referring back to this working document that we’ve 
created, that is the road to 100, or 150 points.

We’ve just commissioned a feasibility study with an 
independent energy consultancy firm that’s looking 
at 13 different renewable technologies that we could 
apply. And we’re also looking at things that benefit 
the whole island as well – not just for our benefit. 
I think it’s really important point that you don’t 
necessarily do these things to get a competitive 
advantage, you do these things because you think 
it’s the right thing to do. And if you can capitalise 
on them, and seek a benefit for your industry 
colleagues or for the community, then that’s to 
everybody’s benefit.

Sustainability hasn’t always meant environmental 
sustainability to us. Often it’s meant community 
sustainability. How do you sustain the economic 
side of the island that has fallen by the wayside for 
a host of reasons? And I think that moral compass 
has always been there. The B-Corp thing really helps 
because it helps us go, “Hey guys, remember we’re a 
B-Corp. We’ve got to do this,” or “We’ve set ourselves 
this target”, or “These are points that we’ve got to 
play for”. It gets us focused on things.

Words: Andrew Beattie
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Erika Rushton

Anti-social 
enterprise
When is a social enterprise not 
a social enterprise? When it’s 
an anti-social enterprise, boom, 
boom. 

At Kindred we set out, pre-
pandemic, to grow the impact of 
socially-trading organisations. 
With funding approval still 
pending, we hadn’t quite boxed 
off our definition. We knew what 
we meant: those people and 
projects that set out to solve a 
problem, improve a place, earn 
a living while caring for kids, or 
elders, or others; or those who 
wanted to prove to themselves 
and their mates that minimum 
wage, less appreciation, isn’t the 
only option.
  
When the pandemic hit, and a 
£6.5m approval came through, 
we gained a lot of LinkedIn 
friends who’d previously run 
‘commercial’ companies. They 
thought the post-pandemic 
era might be a good time to set 
up a social enterprise. ‘What 
about your existing business?’ 
I asked ‘Oh, that’s for profit’ 
they answered. Pssst, it may be 
a well-kept secret, but social 
enterprises make a profit too. 
The difference is that most share 
it more equitably and reinvest in 
their communities. 

The pandemic, like an algorithm, 
accentuated our behaviours. 
Introverts isolated, extroverts 
Zoomed, providers stocked 

up and wannabe commanders 
assumed control.  

In UK law, a company is 
considered to be a legal person, 
with rights and obligations and 
a unique, corporate personality. 
And corporate personalities 
were accentuated by pandemic 
pressure, too. 

If we can issue an ASBO to a 
person – and, in law, companies 
are people – does it follow that 
they should have their anti-social 
behaviour restricted too? Here 
in Liverpool, we have form. 150 
years ago, when we appointed 
the UK’s first ever Public Health 

Officer, Dr Duncan, he joined 
Thomas Fresh, Inspector of 
Nuisances. It took the rest of 
the UK until 1998 to introduce 
Anti-Social Behaviour Orders, to 
tackle those ‘persistently acting in 
a manner that causes, or is likely 
to cause, harassment, alarm or 
distress to one or more persons.’ 

I think we have some pretty 
persistent anti-social corporate 

behaviour that’s come to the fore 
over the last months…

Imagine slapping an injunction 
on the courier who persists in 
delivering small items in large 
cardboard boxes, within boxes, 
swaddled in multi-layered single 
use plastic bubble-wrap in an 
oversized diesel van? 

How about an ASBO for the 
pharmaceutical companies 
who only test their drugs on 
men – and then sell medicines 
known to harm woman, to 
women? Or an ASBO for the 
medical practitioners who let 
25% more Black women die in 

pregnancy than white women, or 
persistently prescribe them 50% 
less pain relief?

Harassment is in there too. 
Bosses who consistently require 
the flattery of younger staff, or 
the compliance of older ones 
– who cement their status with 
overwork and unfair pay. Surely 
they deserve to be part of an 
electronic tagging system?



See, also: thoughtless and 
malicious behaviours. We might 
consider a restraining order on 
the supermarket which, having 
raked in the profits through the 
pandemic, chose the end of 
lockdown to end its contracted 
cleaners, expecting existing staff 
to absorb the work. 

Or the persistent offenders 
who contract to build hospitals, 
track and trace or supply PPE? 
But, when they don’t deliver, are 
allowed another, and another.

At our most recent Kindred 
Conversation, we asked 
members ‘WTF is an STO?’ 
STOs come in all shapes and 
sizes and are easy to spot by 
their actions, but there are many 
more – the vast majority of small 
and local businesses earn a 
living, contribute to communities, 
reinvest their profits in the 
business and pay their taxes. We 
called them Pro-Social. 

But there are also those who 
persistently act in a manner 
that causes harassment, alarm 
or distress. We called them 
Anti-Social.  

All businesses should aim to 
be social. Until then, we’ll be 
looking for an Inspector of 
Corporate Nuisance and issuing 
ASBOs.

Erika Rushton is director of 
Creative Economist – working 
as part of the founding team of 
Kindred, offering new forms of 
money and peer-to-peer support 
to socially-trading organisations 
in Liverpool City Region. She 
also works with Islington Mill Arts 
Club and Hafod Housing.

Karmen Tang

New faces
Post Covid, we’ll see a new 
breed of businesses – especially 
ones with a strong ethical and 
sustainable mission. So let’s dive 
into how to increase awareness 
and reach new audiences – whilst 
also maintaining your company’s 
core goals. 

A business or brand’s core goal 
might fall under the following 
categories: economical, financial, 
human, organic or social. But it’s 
important to define both social 
and economical goals. Whether 
the goal is ‘working with ethical 
suppliers’ or hitting a turnover 
target, you need to define clear 
KPIs, just as you would when 
defining financial goals. 

With plenty of content out there, 
it’s become extremely difficult 

to reach new audiences. There’s 
a tendency for ‘content for 
content’s sake’, with posts that 
have no real substance, but tick 
off the need to keep your social 
media active. So, how can you 
reach new audiences? 

1. Distinct tone of voice 

Focus on building a community 
through a distinct tone of voice; 
an expression of your personality. 
It’s also part of your brand values 
and a strong way to stand out in a 
crowded market. Consistency is 
the biggest thing you have to sell 
with tone of voice, especially if 
you’re a startup. 

It’s not enough to showcase 
your product, work or portfolio 
to gain awareness, you also 
need to participate in topics 
that your brand feels strongly 
about. Words are everywhere 
with your brand and, if your 
words fall short, this could have 
a detrimental impact on your 
core values. Make sure you have 
editorial guidelines for internal 
use with clear vocabulary and 
examples. This should be a living 
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breathing document which is 
consistently updated. Establish 
a feedback loop from past 
customers or clients and adjust 
your content accordingly. This 
includes regularly revising the 
core questions that were initially 
identified in the business plan:

• Who are your target 
audience?

• Who are your local and 
global competitors?

• What is your product or 
service truth?

• How are you adding value to 
customers?

2. Collaboration

This is a fantastic way to reach a 
new audience. As the founder of 
another startup story, a media 
and business coaching platform, I 
took part in an Instagram live Q&A 
with a sustainable fashion tech 
startup, By Rotation. As a result, 
I received a huge increase in 
coaching enquiries and followers.  

It’s not essential to collaborate 
with brands in the same 
industry as you, but what’s 
most important is their values 
and reputation as a brand. 
Do you share key traits and 
beliefs? Although your content 
will be specific to the different 
industries you work in, your 
common denominators will come 
through and allow you to bond, 
and tap into a new set of target 
markets. Don’t fit yourself into 
one box. 

3. Data storytelling

This is the blending of two worlds; 
human communication and hard 
data. It’s a compelling narrative 
crafted around and anchored 
by compelling data. Think about 
how you can use the numbers 

to tell a story… Although data 
storytelling is an important tool, 
most companies don’t take full 
advantage, often because their 
teams are siloed. 

The benefits of data storytelling 
provide meaning, engagement, 
value, credibility and makes 
it more attractive for press 
features. With many marketing 
teams not fully grasping the 
numerical value, it is wise to 
invest and take the time to 
educate and learn how to 
translate data into visually 
appealing stories that will 
increase retention from your 
audience and maybe even make 
your content go viral. 

In a world full of saturation and 
information overload, blatant 
advertising is going straight over 
people’s heads. Be insightful and 
create content that people want 
to read, see and adopt.

Karmen Tang, is an entrepreneur 
and storyteller. Founder of 
another startup story, she runs 
a media and business coaching 
platform offering creative 
solutions to business challenges.

Impact Hub Bradford

Impact and 
innovation
Bradford has long been a lab 
for social innovation, from the 
formation of the Independent 
Labour Party and Titus Salt’s 
workers’ village, to William 
Forster’s work on the first national 
education legislation; the first 

schools to offer free meals to 
children and the first UNESCO 
City of Film. With waves of Irish, 
German, South Asian and Eastern 
European immigration, the city 
has continued to be a place where 
a diversity of minds experiment 
with progressive ideas, to tackle 
social issues. 

At Impact Hub Bradford, we 
see ourselves as one of many 
custodians of this legacy of social 
impact. By bringing Impact Hub to 
the city, we hope to be a platform 
for creating prosperity and a 
catalyst for bringing together 
innovators to tackle the city’s 
challenges.

We’re all natives of the city and 
third-generation immigrants with 
deep roots here – and careers 
that have taken us around the 
world; from Silicon Valley to the 
heart of UK government and the 
burgeoning social enterprise 
sector.

Our hopes for Impact Hub and 
our city aren’t just grounded in 
a distant legacy or our personal 
histories. They’re bound with the 
realities of a struggling city with 
pockets of low economic activity, 
education attainment and social 
deprivation, lower than regional 
and national averages.

The Bradford district is the fifth 
largest metropolitan district in 
England, with a population of 
around 534,000. Remarkably, 
50% of the population is below 
the age of 25 and 90% is urban; 
153 languages are spoken across 
the district, which is a unique 
nexus for diaspora drawn from 
around the world. 

Our city’s youth, diversity and 
culture are potent ingredients for 
a risk-taking, experimental and 
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creative culture of innovation. 
The city’s youth makes it 
innately entrepreneurial and 
its diversity offers a vibrant 
backdrop of social frictions and 
creative collisions that are vital 
for innovation.

We’re not the only ones who 
believe this. PwC’s Good 
Growth for Cities Index of 
2019, found Bradford to be 
the most improved city in the 
UK, driven by a combination 
of new  jobs, improving skills 
and a finely calibrated work life 
balance. This year, the Sunday 
Times also named Bradford 
district in the 20 best places for 
business in the UK and Barclays 
continues to advise the city as 
one of the best places to start a 
venture. As the city builds up to 
bid for the 2025 City of Culture, 
people sense innovation and 
creativity around them and 
see where they can influence 
prosperity and their own futures.

Our role within this new culture 
is collaborative, convening 
people and the private, public 
and third sectors around 
themes, to address our 
challenges:

Social innovation – tackling 
inequalities through boosting 
social innovation and the social 
economy, cementing our ambition 
to make Bradford the UK’s capital 
for social enterprise.

Arts and culture – with the run 
up to the 2025 City of Culture 
bid, the arrival of Channel 4 in 
Leeds and our numerous Arts 
Council-backed national portfolio 
organisations, creating pathways 
for young people and diverse 
cultures – and a new generation of 
cultural startups – will become a 
vital creative engine.

Diaspora – Bradford has has a 
unique role as a focal point of 
diaspora, drawn from across 
the planet: with 20% of the 
city from South Asian roots, a 
sizeable black, Arab and Eastern 
European population, we support 
the deepening of cultural and 
economic collaborations with the 
wider world. 

Finally, our focus is fundamentally 
the people of our home city – for 
too long its young, its women 
and its minorities have been the 
underserved voices of Bradford. 
We believe the city’s path to 
prosperity means taking our work 
to these groups and assisting 
them in building a fairer city. 

We’ve been exploring these 
themes and supporting these 
communities with innovative 
events – Red Bull’s Amaphiko 
academy, the TEDx conference, 
a resilient communities 
programme, working with the 
British Council and drawing 
new investment to the city’s 
voluntary sector.

This is just the start…

Kamran Rashid, Mandip Sahota 
and Imran Ali are the co-founders 
of Impact Hub Bradford.
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Dan Ryan 

Lockdown: 
On seeking 
sanctuary in 
nearby nature 
It is summer’s end in the year that 
never quite was. As lockdown 
splutters to a conclusion we’re 
all trying to find our way back 
to some version of normal. Or if 
not normal, a version of life that’s 
tolerable at least. 

In Ethos 12 I wrote about some of 
my looming fears of lockdown, 
which after immediate concerns 
about family, health and job, were 
dominated by the prospect of 
lengthy reduced contact with 
nature. I shouldn’t have worried. 
In the pandemic’s early days 
I was working from home, but 
was soon furloughed; a peculiar 
limbo where I stayed until early 
August. This strange period, 
when time passed most oddly, 
was full of paradoxes; mainly 
that, as the world shrank around 
me, I experienced more of it than 
ever before. I was able to find 
new sanctuaries and explore my 
nearby nature. 

Places, and the different qualities 
of different places, became 
incredibly important: the safety 
of home, the vivid colours of the 
garden, the delicious quiet of the 
lanes and beaches. But it was to 
be a ribbon of old, dark woodland 
that I found one day, exploring in 
an ‘exercise hour’, that became 

the most important of all. 
Sandwiched between ploughed 
fields on a rolling plateau the 
trees grow in a gully on land too 
steep to farm. I visited my ‘secret 
wood’ – as I came to call it – 
almost every day and felt spring 
wash over it with a tidal wave 
of life. I heard birdsong creep 
towards cacophony, I watched 
the badger and deer families 
multiply, and the woodland 
floor burst into colour with a 
procession of wildflowers. Is 
there a greater miracle of nature 
than a bluebell wood in April? 

One day I found a ghost of the 
British landscape in there, an 
old elm – John Constable’s most 
beloved tree. They’re quite tricky 
to tell apart, but I think it is a wych 
elm, Britain’s native elm. 

Elms aren’t quite extinct in Britain. 
Many of this tree’s kin vanished 
from the countryside in the latter 
years of the 20th century as 
Dutch Elm Disease – a fungus 
spread by elm bark beetles – 
swept over these islands. Within 
a few years this plant pandemic 
had wiped out tens of millions 
of these elegant trees and with 
them the landscapes painted 
into eternity by Constable were 
changed forever. 

My wych elm has survived more 
than Dutch Elm Disease. It has 
– like all old beings – survived 
countless other wounds, too. 
While running my hands over its 
cracked bark my fingers caught 
on something sharp. Looking 
closely I found a rusted length 
of barbed wire passing straight 
through the heart of the tree and 
out the other side. The once-
young, supple, elm must have 
once grown on a field boundary 
and no one noticed enough, 
or perhaps cared enough, to 
free it from the metal. Over 
the years the trunk subsumed 
the wire until the two bodies 
were inseparable and almost 
indivisible. 

Sometime later, the wire was 
neatly snipped and the tree was 
left with this peculiar piercing, 
a kind of flesh tunnel for trees. I 
ran my fingers from the wire to 
the tangle of metal that binds 
my once-shattered right elbow 
together and thought for a 
moment, ‘I know how you feel, 
mate’. 

This pandemic will leave many of 
us like my elm: scarred, stronger, 
missing kin, and held together by 
tangles of metaphorical metal. 
Our relationships to each other 
and nature altered, and our old 
allegiances to the institutions 
of work, travel, and education 
perhaps changed forever. 

All of which begs the question… 
Where do we go from here? 

Dan Ryan is an environmentalist, 
consultant, and educator who 
works at the Eden Project in 
Cornwall where he creates 
programmes that connect 
people with nature. Find him on 
Twitter @caballosblancos. 
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David Barrigan

Small change
David Barrigan used to buy lots 
of trainers. A lot of trainers. After 
realising that he barely wore, or 
couldn’t even remember buying, 
some of them, he decided to 
make some changes. In 2020, 
he’s not buying anything new. He 
tells Fiona Shaw all about it…

“Is that another new pair of 
trainers?” my mum would say. 

“Where are you going to put all 
these boxes of trainers?” my wife 
has said… many times.

I’m a huge supporter of ‘reduce, 
reuse, recycle’ and apply it to all 
areas of my life and business. Or 
so I thought…

I hated fast fashion, but I really 
needed to look at my consumer 
habits. Inspired by Tara Button’s 
book, A Life Less Throwaway, 

and Project333, I embarked on a 
small but, from consumerist and 
environmental points of view, 
life-changing journey. 

At the end of 2018, I decided I 
would only buy clothing that was 
made from recycled materials for 
the next year. One small change 
led to another. Then, at the end 
of 2019, I decided I wouldn’t buy 
any new clothes or shoes for 
a year. The times we live in are 
so all or nothing with absolutely 
everything – literally, ‘you should 
go vegan this afternoon.’ There’s 
no in between.

Part of the change came about 
because I realised I essentially 
wear these three pairs of Saucony 
Jazz vintage originals. The 
newest of the three was bought 
16 years ago; the oldest 20 years 
ago, when I lived in the US… I was 
wearing the same things most of 
the time that I’d had for ages and 
ages, because of the quality of 
the stuff that I bought.

I’d always have a particular 
ethical focus when it came to 
the brands I would buy – it was 
always animal rights. I’d choose 
what to buy from an animal 

rights point of view but, even if I 
wasn’t using animal products, I’d 
still buy lots of stuff that had an 
environmental impact. But I just 
didn’t need all this stuff.

I love the song Merchandise 
by Minor Threat. It’s about 
style over substance and how 
merchandise owns you. It’s not 
‘you are what you eat’, but ‘you 
are what you own.’ I realised I 
didn’t need this mindset. It was 
time to clear out.

When I looked at all the boxes, 
I found trainers I’d never worn 
because I didn’t want to get them 
dirty, or I’d even just forgotten 
that I’d bought them. Not only 
was it a waste of money, but 
it had a huge environmental 
impact. I asked myself, ‘what 
am I getting from this? I’m never 
going to wear them all.’ I gave 
everything under a certain value 
and condition to a homeless 
charity and sold everything else. 

I haven’t had any pangs – yet. 
Lockdown has very much 
helped because I haven’t been 
anywhere. But it’s been good 
to get away from that feeling of 
constantly trying to find things 
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to buy. I’ve had extra time to 
do loads more cooking, loads 
more DIY. I’ve been running 
more, reading more. I’ve even 
developed a new product for 
my company – Shuffle Putt, and 
refurbishing and upcycling our 
pop-up mini golf courses.

It’s also had a massive impact on 
my mental health and wellbeing. 
Not being focused on material 
things has allowed me to focus 
on my actual experiences. 
Collecting becomes a habit; 
you’re always looking for that 
thing; the thing you heard about, 
scouring eBay – it’s the thrill of 
the chase, of getting them in a 
certain rare colour and knowing 
somebody else hasn’t got it. 

I’d already been reading about the 
environmental impact on Fashion 
Revolution – about how things are 
destroyed when they’re sent back 
rather than actually put back on 
the shelf; how they’re not put back 
into the cycle because they’re too 
expensive for the companies to 
ship around. 

I’ve never been a fast fashion 
buyer, but I’d still be stalking 
eBay for rare shoes. And then 

I’d realise that they were rare 
because they’re a horrible, bright 
green. I’d always thought I didn’t 
follow trends, and that I wasn’t 
caught up in that world. But the 
endless trainer buying was part 
of that collector mentality. 

Another upside has been the 
extra money. Because of Covid, 
the money I’ve saved not buying 
things has been spent on the bills 
and our food and saved too. It’s 
even rubbed off on friends and 
family, who’ve also realised that 
they don’t need so many things. 
So I can’t point to specific things 
I’ve achieved by not buying new 
clothes and trainers, but it’s 
helped clear my mind.

My heightened environmental 
knowledge from the experience 
has also made me live a life 
less throwaway. Before, when 
something would break, I’d just 
buy something new to replace 
it. Now, I think, can I repair that? 
I also think about the quality of 
the products I’m buying in the 
first place. I want to buy things 
that last.

Part of me hopes that the 
pandemic will be a reset. People 

talking about going back to 
‘normal’ – was ‘normal’ working 
for you? The tumultuous politics 
of 2019, Brexit; things weren’t 
working for everyone. There’s a 
sense that we’re all being rushed 
back to the office so that we can 
buy things on our lunch break – 
but I really think it’s made people 
thinking about not buying things 
they don’t need. 

For me, the change wasn’t that 
hard, but it’s had a big impact. 
For me to break this, I’d have 
to really, really like something, 
rather than just buying it 
because it’s in the sale. I haven’t 
had any hard tests yet, but I still 
have to get to the end of the year. 
I know I don’t need anything, but 
if the fridge breaks, I’ll have to 
buy a new one…

If I had any advice, it’d be to think 
‘why? What am I getting from 
that?’ before you buy anything. 
I’m not saying this is easy, but I’ve 
found there are more positives 
out of it than there ever were 
from buying stuff.

David Barrigan is a director 
at Putting Edge, a pop-up, 
interactive event business.
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What do you do and who do you work with?

Today Do This provides tools and training that make 
it easy to kickstart whatever change you want to 
see in the world. We work mainly with companies, 
helping employees connect the organisation’s social 
aims with their own day jobs to spark practical, 
meaningful action. We want business to be part 
of the solution, we want people to feel a sense 
of purpose in their work, and we want to make a 
tangible impact.

Our tools are available to individuals on 
todaydothis.com, and we often partner with 
like-minded conferences and communities to 
make sure ideas and conversations are turned 
into action. Most importantly, through our buy-
one-give-one model, we donate resources to 
schools and youth organisations to empower a new 
generation of doers.

There’s a gap between intention and action that 
stops most of us doing something about the things 
we say are important. Fear of failure, not being sure 
where to focus our time and effort, the feeling that 
we’re too small to really change anything – Today 
Do This breaks down these psychological barriers 
to get people past the hardest part of taking action: 
getting started.

How did that evolve?

The seed was planted in November 2016. As a 
dual British-American citizen, the fallout of the EU 

referendum and US presidential election had left me 
bereft. But I soon realised that all my tears and social 
media rants weren’t really achieving anything. So I 
sat down with my most creative friend, Robbie Dale, 
and we set ourselves a challenge: What could we do 
to make this messed up world a little better?

We started with a guerrilla campaign to remind 
people that we’re all in this together. We printed ‘A 
place for…’ on a few hundred sheets of paper and 
folded them into small place cards (the kind of thing 
that marks your place on the table at a wedding). 
Below that, we scribbled all sorts of stuff – everyone, 
you, immigrants, refugees, redheads, cat lovers…

We put these all over London, in cafés and pubs, on 
store shelves and public transport. We made it easy 
for anyone who found one to go online and make 
their own. We asked people to share photos of any 
place cards ‘in the wild’ on social media. Within days, 
we saw them pop up as far away as the US, Russia, 
the Netherlands, the Philippines, Colombia and 
Zambia. We were contacted by major media outlets. 
We were asked, “What next?”

So, we resolved to do more. I read some history, 
Robbie read some psychology, and together we 
came up with a toolkit inspired by Martin Luther 
King’s ‘Six Steps of Nonviolent Social Change’ and 
informed by behavioural science. It’s an envelope 
filled with six simple tools to help anyone who’s 
thought about changing the world but isn’t quite 
sure where to start. This kit now sits at the heart of 
Today Do This.

Fresh ideas, 
free thinking
It’s Daianna Karaian’s job to be inspired – and inspiring. The business she 
co-founded, Today Do This, helps people start the change they wish to see 
in the world. She tells us what inspires her, how she got started, her hopes 
and priorities. 
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What has been your favourite project of the 
past year that you’ve been involved in, or the 
most surprising thing that’s happened to your 
business?

Out of the blue, I got a call from one of the graduate 
students at Saïd Business School at the University 
of Oxford. He’d heard a podcast episode I appeared 
on months earlier and wanted Today Do This to fill 
a gap he and his classmates were struggling with: 
What could they do during their MBA programme to 
ensure they would make a positive social impact in 
their careers?

Having got my own MBA ten years earlier, I knew 
how hard it can be to put social good at the centre 
of conventional finance, operations, marketing, 
procurement and HR roles at traditional companies. 
So I jumped at the chance to work with future titans 
of industry to make sure they’re ready to start 
making a positive impact from day one.

Not only was this our first workshop with a 
university; it was also our first online session, coming 
as it did in the middle of the pandemic, which meant 
we had participants joining from all over the world. 
Two of my favourite comments were, “I thought it 
was accessible to everyone, no matter where they 
are on their social impact journey” and “It feels 
great and very empowering to start doing things 
immediately within the space of the workshop.” 
Those are things we pride ourselves on, no matter 
who we’re working with.

So many students – no matter what their chosen 
career path – are trying to answer that same question: 
How will I make a positive impact in my work? 
Now that we know our model works for 
universities too, I hope to work with a lot 
more of them.

What are your priorities and hopes 
for the next year?

I hope all the progressive movements 
that have grown over the past year – 
fighting the climate crisis, racial injustice, 
attacks on democracy – will move from 
the streets into our daily lives.

Peaceful protest plays a crucial role 
in changing hearts and minds, but the 
real change happens when we all show 

ongoing commitment to these causes in the way 
we spend our time and money, focus our skills 
and talents, behave at work, at home and in our 
communities.

My priority is to help as many people as possible 
make the transition from interest and intention 
around these issues into action.

Who and what inspires you?

All the young people speaking out and rising up – 
from Hong Kong to Washington D.C. and dozens 
of places in between. Their drive to close the gap 
between what is legal and what is just sits at the 
heart of democracy and human progress.

What are the five most interesting things that 
you’ve listened to or read recently?

I recently joined a book club, a first for me. It’s called 
‘Read A Book! With Kara’ and I couldn’t resist her 
pitch online: “I’m starting this book club because 
stories help you not be an asshole and it’s important 
to know what you’re talking about.” Can’t argue with 
that. My favourite book so far has been Their Eyes 
Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston.

Another first: I started writing a book. It’s a 
children’s story inspired by the Coretta Scott 
King quote, “The greatness of a community is 
most accurately measured by the compassionate 
actions of its members.” I’ve been reading a tonne 
of picture books as part of my learning, and the 
one I’ve loved most is Extra Yarn, a story about 
generosity written by Mac Barnett and illustrated 
by Jon Klassen.
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I bought a record player last year and 
have since discovered a real fondness 
for unusual box sets. My most prized 
one is a replica of the Voyager Golden 
Record which was launched by NASA into 
interstellar space in 1977. Meant to tell 
the story of Earth to any extra-terrestrial 
intelligence who might find it, it features 
everything from Beethoven to Chuck 
Berry to bird sounds to greetings in 
dozens of languages.

In fact, Radiolab told the story of the Golden 
Record in a beautiful podcast celebrating the 40th 
anniversary of the Voyager mission back in 2017. It’s 
worth listening to in its own right.

Another podcast I recommend is 2269. I may be 
biased (I’m on their advisory board and appear in 
one of the episodes), but it’s got a brilliant premise 
(not dissimilar to the Voyager Golden Record, now 
that I think about it). It’s an audio time capsule to be 
opened at a worldwide party being planned for the 
year 2269. It’s got all the elements of a great party: 
music, games, toasts, stimulating conversation. And 
you don’t actually have to wait 250 years to listen to 
it – it’s available now in your favourite podcast app.

What’s your ethos?

Dreams as big as the universe achieve nothing on 
their own. But the tiniest of actions can make a world 
of difference.

What do you think are some of the main 
challenges for businesses as we emerge from 
the Covid-19 pandemic and what do you think 
businesses will do differently?

A lot of businesses are facing big challenges with 
team cohesion and morale. All the furloughs and 
layoffs, the stresses and strains of working from 
home while juggling childcare, the lack of chitchat 
over coffee or between meetings which shapes 
culture and sparks ideas – they’re all taking a toll. 

In much the same way the pandemic has prompted us 
to rethink many aspects of life, when the dust settles 
I think a lot of people will re-evaluate their work. Is 
what they’re doing how they really want to spend their 
time? Do they really believe in the company they work 
for? Does their company really believe in them? 
Likewise, companies will have to reassess their 

responsibility to their people and their communities. 
Have they acted in good faith? How will they keep 
and grow their talent in a world that looks very 
different? People will remember how companies 
behaved during the pandemic when they make 
choices about where to work, who to buy from and 
what to invest in.

Do you think that people think differently about 
business now, or are looking for other things 
from the brands that they engage with?

Thinking back to 2019, the wheels of change were 
already in motion on issues like workplace diversity, 
socially-responsible investment and environmental 
stewardship. All of these were the result of years of 
consumer and employee pressure on brands to do 
less harm and more good. Despite the grand pause 
on nearly everything, I think the pandemic has the 
potential to turbocharge these changes. 

You can see it happening in the drive to support 
Black-owned business in the wake of the George 
Floyd killing, and in the billion-dollar write downs of 
oil company assets this year. People are watching 
companies more closely than ever, making sure that 
the things they say match the things they do. It’s 
about time.

Daianna Karaian has worked in sustainability across 
business, government and nonprofit for nearly two 
decades. Growing impatient at the slow pace of 
change, she set out on her own and launched a few 
ideas – including a sustainable lifestyle magazine 
and a matchmaking service connecting social 
entrepreneurs with creative talent. Having honed in 
on the overlap between what gave her energy, what 
the world needs and what the market wanted, she 
co-founded Today Do This.

todaydothis.com
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Know the Origin is home for the 
next generation of ethical brands, 
setting the new standard of 
sustainability.

Following the collapse of the Rana Plaza 
garment factory in Bangladesh in 2013, founder 
Charlotte could not understand why we’re still 
not being told who made our things.

So the idea was simple. Create a platform, build 
robust sustainable standards, bring together 
radically transparent brands living up to them 
and show everyone every step of how their 
products are grown and sewn. The vision is to 
make knowing the origin an industry standard 
– so you and I can ensure our purchases enrich 
communities and restores the environment.

@knowtheorigin
www.knowtheorigin.com

We’ve curated 15 of the best ethical brands from 
around the world. 

Get 15% off with code: EthosMag
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Recycled Resin Purse 
black – Matt & Nat
A smart vegan wallet, 
in recycled resin. This 
double-gusset style has 
a flap closure, centreslip 
pocket and larger 
zipper pocket. With 12 
credit card slots, and 
enough space to fit most 
smartphones, this wallet 
has plenty of storage.

Recycled high rise 
compressive leggings 
– Girlfriend Collective
An extra high-rise 
with four-way stretch 
and compressive 
fabric made from 
recycled water bottles. 
Everything you need to 
get through everyday life 
like running, yoga, and 
binge-watching TV.



Recycled cashmere 
scarf – Organic Basics
A timeless winter scarf 
produced in a premium 
recycled cashmere. 
This scarf is a winter 
essential, constructed in 
a super-soft, warm and 
luxurious recycled 
cashmere.

Pineapple leather 
watch black and gold 
– Votch
A classic black and gold 
watch with a sustainable 
twist, this design has a 
smart white face with 
brushed silver accents. 
The watch comes in a 
Piñatex leather, one of 
the most exciting and 
luxurious sustainable 
leather innovations, 
derived from pineapple 
leaf fibres.

Cashmere crew neck 
knit – Nadaam
This extremely soft, 
sustainably-made 
cashmere comes from 
hand brushing goats in 
Mongolia, with the fibre 
spun into a yarn to make 
into a jumper. A timeless 
premium cashmere 
crew neck, it’s made 
from luxuriously soft 
100% cashmere.

The navy button 
jacket – Uskees
This contemporary 
utilitarian style shirt 
has pockets, on the 
front and hidden, an 
inside lining and Corzo 
buttons. The shirt has 
reinforced elbows, for 
extra strength and 
durability, and comes in 
a 100% organic cotton 
fabric.

Emerson slacks – 
Thought 
Super-soft joggers in 
a sustainable blend 
of bamboo, viscose 
and organic cotton. 
This relaxed fit pair 
features a comfortable 
tie, elasticated waist, 
practical pockets and 
a tapered ankle. The 
trousers are luxuriously 
soft, with a little stretch.
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Basic lambswool 
colourblock knit – COO
This classic and timeless 
knit is fully fashioned and 
hand-linked by highly skilled 
craftspeople, constructed in 
100% premium lambswool.

Oliana jumpsuit – 
People Tree 
A timeless jumpsuit that 
flatters every body shape, 
produced in Fairtrade 
organic cotton. The style 
has a fitted elasticated 
waist, wide leg silhouette 
and an elegant v neck. In a 
super-soft organic cotton 
elastane blend, this jumpsuit 
incorporates lightweight 
breathability with all-day 
comfort.

Tide 2 Trainer – Humans are vain
A classic unisex trainer produced 
with the most amazing sustainable 
materials. They have an Oeko-Tex 
100 certified microfibre finish on the 
main body, a pineapple leaf fibre heel 
panel, a recycled PET and corn lining, 
a recycled rubber sole, organic cotton 
laces and use water-based glues.

Curated by:

Know 
the 
Origin

Partner 
content
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Brave rucksack – 
recycled resin – Matt and Nat
The minimalist vegan leather 
backpack is made from recycled 
resin from windshield glass and 
lined in 100% recycled nylon. 
The stylish and practical design 
has ample room for a 13” laptop, 
as well as front and side zipped 
pockets, an interior zip pocket 
and smartphone pocket.

Regular dunn jeans - Mud 
Jeans
This mid-waist style is produced 
in a beautiful blend of post-
consumer recycled cotton, 
organic cotton and elastane, 
to add a little stretch. The style 
has a button fly, tapered leg and 
satin-finished, silvertone buttons 
and rivets.

Libertá t-shirt – Idioma
A soft 100% organic cotton 
‘Libertá’ t-shirt translates as 
‘freedom in the mountains’ 
in Italian and is intended to 
transport you to the sunny Italian 
Alps. The soft grey marl tee is 
printed with sustainable zero 
impact water-based inks.

Mauve Stella low cut bra and 
Lena high waist undies
A soft bamboo bra in a chic 
triangle cut. This seamless and 
wireless style provides light 
coverage and support, designed 
for smaller cup sizes. The super-
soft fabric is an organic OEKO-
TEX 100 approved Lyocell 
bamboo and Spandex blend.

Fabienne bra (black) – 
Underprotection
A romantic lace bra, in recycled 
fibres. This delicate design 
provides light support, designed 
for smaller bust sizes. The style 
has adjustable straps and a 
beautiful racerback, produced 
in a blend of recycled nylon and 
recycled elastane.
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Financial wellbeing

Bags of character: Madlug

Liveable cities

Spend 24 hours in Kyiv

Planet Earth gets rebranded

Toms

The well-shod 

pioneers of the 

one-for-one 

model talk about 

philanthropic 

giving

Granby Workshop From the Turner Prize 

to tableware. Granby’s latest mission is to 

make the world’s first ever 100% recycled 

tableware. And it’s beautiful.

Sarah’s Bag The luxury fashion brand 

keeping Lebanese crafts alive by employing 

female prisoners and helping them set up 

their own micro-businesses.

Wayne Hemingway The Red or Dead 

founder tells us he still can’t pass a charity 

shop and talks about causing a stir and 

championing sustainability.

Tools, tips and wrinkles A whole new 

section of tips, ideas and inspiration.

You asked us for it, here’s what we came 

up with...
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PaynterMakers of beautiful limited 
edition jackets. And sold just three timesa year. 
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Creative thinking and the_
faces behind the code_

A ray of hope? The businesses 
making 2020 better... 

Sustainable Danish design 

 Sharks, sheep and sign language
Creative thinking and the

faces behind the code

Think localCommunities and localism get a lift from lockdown. Now can we make it sustainable?

Today do thisIf 2020 has spurred you into action, find out how to 
take tangible steps to make a 

difference... 

Money money money From our 
cashless society 

to fin-novation 
for business, access to money 

has dominated 
2020. 

Nike in the community
The sportswear 

giant isn’t just taking on England’s 
newly-crowned 

champions, it’s 
taking on Liverpool’s 

commnunity clubs, too.



Oh, and
Take care of 

yourself. Go and 
have a bowl of 

Coco Pops

 It takes a village 

100 pairs of hands 

contribute to each 

classic coat

Zero-wasteWoven on demand and made-to-order

@ethos_mag @ethosthemag @ethos_mag

Innovation
Stay small; think 

big. The power 
of doing things 

differently... 
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